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é A STUDY OF THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF COPYRIGHT LAW
§ TO THE USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE IN PUBLIC EDUCATION
E
w

Robert F. Clark

(ABSTRACT)

The purpose of this study was to review, synthesize and document

federal statutes and litigation; utilizing literature pertaining to

copyright and the use of computer software by educators. A

combination of legal and historical research methodology was used to

conduct the study.

The historical research involved primary and secondary source

documents, from England and America. The legal research involved the

use of law guides, finding-tools, legal sources, law journals, case

law, and computerized search systems.

The study indicated that copyright litigation began as early as

567 A.D. The concept of copyright in England began as a method to

control the publishing industry and evolved into a right of authors.

Copyright in the United States is based on the Constitutional clause

granting to Congress the power, "To Promote the Progress of Science

and the Useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and

Inventors the Exclusive Right to their respective Writings and

Discoveries...." The first American copyright act, passed in

1790, has been the subject of two major revisions; the first in 1909

and the second in 1976.



The study also indicated that educators and publishers have

opposing beliefs regarding the use of copyrighted materials. These

beliefs are logical and defensible, and are not likely to be resolved

without further revisions to the copyright laws. In an attempt to

adjudicate these arguments, the judiciary has developed the "Doctrine

of Fair Use." A review of federal case law revealed that teachers

and educators have not faired well under this doctrine. Of the six

cases in which educators pleaded fair use, only two were resolved in

favor of the defendant educator. The trend of federal case law,

involving computer programs, is to afford greater protection for

these programs.

With regard to the copying of computer software for use in the

public school classroom, that copying copyrighted software is

illegal. Serial use of instruction programs does not infringe the

copyright; however, any use which would increase the number of

simultaneous users would violate the copyright owner‘s exclusive

rights. School systems should develop written policies regarding the

duplication and use of copyrighted software. The use of multiple

licensing agreements is recommended.
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CHAPTER I

An Overview

This study was designed to investigate the legal implications of

copyright law to the use of computer software in public education.

Among the many problems facing the founding fathers of the New Nation

was that of providing its literary authors with some form of _

protection and financial remuneration for their work, while maintaining

the free flow of information necessary to make the new democracy a

reality. To accommodate the conflicting interests of the authors

and the general public, a copyright clause was included in the

drafting of the constitution. Article 1, Section 8, Clause 8 of the

United States Constitution specifically confers to Congress the

power "ftyo promote the progress of science and the useful arts, by

securing for limited times, to authors and inventors, the exclusive

right to their respective writings and discoveries."1

From its inception, the copyright law has struggled to keep pace

with developing technology. Beginning in 1476, when William Caxton

introduced the printing press in England, technology has rapidly

produced products capable of duplicating copyrighted materials, thus

stretching the canons of statutory law to new and seemingly endless

limits. Originally, the producers of copyrighted materials were not

overly concerned with infringement of their exclusive rights due to

the difficulties of copying. Manual duplication of copyrighted

1
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materials was laborious and time consuming, resulting in little

effect on the author”s market for his work. The subsequent

development of primitive copying machines, i.e. mimeo and ditto

duplicators, posed few problems for the copyright owners. These

crude copying devices required a specially prepared stencil,

referred to as a master, before copies could be produced. The time

and expense of preparing said master rendered the making of single

copies uneconcmical.2 The state of copying was to change drastically

with the introduction of the photoccpying machine. Referred to as a

"do—it—yourself" tool for infringement? the photoccpier‘s impact on

copyright law was without precedent. Even the infamous piano roll;

the subject of heated judicial debate in White—Smith Music Publishing

Co. v. Aocollo Cc. (1909),h paled in comparison to technology”s

newest creation. The publishing community reacted quickly to this ,

new threat and brought intense pressure on the legislature to revise

the existing copyright law. On January 1, 1978, Congress responded

by enacting a new copyright statute.5 The impact of this new

technolegy was not limited to the field of statutory law. Education

became one of the most profoundly affected professions. Technol;gy

has enhanced a virtual revolution in educational philosophy and in

new ap roaches tc learni;g.6

Modern technology has provided today”s educator with a variety of

electronic media for use in the instructional process. One important

product of this new technology is the microoomputer. "It is almost

gospel that the most important factor in our technological revolution

is the computer."7 Educational institutions have quickly recognized
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the potential of this new innovation. "In a single year, the number

of public schools with computers has more than doubled."8 A

nationwide survey, conducted by the National School Boards

Association, in consultation with the National Institute of

Education, revealed that 96% of those school districts surveyed use

microeomputers for instructional purposes. "The use of computers for

instruction in the public schools ie fast becoming universal, . . ."9

Conccmitant with this increased usage of computers in education, is

the increased growth of the software industry. "As recently as three

years ago, software was still a cottage industry. . . This year . . .

sales are expected to top $10 bi1lion."1O

The increased use of technology in support of the educational

process is not without problems. These problems are both etnical and

legal in nature. Teachers are now able to duplicate, with relative

ease, most commercially available software for use in the claserocm.

"As technology oontinues to create new modes of communication, the

possibilities for infringement will multiply."1l Thus, the im ediate

problem, concerning the legality of such copying practiees, is that

of "copyright". This is a growing concern for publishers and

educators alike.

The actual extent of the copying problem is not known.

"Estimates are that illegal copies account for from two te nige times

the number of programs sold legally."12 Are educators involved in

the production ef illegal copies of software? Allan Wittman,

Chairman of the American Association of Publisher”s Copyright

Com:itte;, calls copyright abuses in academe,"widespread, flagrant,
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and egregious."l3 R.S. Talab, in his article, "The Problem of

Copying Computer Programs Without Breaking The Law", states; "The

copying of purchased or borrowed software is happening at all levels

of eduoation."l" Daniel Brooks, a copyright attorney and author of

several legal articles on copyright and computer software, is much

more forceful, charging, "The only teachers who aren't copying

software are the ones who don‘t know how." 15

Why do educators engage in the making of such illegal copies?

Educators argue that budget constraints prohibit them from obtaining

the necessary numbers of copies for use in the classrooms, and that

copies are vulnerable to damage when used by students. Teachers

further argue that the classroom, as a non—profit environment,

justifies such practices. While there may be some merit in this

logic, the courts have not accepted it in defense of a copyright

infringement. Because the courts are holding educators accountable

to the copyright law; and because software produoers are bringing

suit to protect their investments, it is necessary that educators

come to understand the copyright law and its application to

educational settings. As David Wormser, Attorney to the Association

of Dat; Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSCO), summarizes;

teachers need to understand the societal impact and value of using

computers. The copying of computer programs, widely praoticed and

accepted, is but one part of the problem.16 The International Council

for Computers in Education (ICCE) in its "Polioy Statement on Network

and Multiple Machine Software" charge educators with the " . . . need

to face the legal and ethical isgues involved in copyright laws and
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publisher license agreements, and to accept the responsibility for

enforcing adherence to the laws and agreements."17 The ICCE further

charges educators with the responsibility for ". . . educating

students about the legal, ethical, and practical problems caused by

the illegal use of seftware."l8 Where should educators turn for

guidance to fulfill the charges of the ICCE? The obvious answer is

to the copyright law. Unfortunately, educators will find that the

law is subject to judicial interpretation, and as such, contains no

definitive answers.
‘

Historically, copyright law has been vague as to what

constitutes infringement by educators. The 1909 Copyright Law did

not contain reference to the educational use of copyrighted works,

leaving the issue to interpretation by the judiciary. "The emcrgence

of a lfair use, doctrine enabled the courts to broadly interpret the

Copyright Law, even though in many cases the courts had not been

consistent in defining what constitutes ”fair
use”

of a copyrighted

work."l9 A split decision (4-4) and the absence of a written opinio;

by the Supreme Court in the landmark copyright infringement case,

Williams and Wilkins Company v. United Statesgo highlighted the

confusicn over the law. The Congress of the United States, after

years of deliberation, succeeded in passing a new copyright law; the

Copyright Act of 197621 During its deliberations, Congress

recognized the limitations of the pending 1976 Act in dealing with

the new technology of photecepying and computers. To resclve this

situation, Senator Jchn L. McClellan introduced a bill calling for

the establishment of a National Comxission cn New Technolcgical Use:
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of Ccpyrighted Works (CONTU).22 This comzission was given thre;

years to study and compile data, and to make recomxendations. The

recomnendations of the comxission eventually became part of the 1960

Amendxentszß to the 1976 Copyright Act.

James Russell Lowell, although writing on another topic,

provides a poetic description cf the evxr changi„; state of copyright

law:

The world advances, and in time outgrows
The laws that in our fathers' days were best;
And doubtless after us, some purer scheme
Will be shaped out by wiser men than we, zuMade wiser by the steady growth of truth.

While the law struggles to maintain the constitutional bal.nce

betw¤ n the rights of the authors to the fruits of their labors and

the rights of the general public to the access of information,

educators find themselves caught in the proverbial middle. This

current state of confusion and uncertainty for educators results, in

part, from a paucity of case law dealing with the doctrine of "fair

use" in an educational context. To date, only three case; involring

teachers and infringement have be.n adjudicated before the f„d ral

bench. Educators are unsure of their legal standing under "fair use"

and ere concerngd by the philosophical and ethical problems which

this ambigu;ty presents to a profession that is supgosed to set a

gc„d example for the nation”s youth.25 Ccnsidering the fact the; zge

Ccngres; cf the United States and the Supreme Court has had
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difficulty determining what constitutes infringement and fair use of

a copyrighted work, it seems unlikely that educators would be able to

do so. "In terms of the copyright laws. . . the major obstacle

appears not to be a willingness to disobey the laws as much as it is

a lgck of knowledge of them."26 Phillip Ennis, author of Copying and

Duplicating Practices in American Education, holds that, "The zxtent

of the eduoators” opinions about copyright law, old and new, is

ambivalent where it is not confused."27 The initial problem for

educators then is not so much one of willfully violating copyright

law, as it is a matter of understanding the concept of copyright and

how it applies to the use of copyrighted materials.28

Traditionally, teachers have not been exposed to the copyright

laws. While volumes of literature exist on the topic, much is

written in legal terminology and is often conflicting or confusing.

As a consequence, teachers enter the classrocm with little, or no,

understanding of the copyright law. In conjunction with this

ignorance, technology places in their hands, the ease of duplicating

almost any software program. This lack of understanding and the

ability to duplicate copyrighted materials creates a situation in

which expensive litigation becomes a real possibility. Familiarity

with copyright, not ignorance of the law, is a teacher‘s best

protection.
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Statement of the Problem

One problem, fundamental to all educators, is the lack of a

working knowledge of copyright law for use in the classroom. . , In

no other field of law. . .are interpretations more broad and vague,

and sometimes more difficult to understand, than the implementation

that the courts have sought to give on the copyright statute. Where

does this leave the teacher, who in this field, lacks expertise?29

Because the means to duplicate computer software is a relatively

new technological tool in the hands of educators, few, if any, legal

decisions exist on what constitutes illegal copying. The primary

problem thus becomes; to review cases adjudicated in the fedoral

courts, dealing specifically with the infringement of copyright law,

by educators, and to note implications of these decisions to the

duplication of computer software.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to review, synthesize and document

federal statutes and litigation, together with literature prrtaining

to copyright and the use of computer software. This is in ax eficrt

to provide educators with a conceptual framework for applying the

principles of Copyright Law to the use of computer software in the

educational setting.
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Need for the Study

The need for this study evolves from the educators” lack of

understanding of copyright laws, as they apply to the use of computer

software; and, the growing propensity of publishers and authors to

bring action for infringement of copyrighted materials. Eew

educators understand the application of copyright laws to computer

software?O This lack of understanding is not entirely the fault

of, nor limited to, the educator. Congress is currently trying to

grapple with the problem. The House Subcommittee on Copyright,

Patents, and Trademarks, chaired by Wisconsin‘s Robert W. Kastenmeir,

has doubled in size in recent years; attesting to copyrights growing

legislative importance?1 The final determination, as to the

applications of the copyright law, will emerge through court tests,

but these interpretations will not be forthcoming imnediately.32

The present state of confusion has not hindered publishers from

bringin; legal action. The National Music Publisher”s Ascociation,

in 1930, brought action against Longwood College, Farmville,

Virginia, for "willful and intentional copyright infringement."33

The case did not reach the federal bench, but was resolved for

$20,3}; in an out—of—court settlement. Recently, the American

Publisher”s Association, on behalf of several of its mexbers, brought

action against New York University (NYU) and several "copy shops" in

the area for alleged copyright infringement. Sheldon E. Steinbach,

General Counsel for the American Council on Education advise: that
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the NYU case, " sends a clear signal. . . that copyright law cannot

be disregarded." Bu The name of the game then, is prevention cf

legal problems before they occur. After—the-fact controversy

involves headaches and expensesßj There is a need to review case

law to assist educators to determine the limitations of the copyright

law, as it is applied to the use of computer software.

Definition cf Terms

The definitions listed here will be used throughout the study.

Except when noted, all definitions are taken from Black‘s Law

Dictionary, fifth edition.

Amendment — To change or modify for the better. To alter by

modification, deletion, or addition.

Computer program — ". . . a set of statements or instructions to

be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about

a certain result." (Public Law 96-517, Sec. 10. (a), amending Section

101 of Title 17, United States Code).

Cppp - A transcript, double, imitation, or reproduction cf an

original writing, painting, instrument, or the like.

Copyright — The right of literary property as recognized and

sanctioned by positive law. An intangible, incorporeal right granted

by statute to the author or originator of certain literary or

artistic productions, whereby he is invested, for a limited period,

with tne sole and exclusive privilege of multiplying copies of the
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same and publishing and selling them.

Copyright owner — ". . .with respect to any one of the ;xclusive

rights comprised in a copyright, refers to the owner of that_

particular right. (17 USC 101.)

Derivative work — ". . .a work based upon one er more

pre—;xisting works, . . . (17 USC 101.)

Devioe,machine,or process — ". . . refers to cne now known or

later developed." (17 USC 101.)

Display — ". . . to show a copy of it, [the copyrighted work],

either directly or by means of a film, slide, television image, or

any other device or process or, in the case of a moticn picture or

cther audiovisual work, to show individual images nonsequentially."

(17 USC 101.)

Educational Institution — A school, seminary, college,

university, or other educational establishment, not necessarily a

chartered instieution.

Fair use — Privilege in other than the owner cf copyright to use

copyrighted material in reasonable manner without consent,

notwithstanding moncpoly granted to the owner.

Federal Courts — The oourts of the United States as creat;d

either by Act III of the U.S. Constitution, cr by Congress.

Infringement — A breaking into; a trespas; or encroaohment upon;

a violation ef law, regulation, contract or right.

Contributorv infrineement — The intentio al aiding of ene

person by another in the unlawful making or selling of a patented

inventio ; usually done by making or selling one part of the patented
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invention, er one element of the combination, with the intent and

purpose of so aiding.

Criminal infringement — Any person who infringes a

copyright willfully and for purposes of commercial advantage or

private financial gain is subject to a fine and/or imprisonment.

Literary workls] — ". . . are works, other than audiovisual

works, expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical

symbols cr indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects,

such as books, periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, film, tapes,

disks, or cards, in which they are embodied." (17 USC 101.)

Litigation — A lawsuit. Legal action, including all proceedings

therein. Contest in a court of law for the purpose of enforcing a

right or seeking a remedy. A judicial contest, a judicial

controversy, a suit at law.

Performance of a work — "[t]o ‘perform” a work means to recite,

render, play, dance, or act it, either directly or by means of any

device or process . . ,"

Public performance — "[tlo perform a work ”public1y” means:

(1) to perform or display it at a place open to the public or at any

place where a substantial number of persons outside of a normal

circle of a family and its social acquaintances i; gatherad; cr (2)

to zransmit or otherwise comnunicate a performance or display of the

work to a place specified by clause (1) or to the public, by means cf

any device or procesü, whether the m-mbers of the public capable cf
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receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or

in separate places and at the same time or at different times." (17

Usc 101.)

School — An insitiution or place for instruction cr education.

Public schools — Schools established under the laws of the

state (and usually regulated in matters of detail by the local

authorities), in the various districts, counties, or towns,

maintained at the public expense by taxation, and open, usually

without charge, to the children of all the residents of the city,

town cr other district. Schools belonging to the public and

established and conducted under public authority.

Software — Software can have multiple meanings. For the

purposes of this paper, software equates with the term, computer

program, as supra.

Statutory Law — That body of law created by acts of the

legislature in contrast to law generated by judicial opinions and

administrative bodies.

Shepardize — To verify current legal authority. (M.E. Cohen,

"Hcw to Find the Law", at 161.)

Teacher — One who teaches or instructs; especially one whose

busines: or oceupation is to teach others; an instructor; creceptor.

Work made for hire — ". . . is (1) a work prepared by an

employee within the scope of his or her employment. . ." (17 USC

101.)
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Design and Methodolegy

This study was condueted using a combination ef historical and

legal research methods?6 The purpose of the historical review ·as.·.‘

to provide an overview of the history of copyright. To accomplish
V

this the terms "copyright" and "literary property" were researched in

texts and journal articles dealing with the following subjects:
e

copyright, English comnon law, and early American law.

Before conducting the legal research, it was first necessary to

become familiar with legal research methodolegy. To ebtain the

needid research techniques, the following guides wer; consulted:

How to Find the Law, M.L.Cohen,ed.

Legal Research Illustrated, J.M. Jacobstein and R.M.

Mersky.

Legal Research in a Nutshell, Morris L. Cohen.

Legislative Analysis: How to Use Statutes and Regulations,

W.P. Statsky.

Effective Legal Research, Price and Bitner.

To lecate pertinent legal materials and case law, the follcwing

find ;g—to;ls were used:

American Digest System, including the Second Decenxial

Digest (1907-1916), to the present General Digest Ninth Seri s;

Federal Digest;

Modern Federal Practice Digest;
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Federal Practice Digest,2d.;

United States Supreme Court Digest;

Corpus Juris Secundum;

American Jurisprudence,2d.

Words and Phrases;

Shepard”s Citations.

Index to Legal Periodicals

The following legal sources were used to lccate relevant federal

legislation and case law:

United States Constitution;

United States Code;

United States Code—Annotated;

U.S. Code Service;

United States Reports;

Supreme Court Reporter;

Lawyer”s Edition of the U.S. Supreme Court Repcrts;

American Law Reports-Federal;

Federal Supplement;

Federal Reporter;

Federal Rules Decisions;

Statutes At Large;

U.S. Code Congreseional and Administrative news.
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In addition, two computer research services were utilized to

identify applicable case law; "Westlaw", a service of the West

Publishing Company, and "Lexis", a service of The Lawyers

Co—cperative Publishing Company and Bancroft—Whitney Company.

Limitations of the Study

1. The historical review of copyright law was limited to the

following time periods:

English Copyright Law, 1476-1774

American Copyright Law, 1790-1980

2. The study did not address any aspect of International

Copyright Law.

3. The study was limited to an analysis of the legal

implications cf copyright, as it applied to the use of computer

scftware,in the educational environment.

4. The study was limited to cases litigated in the f;d;ral

courts, dealing with education and copyright.

5. The study did not address the subject of "Com;on—law

Ccpyright".

6. The study was limited to a review of pertineat fed-ra1 case:

reported as of Ncvember, 1984.

7. The study did not addres: computer dat? beses, new rorks made

by computers, or the internal functiohing processe: of the computer.
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Organization cf the Study

The study is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 presents

an overview of the problem; a statement of the problem; the purpose

of the study; the need for the study; the definition of terms used in

the study; the methodology used in conducting the study; the

limitations of the study; and the organization cf the remainigg

chapters.

The second chapter reviews the historical development of

copyright law in England from 1476-1774 and in the United States from

1790-1930. The purpose of the review provides the reader with a

historical perspective of the concept of copyright.

Chapter 3 presents a review of the copyright issue from both the

educator”s and publisher”s viewpoints; a review of current literature

in the field of copyright as it applies to the controversy; and

examines the 1976 Copyright Act, as well as the 1930 Amendments.

Chapter 4 chronolegically reviews selected federal court case:

from 1909 to November, 1934. Concepts and principles of the law

pertineht to educators are gxamined, as well as the varied judicial

interpretations of the doctrine of "fair use".

Chapter 6 provides a general sumnary and a legal case review

sum ary; the conelusions of the study; and yeoommendations fgy

further research.
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CHAPTER II

An Overview

This chapter presents a review of the historical

development of copyright from early Rome through present—day

statutory law. Emphasis is placed on the development of

copyright in England, during the years from IM76 — l77U; and

on the development of copyright in the United States, from

1790 through the 1980 Amendatory Act. The purpose of reviewing

the historical development of copyright is to place in

perspective some of the forces and events that have shaped

present-day law. With this background, the reader will have

a basis for understanding the complexities of protecting

literary property.

THE BEGINNING

The first recorded decision regarding the ownership of

literary property was handed down in 567 A.D. According to

legend, Saint Columba reproduced a copy of Finnian's Psalter,

22
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which he had borrowed from the author. Finnian complained and

demanded that Saint Columba return the original, as well as, the

pirated copy. The dispute was heard by King Diarmed, who settled

the disagreement with a legendary proclamation issued from his

bench at Terra's hall:

To every cow
her calf,
and accordingly
to every book
its copy.

The subject of literary property is next found in Roman

times. Roman literature mentions the sale of "playrights" by

dramatic authors such as Terrence. Booksellers in Rome sold copies

of poems written out by slaves.2 In some instances, one slave

would read a popular work aloud while thousands of other slaves

copied it.3 During the Renaissance, "illuminators", connected

with the church, replaced the slaves and copying took on a grandiose

style. Universities became involved in the production of books

during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.b As books became

more popular and copying more prevalent, authors became alarmed

and protested the increased copying of their works.

Rights of literary property remained legally
unprotected until the fifteenth century, when the
introduction of the printing press to Europe made the
rewards of publishing — or plagarism - far greater
than ever before. Like the earliest patents, the

5first known copyrights appeared in Renaissance Italy.
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The craft of printing was introduced in Venice in circa,

1467. City officials promoted the industry by granting printing

monopolies known as "privilegii". This practice was not founded

on the rights of authors, but on the theory of eminent domain and

the state's right to a monopoly of such property.6

The rights of authors were not considered until 1486. In

that year, the Venetian government granted Marc Antonio Sabellico

control over his publication, Decades rerum Venetarum.7 This

first copyright was followed by similar agreements with other

writers. In 1491, Venice gave to the publicist, Peter of Ravenna,

and to the publisher of his choice, the exclusive right to print

and sell his Phoenix.8

In spite of the copyrights that had been created,
Venetian presses frequently printed the works of authors
without their consent and sometimes in the face of their
objections. In 1544-45 . . . the Council of Ten, seeking
to protect authors, issued a decree which prohibited the
printing of any work unless written permission to do so from
the author or his immediate heirs had been submitted to the
Commissioners of the University of Padua . . . Books
otherwise produced were to be seized and burned, while the
infringer himself faced a month's imprisonment and a fine
of one ducat for each book and author affected . . . This
bief, but important measure, was probably the first
general copyright law in the world. 9

Similar provisions were enacted in other countries. Germany,

in 1501, afforded protection to the works of a nun—poet who had

been dead for 600 years. Beginning with the reign of Louis XII,
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in "letters of the king", France forbade the unauthorized

reprinting of books to which such letters were appended.lO

In England, authors initially fared no better than in other

countries. The copyright law in England was influenced by the

Crown, the Church, the Parliament, the Courts and organized

trade. Each group played an important part in shaping and

changing the meaning of copyright.ll

Caxton and the Press

William Caxton introduced the printing press into England in

lU76. This, in historical perspective, established the English

trade in printing and also the beginning of the "right to copy"

(copyright). For the first time people of modest income had access

to printed materials. This access was to create a myriad of

problems for Church and State. The demand for printed matter

was such that Richard III enacted the Statute of Richard, which

encouraged the importation of books. This practice resulted in

production exceeding demand. As there was no popular education,

there were insufficient numbers of readers, causing many printers

to go bankrupt. Responding to pressures from the printers' guilds,

Henry III enacted legislation stopping the importation of books.
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The act provided that no persons "resident or inhabitant

within this realm shall buy to sell again any printed books

brought from any parts out of the King's obeisance ready bound

in boards, leather or parchmentllz

HISTORICAL EVENTS OF 1426 — 1210

Influence of the Church and Crown

During this period, the Church of England had separated

from the Catholic Church in Rome. The Crown was not a stable

government head. From 1476 to 1559, no less than seven monarchs

ruled.l3 Critics found a new way to disseminate their views,

via the printing press. Therefore, both Church and State had a

compelling interest in controlling the press.

The first privilege granted by the sovereign was to

Richard face for a Latin serm0n.lu This was followed, in 1538,

by a royal proclamation of Henry VIII. This proclamation marked

the beginning of a system of censorship that would last until 1694.

Henry VIII's decree began the censorship of literature

challenging the authority of the Church and the King and his

lords. Its preamble restated the grievance which has arisen

since the laws of Richard:
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. . . there hath come to this realm sithin the
making of the same, a marvelous number of printed books,
and daily doth; and the cause of the making of the same
provision seemeth to be, for that there were but few
books, and few printers within this realm at that time,
which would well exercise and occupy the said science
and craft of printing; nevertheless, sithen the making
of the said provision, many of this realm, being the
King's natural subjects, have given them so diligently
to learn and exercise the said craft of printing, that
at this day there be within this realm a great number
cunning and expert in the said science or craft of
printing, as able to exercise the said craft in all
points, as any stranger in any other realm or country;
and furthermore, where there be a great number of the
King's subjects within this realm, which live by the
craft and mystery of binding of books, and that there
be a great multitude well expert in the same, yet all
this notwithstanding, there are divers persons that
bring from beyond the sea great plenty of printed
books, not only in the Latin tongue, but also in our
maternal English tongue, some bound in boards, some
in leather, and some in parchment, and them sell by
retail, whereby many of the King's subjects, being
binders of books, and having no other faculty
wherewith to get their living, be destitute of work
and like to be undone, except some reformation herein
be had. 15

Henry VIII was to maintain his attempts to control the press

throughout his reign. Censorship was a product of the conflict

between religious groups. "An Act of the Advancement of true

Religion, and for the abolishing of all false Doctrines" enacted

in 1542 - 1543, prohibited publication of English versions of the

scriptures.l6 Henry VIII's last proclamation of press control

(July 8, 1546) provided that "no printer do print any manner of

englishe boke, balet or plays, but he put in his name to the same,
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with the name of thautour, and daye of the printe, and shall

presente the fyrst copye to the mayre of the towne where he

dwelleth . . ."l7
Henry VIII's proclamations would have followed

him in death except that Parliament passed a statute giving these

proclamations the force and effect of an act of Parliament.

Edward VI ascended to the throne and "repealed all acts of

Parliament dealing with religion."18 Thus the press in England

was free for a few years, but it was a short—lived freedom.

Edward VI returned to censorship on April 28, 1551.

The use of censorship was to take on new meaning with the

ascension of the Catholic Mary. Immediately resorting to

censorship, Mary's reign was not a happy one: She forced upon

the English people, her husband, the Spanish King Philip;

she failed in her attempt to force her religion on the nation;

and she found it necessary to impose increasingly harsh

restrictions on the press.

The most important act of Mary's reign — probably the most

significant act in Anglo-American copyright — occurred on

May 4, 1557, when Philip and Mary granted a charter to the

Stationers' Company.19
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The Stationer's Company

When Caxton moved his press to Westminster in l¤78, his

success established the need for public recognition of the craft

of printing. Caxton, et al., formed a Brotherhood, known as

the Craft of Stationers, not the Craft of Printers as one would

expect. Booksellers at that time called themselves "stationarii".

The word derives from the booksellers adopting a stationary point

or booth on the street as opposed to the practice of itinerant

peddlers. They were brokers; selling or renting manuscripts for

high prices.2O

The Brotherhood tried unsuccessfully to obtain a charter in

l5¤2. Their second attempt was fruitful, and on May 4, 1557,

Philip and Mary granted the charter and the Stationers' Company

was created. There is some disagreement among historians as to

who initiated the charter request. To understand this debate,

one need only to review the intent of each party.

The Crown's interest had not changed. The "New Learning"

menaced Church and State with heresy. By knowing where and when

a printing press was operated and by licensing books before they

were printed, attacks upon the Church and heads of state could

be prevented. The Stationers' charter provided for the suppression

of seditious and heretical books, which "both in rhymes and tracts,

were daily printed, renewing and spreading great and detestable
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heresies against the Catholic Doctrine of the Holy Mother

Church".2l
Mary granted the charter to gain an effective

agency for censorship. The chartering of the Stationers'

Company created a small group, easily policed, whose own

motives for seeking the charter complimented those of the

Crown.

The Stationers' motives were purely capitalistic. The

charter granted them an exclusive monopoly over the book trade.

Authors may have owned their creations but this was a cold

comfort at best. If they wished to share their works with the

community, they were compelled by statute and decree to sell

their works to the Stationers for printing. Obviously, there

was no great need to pay the authors a fair price for their

work,nor were there any price controls. The Stationers totally

controlled the book trade. In return, they agreed to print only

those works which were politically acceptable.

The charter incorporated 97 named individuals as an official

society of the art of a stationer. No person, not a member of

this society, was permitted to practice the art of printing.

Three principal groups could be identified within the company;

bookbinders, booksellers, and printers. The structure of the

company consisted of a Master, an upper and lower Warden and the

company clerks. These officers comprised the Court of Assistants
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which had jurisdiction over the stationers. Members could

not carry disputes to any other court before having appealed

to the Court of Assistants. The Master and the Wardens of

the society were empowered by statute to search, seize, and

burn all prohibited books, and to imprison any person found

exercising the art of printing without authority; a duty they

exercised with despotic zeal. Years later, the U. S. Supreme

Court, in Holmes v. Hurst, would say of the Stationers' Company:

"They were particularly ruthless and exercised the power of

search, confiscation, and imprisonment without interruption

from Parliament."22

The concept of copyright during the era of the Stationers'

Company was the publishers' right to copy. This right was granted

in perpetuity; the only requirement being the work be registered

in the Company Registers. The author's rights were not recognized.

If he wanted his work published, the author must sell the

copyright, established by common—law, to the publisher. On the

death of the copyright owner, the copyright was at the disposal

of the Company. Usually it was reassigned to the widow, if one

existed, and was hers to keep until she remarried. If she remarried

within the company, the copyright became the property of her new

husband. If she remarried outside the company, the copyright

became the property of the company to dispose of as they saw fit.23
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The company was able to develop this concept of copyright because

the government remained indifferent to the private ownership of

copyright. Their primary interest was in censorship.

Entrance of a claim into the Register was necessary to

ensure the protection of the copyright. Once registered, other

members of the company recognized the right of copy and refrained

' from printing unauthorized copies.

The Star Chamber's Influence

The power of the Stationers' Company was further strengthened

by a series dfStar·Chamber Decrees beginning in 1566. The Court

of the Star Chamber, officially known as "The Lords of the Council

sitting in the Star Chamber", was so named because its sessions

were held in a "starred chamber" at Westminster. Primarily a

court of criminal jurisdiction; one of its functions was the

enforcement of royal proclamations and adjudications of their

bench.2u

„ The Stationers' monopoly could not stop secret presses from

operating. The lucrative printing business, combined with the

Reformation Movement, were far too powerful to be contained.

The Star Chamber Decree of 1586 was issued to control the

rebellious likes of Robert Waldegrave, printing under the alias

of Martin Marprelate. Waldegrave published articles promoting
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puritanism. John Whitgift, Archbishop of Canterbury, issued

the 1586 decree in an attempt to stem the puritan tide. The

aim of the decree was to prevent the publication of dangerous

books. A relatively short decree, consisting of only nine items,

it limited the number of printing presses in operation, provided

licensing requirements, empowered wardens to seize prohibited

materials and unauthorized presses, and provided a penalty of

three months imprisonment for violation of the decree. The

theory behind the decree was valid: By controlling the number

of presses in operation and seizing prohibited materials, the

threat to Church and State was eliminated.25

The members of the Stationers' Company found their powers,

as created in the 1586 decree, to be insufficient. They,

therefore, petitioned for expanded authority. On July ll, 1637,

the Star Chamber issued its most famous and harsh decree.

Modeled after the Spanish decree of 1550, issued by Philip II of

Spain, the English decree was designed to end heresy. It ordered:

IMPRIMIS, That no person or persons whatsoever
shall presume to print or cause to be printed, either
in the parts beyond the Seas, or in this Realme, or
other Majesties Dominions, any seditious, scismaticall,
or offensive Bookes or Iamphlets, to the scandall of
Religion, of the Church, or the Government, of
Governours of the Church of State, of Commonwealth,
or of any Corporation, or Eärticular person or
persons whatsoever, . . .

This decree, issued during the reign of the Stuart Kings,

provided severe penalties. Leaving out the penalties of burning
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alive and burying alive contained in the original Spanish

version, the decree contained penalties for public whippings

and pillory. These penalties were as much as the King's men

and the Church thought the English temper would tolerate.

The Long Parliament

The Star Chamber Decree of 1637 was short lived as the

Long Parliament abolished the Chamber in 1641. It was significant,

however, in that it made censorship a political instrument of

. 27despotic government.

The abolishment of the Star Chamber did not end the attempts

at censorship. The Long Parliament issued a series of orders for

the regulation of printing. The first such order was issued in

January 1642. °

It is ordered that the Master and the Wardens
of the Company of Stationers shall be required to take
especiall Order, that the Printers doe neither print,
nor reprint any thing without the name and consent of
the Author: And that if any Printer shall notwithstanding
print or reprint any thisn without the consent and name
of the Author, that he shall then be proceeded against,
as both Printer and Author thereof, and their names to be
certified to this House. 28

This ordinance contains one of the first legal references to

the author's rights; the need for the consent of the author.

However, it probably was not issued for the benefit of the

author, but for the purpose of identifying him for punishment

should the material prove offensive to Church or State.
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In June 1643, the Long Parliament issued its most famous

order. Confessing that the Ordinance of 1637 had failed to

suppress abuses, even though the Stationers' Company had

diligently tried to put it into effect, Parliament issued the

Ordinance of 1643. Its preamble provided:

WHEREAS divers good Orders have bin lately made
by both Houses of Parliament, for suppressing the great
late abuses and frequent disorders in Printing many,
false, forged, scandalous, seditious, libellous, and
unlicensed Papers, Pamphlets, and Books to the great
defamation of Religion and government. Which orders
(notwithstanding the diligence of the Company of
Stationers, to put them in full execution) have taken
little or no effect. 29

The Ordinance re—established the rights of the members of the

Stationers' Company and enacted:

. . . that no person or persons shall hereafter
print, or cause to be reprinted any Book or Books, or
part of Book, or Books heretofore allowed of and granted
to the said Company of Stationers for their relief and
maintenance of their poore, without the licence of
consent of the Master, Wardens and Assistants of the
said Company; Nor any Book or Books lawfully licenced
and entered in the Register of the said Company for
any particular member thereof, without tge licence and
consent of the owner or owners thereof. O

The Ordinance of 1643 was challenged less than a year after

its passage. John Milton experienced an unhappy marriage which

resulted in his wife deserting him. To express his feelings,

Milton wrote, "The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce; Restored

to the good of both Sexes, from the Bondage of Canon Law, and Other

Mistakes." Milton published this work without benefit of license
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registration. The Stationers filed a complaint against Milton

and the matter came before the House of Lords in 16üU. During

the course of this hearing, Milton gave an eloquent defense for

freedom of the press and the freedom for man to write what he

wants. "Areopagitica; a Speech of John Miltons for the Liberty

of Unlicensed Printing to the Parliament of England", was published

on November 25, 16¤4; also unlicensed and unregistered. The effect

of Milton's pamphlet was so profound that it negated Parliament

punishing him.

The concept of an author's right to copyright had begun. The

inclusion of the proviso demanding the author give his consent

prior to publication of the work was a major step. Milton's

position, as stated in Areopagitica, gave weight to the author's

argument. Milton was to take a second important step for authors

with his famous work, Paradise Lost.

Milton entered into an agreement with Samual Simmons, a

printer, to publish Paradise Lost. This contract was significant

because Milton was to be paid for his creation. Signed on

April 27, 1667, the contract provided a down payment of 5 francs,

and 5 francs more after the sale of the first edition consisting

of 1300 copies. Two additional sums of 5 francs each were

promised after the sale of two more editions of the same size,
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respectfully. As it turned out, the publisher struck a bad

deal. Milton received payment of 10 francs and, following his

death, his widow received 8 francs for transferring her rights

to the publisher. The publisher's investment of 18 francs

took him 7 years and 5 new title pages to recoup.3l

Authors would undergo another 50 years of struggle before

taking the next significant step. Censorship had a negative

effect on authors and the book trade in general. Type being used

in Scotland was far superior to that being used in England.

Imported work was of a superior quality. Typographical

carelessness was commonplace. Printers, during the reign of

Charles I, printed an edition of the Bible in which the word "not"

was omitted from the Seventh Commandment; translating a negative

command into the positive. In the Bible of 1653, printers

permitted to pass uncorrected, "Know ye not that the Qßrighteous

shall inherit the Kingdom of God".32

The early l700s saw the appearance of subscriptions to

published books. Two editions were issued; one for the nobility,

which commanded a high price, and one of a lesser quality and

price for the public. The subscription business flourished.

Authors such as Dryden and Pope made good livings, while other

authors found subscriptions distasteful; a kind of patronage.
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In 1690, John Locke wrote, "Two Treatises on Civil Government".

In his work, Locke postulated the theory of an intellectual

property right in the author. The theory maintained that the

author's rights were not created by law but existed in the

legal consciousness of man. Copyright was a right growing out

of natural law.33

Locke's argument found fruitful ground in England at the turn

of the century. The book trade found itself in a chaotic

situation. The Stationers' power had been diminished by Civil

War and the decline in the use of censorship by the government.

The artificially high prices created by the booksellers' monopoly

had created ill feelings with the public. George Wither

summarizes those feelings in his work "The Scholler's Purgatory".

Wither wrote of the bookseller: "For many of our moderne booksellers

are but needlesse excrements, or rather vermine . . ."34 Cognizant

of public feelings, the House of Commons refused to renew the

Stationers' privileges. A vacuum followed and the market was

flooded with pirated copies of books.

Following the expiration of the Licensing Act of 1694, there

followed numerous attempts to enact legislation to regulate the

printing trade: A11 to no avail. Chaos ensued and lasted until

the passage of the Statute of Anne in 1710.
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The Statute of Anne

Historians credit the likes of Swift, Addison, and Steele

with the rough proposal that would eventually be enacted as an

"Act for the Encouragement of learning by Vesting the Copies of

Printed Books in the Authors or Purchasers of Such Copies Turing

the Times Therein Mentioned".35 Enacted when Anne was Queen of

England, the legislation would become famous as the Statute of

Anne.

For the first time, legal recognition was given to the

position of the author. Copyright was now his sole right. The

intension of the statute was clearly to end the "permanent

copyright", which had existed for the previous 150 years and the

"right" belonging to the Stationers who had works registered in

the Registers of the Stationers' Company in London at that time.36

The preamble to the act illustrated the thoughts of the day:

. . . printers, booksellers, and other persons
have of late frequently taken the liberty of printing,
reprinting, and publishing . . . books and other
writings, without the consent of the authors or
proprietors of such books and writings to their very
great detriment änd too often to the ruin of them and
their families.

The object of the act was to prevent "such practices for the

future, and for the encouragement of learned men to compose and

write useful books."38
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The provisions of the Statute of Anne limited rights in

time but broadened these rights in terms of those eligible to

own them. Anyone owning an existing copyright retained that

right for a period of 21 years, after which time the work

belonged to the public. New copyrights could be obtained for

a period of 14 years, with the author, if living, being able

to renew his rights for an additional 14 years.

Anyone could now obtain copyright, and if the Stationers'

Company refused to register the copyright in its registers,

copyright could be obtained by advertising in recognized,

official publications.

While authors had made significant progress, they had not

attained Nirvana. Authors were still not in an equal position

with the booksellers, either economically or in the power to

trade. The booksellers still controlled the trade.

In the 18th century, the power of the book trade passed

from the hands of the Stationers' Company into the hands of

a few booksellers known as the "Conger". The Conger

controlled the book trade by obtaining a monopoly on copy-

rights. This group strictly regulated the sale and transfer of

these copyrights. An understanding soon developed among the

members that they were not to interfere with each others

lapsed copyrights. The Conger maintained control over the authors

by refusing to publish their works unless the author transferred
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the copyright to them. The Society for the Encouragement of

Learning was founded in May 1736, to oppose the Conger's

control over publication. Thus began the famous battle of

the booksellers.

The origin of the conflict was found in the differing ideas

of copyright. The principal weapon of the booksellers was the

idea of a common-law copyright which existed in perpetuity.

This copyright was a natural right of the author, perpetual

in nature, and could be conveyed to the bookseller; thereby

circumventing the 21 year limitation imposed by the Statute

of Anne. The author's argument advanced the idea that copy-

right could only be conveyed by statute, i.e., the Statute of

Anne. Since this statute contained a time limit, copyright

would expire, thereby preventing the booksellers from maintaining

their monopoly.

English Judiciary - Statute of Anne

Several lower court decisions were rendered in favor of the

booksellers claim to a perpetual copyright. In 1735, an

injunction was granted restraining publication of "The Whole

Duty of Man," first published in 1657. Also, Lord Hardwicke

petitioned for, and was granted, an injunction restraining

publication of Paradise Lost.
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The question would remain at court for approximately

50 years before being resolved. In 1767, Andrew Miller, a

bookseller, brought action in the Court of King's Bench,

against Robert Taylor for printing James Thomson's The

Seasons. Miller had purchased the work from Thomson in 1729,

and had registered his claim in the Stationers' Register. The

period of protection granted by the Statute of Anne had expired.

Two legal questions were involved in Miller v. Taylor:

— Did the author of a book have a copyright in

common—law after publication?

- If so, was this common—law right taken away by

the Statute of Anne?

The issues of the case were stated by Mr. Justice Willes:

If the copy of the book belonged to the author,
there is no doubt but that he might transfer it to the
plaintiff. And if the plaintiff, by the transfer, is
to become the proprietor of the copy, there is as
little doubt that the defendant has done him an injury,
and violated his right: . . . But the term of years
secured by 8 Ann. c. 19, is expired. Therefore the
author's title to the copy depends on two questions -
lst. Whether the copy of a book, or literary
composition, belongs to the author, by the common-
law: 2nd. Whether the common-law right of authors
to the copies of their own works is taken away by
8 Ann. c. 19. 39

The way in which the issue was presented made it necessary

that judges treat copyright as essentially and fundamentally a

right of the author.
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The Court answered the first question in the affirmative,

reasoning that a man has a right to the rewards of his labor

and that a man has a right to protect his fame. These rights,

stated the Court, exist before and after publication. The

second issue was resolved in favor of the booksellers.

Statutory law did not replace the common—law right, therefore,

the booksellers could obtain copyright and hold it for

perpetuity. The Statute of Anne had been circumvented. Taylor

attempted to bring a writ of error but was "nonprocessed" by

the Court.

Miller v. Taylor is an important case in English copyright

law for several reasons. It represents the first case in which

the problem of the meaning of copyright was judicially defined

and, because the Court was concerned with the author's rights,

it is natural, after this case, to think of copyright as an

author's right.

The question in Miller v. Taylor would come before the courts

again in Donaldson v. Beckett. Thomas Beckett purchased the

copyrights of several poems by James Thomson from Miller's

estate in 1769. Under the Statute of Anne, the copyrights to

these works had expired, at the latest in 1757. A Scotsman,

Alexander Donaldson, claimed the works involved, free of charge.
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In November 1772, Beckett received, on the authority of

Miller V. Taylor, a perpetual injunction to stop Dona1dson's

publication of the work in question. Ibnaldson appealed to

the House of Lords.

Donaldson argued that the author's common—law right to

the sole printing, publishing, and Vending of his work was

taken away and replaced by statutory law, i.e., The Statute

of Anne. Thomson countered with the argument that his work

was protected by common-law copyright, whose protection was

perpetual.

The case was adjudicated by the House of Lords in 177M.

The House of Lords was the supreme judicial body of Great

Britain at that time. Etiquette may have dictated the decision

in this instance. Lord Mansfield, an eminent jurist, had

declared himself in favor of perpetual rights in earlier,

lower court decisions. However, it was considered bad ·

etiquette in England, at that time, for a peer to support his

own lower court decisions in the House of Lords. Lord Mansfield,

always a gentleman with impeccable manners, kept silent, result-

ing in a Victory for the other side.uO

The issues and subsequent court decisions of Donaldson V.

Beckett are as followsz
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l. Did an author of a book or literary composition

have at common—law "the sole right of first printing and

publishing the same for sale", and a right of action against

someone else for doing same?

les. By a vote of lO - l.

2. If the author had such a right, did the law take

it away upon publication; and could any person, thereafter,

be free to reprint and sell the work?

Mg. By a vote of 7 - U.

3. Assuming the right of common-law, was it taken

away by the Statute of Anne, and is the author limited to the

terms and conditions of that Statute for remedy?

Qgs. By a vote of 6 - 5.

U. Does an author or any of his assign have sole rights

to printing and publishing of same in perpetuity by common-law?

ie;. By a vote of 7 — M.

5. Was this right restrained or taken away by the

Statute of Anne?

{gs. By a vote of 6 -
5.ul

The Donaldson decision was widely accepted. The only

exceptions were a few monopolists who had invested large sums

of money, based on the Miller decision, in the purchasing of old

copyrights not protected by statute. The monopolist claimed
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economic ruin and brought a bill before the House of Commons

seeking relief. This bill met much opposition, both inside

and outside of Parliament. The opposition submitted counter

petitions claiming only a few of the booksellers were actually

affected by the Donaldson decision. Mr. Dempster in the House

of Commons charged, during deliberations on the bill, that

"this bill was not meant to restore the law concerning copyright

as it formerly stood, but as the individual booksellers of

London thought it stood; . .
."ul

In spite of strong opposition,

the bill passed the House of Commons and was sent to the House of

Lords, where it again met with bitter opposition.

Lord Denbigh stated, "the very principle of the bill was

totally inadmissable, and that it was not necessary to call

witnesses or to make any inquiry into a bill that so violated

the rights of individuals, and affronted that House".u2

The Lord Chancellor said, "the booksellers never could

image that they had a common-law right, . . . that the monopoly

was supported among them by oppression and combination, and that

there were none of their allegations nor any part of the bill

which required further inquiry".u3 Following such strong

opposition, the bill was rejected.
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Late in the 18th Century, the Battle of the Booksellers

ended. Copyright ceased to be a right of the publisher and

had become an author's right. It was thus received into the

new American nation a few years later.uu

Early American Copyright Legislation

Initially, the American Colonies, being British possessions,

were controlled by British copyright law. Following the

Revolution, general copyright laws were nonexistent. Further,

the Articles of Confederation did not address the issue. A

small group of American writers launched the initial copyright

movement. These authors, while seeking protection for their own

works, convinced America that she would never boast her own

literature until she protected her writers from piracy. Then,

and only then, could America hold up her head among the other

great civilizations of the world.u5 The importance of an

author's right to his property was indicated in a letter written

by Thomas Paine; "The state of literature in America must one

day become a subject of legislative consideration. Hitherto it

hath been a disinterested volunteer in the service of the

Revolution and no man thought of profit; but when peace shall

give time and opportunity for study, the country will deprive

itself of the honour and service of letters, and made to prevent

depredation on literary property."u6
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Copyright was the subject of extensive litigation as soon

as the new nation was founded. Considering the absence of an

author class, this was unusual activity, and is a remarkable

tribute to the intellectual qualities of the new Americans.

Perhaps the "best" measure of the intellectual ferment which

characterized the young United States.u7

Four stages are distinguishable in the early development

of copyright in the United States:

— State copyright statutes

- Constitutional provision

— Federal Copyright Act of 1790

- Wheaton v. Peters (1834)

State Copyright Laws

The first copyright laws in the new nation were enacted by

the individual states, as the nation was not yet united under a

single government. The Constitutional Convention convened in

May of 1787, for the purpose of forming a government and

establishing a body of laws.

The Continental Congress formed a committee to study the

need for copyright legislation. James Madison, a member of this

committee, recognized the need to offer protection to America's

authors. Madison used his considerable influence to move the
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.matter from committee to Congress for action.u8 On May 2, 1783,

.the Continental Congress passed a resolution "recommending to the

-several States to secure to the Authors or Publishers of New
”

Books, the Copyright of such books".u9 The resolution closely

followed the Statute of Anne. It recommended to the Original
am

States, that the States should pass laws which granted copyright
J

„to authors and publishers for a "certain time not less than

fourteen years, with a similar renewal term for authors, if

they shall survive the term first mentioned". This double

term of protection was copied directly from the British statute

then in force, the Act of 1709. The right secured was the "right

of printing, publishing, and vending".5O „_
1

Three states, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Maryland, 5 ;

already had existing legislation at the time of the Continental ’

,Congress' Resolution. The remaining states, with the exception _
·of

Delaware, complied with the wishes of the Congress and enacted ’t~

copyright legislation. The State acts fell into two broad

categories; those patterned after English law; Maryland, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and North Carolina; and those that were not;

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Virginia.5l

! The first state to enact copyright legislation was Connecticut

in January 1783. As noted earlier, this legislative action occurred

prior to the resolution of the Continental Congress. The
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Connecticut statute was the result of the efforts of Dr. Noah

Webster, who was seeking protection for his new work, Q

Crammatical Institute of the English Langnnge.52 Webster made

many journeys to the other state capitals to encourage passage

of copyright legislation. His arguments enabled the legislators

to see a need and a value for copyright protection. Dr. Webster

was influential in the passage of copyright legislation in twelve

of the thirteen states, and became known as the Father of State

Copyright Laws.53

The State copyright laws differed from each other in some manner

or form. Some closely followed the Statute of Anne; in some the

terms of protection differed; some granted reciprocity with each

other and some others did not. ,These differences occurred because

each state had dissimilar backgrounds in religion, politics, social-

economics, and national origins. The dominant idea of copyright under

the state statutes was that of an author's right. The states must have

been aware of a choice between copyright as a publisher's right or the

right of an author. Both the Statute of Anne and the resolution of

the Continental Congress dealt with securing copyrights to authors

Q3 publishers. With the exceptions of South Carolina and Virginia, not

one state statute provided copyright protection to the purchaser of a

copy, or publisher.5u

The purpose of copyright, to secure profits to the authors; the

reason for its existence, to encourage learning; and the legal theory on

which it is based, i.e., the natural rights of authors; can be found in
the preamblesjj of the states acts, listed in an Appendix to this paper.
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The state copyright laws offered the only protection to

authors in the early years of the Republic. As each

succeeding state passed a law on the subject of copyright,

some added provisions of reciprocity with the other states

which had similar legislation; but authors who desired a

national reputation found it best to secure copyright

protection for their works in each individual state. A

chronological review of the state statutes reveals some of

the differences authors had to contend with.

In January 1783, Connecticut became the first state to

enact copyright legislation. Protection was offered for a

period of lb years, with renewal available for a like term.

Registration was required. The act contained provisions for

price controls and a penalty for infringement. Works which

were "prophane, treasonable, defamatory, or injurious to

government, morals or re1igion" were excluded from protection.56

Massachusetts followed on March 17, 1783, by enacting

legislation granting the author exclusive property to his

work; if the name of the author was printed in the published

work. The term of protection was 21 years from the date of

publication. A penalty of 5 to 3,000 pounds could be extracted

from anyone printing, publishing, or selling a copyrighted work

without the permission of the author. Two copies of the copy-

righted book had to be given to "the library of the University

of Cambridge."57
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On April 2l, 1783, Maryland enacted legislation giving

an author sole liberty of printing or reprinting his works

for lb years. The term of protection was renewed automatically,

if the author was still living at the end of the first term.

The act provided a penalty of two pence for every sheet of

the work in an offenders custody, if the work was registered.58

New Jersey passed legislation on May 27, 1783, by which

protection was given for a period of lb years, with a renewal

period of another lb years available if the author was still

living. Registration was required and a penalty clause

included.59

New Hampshire essentially copied the Massachusetts Act.

Eassed on November 7, 1783, the differences were: terms of

protection, 2l years; amount of penalty, from 5 to l,OOO pounds;

and ommission of the requirement to furnish copies of the work

to the University of Cambridge.6O

The Rhode Island Act, passed in December 1783, was identical

to the New Hampshire Act.6l

A month later Pennsylvania enacted legislation

distinquished by its duplication of the language in the

Statute of Anne. Pennsylvania's Act contained similar provisions

as contained in the Maryland Act.62
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On March 26, 178b, South Carolina passed the longest and

most comprehensive act of all the state acts. Protection was

offered for lb years with the usual renewal term. Infringers

were required to submit offending works to the proprietor of

the Copyright "who shall forthwith damask and make waste paper

of them". A penalty of one shilling per sheet could be

assessed; half of the money going to the state and the other

half to the person bringing suit. Registration was required

and price control provisions were included. The act was not

to be construed as prohibiting importation of books in foreign

languages printed beyond the sea. "Inventors of useful machines"

were given like exclusive privileges for their works".63

Virginia's Act was passed on October 17, 1785. Copyright

protection was provided for 21 years for the "printing and

reprinting" of any book or pamphlet. Registration was required

with "the clerk of the council". The act provided penalties

"double the value of all the infringing copies".6u

North Carolina ratified a somewhat diverse act on November 19,

1785. The act gave an author,his heirs or assigns, the sole

liberty of printing, publishing, and vending the work for a

period of lb years. There was however, no renewal term. No

protection was afforded authors of "books, maps, or charts which

may be dangerous to civil liberty, or to the peace of morals of

society". A penalty of double the value of the infringing
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articles plus forfeiture was included. As with South Carolina's

Act, one-half of the money went to the state and the other half

to the person suing.65

The last two states to enact legislation were Georgia,

on February 3, 1786:66 and New York, on April 29, 1786.67 Both

of these states essentially copied the Statute of Connecticut.

Delaware was the only state which failed to enact a

copyright law.

Constitutional Provision

Enactment of legislation by the States was insufficient to

handle the copyright problem. The state statutes varied in

procedures, offered no protection until all states had enacted

legislation, and did not cover residents from other states. The

country looked to the Continental Congress to meet the existing

need for uniformity. James Madison, writing in No. M3 of the

Federalist Papers, summarized the situation: "The States cannot

separately make effectual provision for copyright." There was

good cause to include copyright as a matter for the delegates

consideration.

On August 18, 1787, delegates James Madison and Charles

Pinckney submitted lists of powers they felt would be proper for

the general legislature. Madison's list included 3 powers of
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particular interest to copyright: "To secure to literary

authors their copyrights for a limited time. To establish

a university. To encourage, by premiums and provisions, the

advancement of useful knowledge and discoveries."68 Pinckney

advocated the following powers: "To establish seminaries for

the promotion of literature, and the arts and sciences . . .

To grant patents for useful inventions. To secure to authors

the exclusive rights for a limited time."69 Madison's and

Pinckney's proposals were referred to the appropriate committee

for study and recommendations.

On September 5, l787, two weeks short of adjournment of

the Continental Congress, Iavid Brearly of New Jersey, offered

five suggested Constitutional Amendments, regarding the powers

of the future government. The first four amendments came as

no surprise, as they expanded, restricted, or in some way

modified, powers already under consideration. This was not the

case with the fifth proposal. This amendment would create a

new Federal power designed to protect the works of authors and

inventors. Brearly's fifth proposal was accepted without debate

and became the eighth clause of Article I, Section 8, of the

United States Constitution.
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The Congress shall have power . . .

To Promote the Progress of Science and the Useful
Arts, by securing for limited
Times to Authors and Inventors the Exclusive Right
to their respective Writings and Discoveries . . .
To make all laws which shall be necessary and
proper for carrying into Execution the Foregoing
Powers . . . 70

The Constitution was ratified on September 17, 1787, and

became the supreme law of the new nation. Later, James Madison

would defend the Constitutional copyright clause:

The utility of this power will scarcely be
questioned. The copyright of authors has been solemnly
adjudged in Great Britain to be a right of common law.
The public good fully coincides with the claims of
the individual. The States cannot separately make
effectual provision . . . and most of them have
anticipated the decision of this point by laws
passed at the instance of Congress. 71

„ Copypight Act of 1720

The First Congress convened and was asked to deal with the

copyright issue in its first session. On April 15, 1789, David

Ramsey of South Carolina presented a petition to the House of

Representatives stating that he wrote and published, at great

expense of time and money, a book entitled, The History of the

Revolution of South Carolina from a British Province to an

Independent State. Ramsey prayed for a law securing to the

petitioner, his heirs and assigns for a certain term of years,

the sole and exclusive right of vending and disposing of the
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book within the United States. The House of Representatives

sent the petition to committee on April 20 with orders "that a

bill or bills be brought in, making a general provision for

securing to authors and inventors the exclusive right of their

respective writings and discoveries, . .
."72

On June 23, 1789,

Representative Benjamin Huntington from Connecticut, reported

from committee and introduced H. R. Bill No. 10; "A bill to

promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing to

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective

writings and discoveries."73 H. R. Bill No. 10 was then referred

to a committee of the whole House. A series of postponements

followed and action on the bill was delayed until the next

session of Congress.

President Washington addressed the second session and

indicated his support for federal legislation dealing with

copyright. ". . . Nor am I less persuaded that you will agree

with me in opinion, that there is nothing which can better

deserve your patronage than the promotion of science and

literature."7u Congress did not respond to President Washington's

request immediately, but chose to deal with new business before

the House. On January 25, 1790, Mr. Burke, Representative from

South Carolina, moved that a committee be appointed to bring in

a copyright bill. His remarks are recorded in the "Annals of

Congress", Vol. I, page 1080:
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. . . A bill of some consequence was brought
forward at the last session, which had been left in
an unfinished state; and as the House seemed inclined
to direct all such business to commence anew, he
would beg leave to call upon them to appoint a
committee for the purpose of securing literary
property. Such a bill was very much
wanted, as several gentlemen had lately published
the fruits of their industry and application, and
were every hour in danger of having them surreptitiously
printed. He believed this was no unfounded surmise,
for he had been informed that it had taken place in
some instances already; he would mention one of them:
Mr. Morse had published an American geography,
illustrated with two sheet maps of the Southern
and Northern States; these had been surreptitiously
copied, and annexed to another publication, since
the business was brought before the House at the last
session; and the same gentleman is under apprehension
that the whole work will be reprinted without his
consent, unless a law was speedily passed to secure
to him his copyright.

It was ordered that a committee be appointed to prepare and

submit a bill making a general provision for securing to authors

and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings

and discoveries. The pending legislation was revised and

amended several times before winning House approval on April 30,

1790. "An act for the encouragement of learning, by securing

the copies of maps, charts, books and other writings to the

authors and proprietors of such copies, during the times therein

mentioned," was sent to the Senate for their concurrence.

The Senate passed the bill, with amendments, on May lä,

1790, and sent the bill back to the House for its concurrence

with the amendments. The House concurred and the bill was

sent to the President for his approbation.
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On May 31, 1790, a message was received from the President

of the United States by Mr. Lear, his secretary, notifying that

the President approved of the act, entitled, "An act for the

encouragement of learning by securing to the authors and

proprietors of such copies, during the times therein mentioned",

and has this day affixed his signature thereto.75

The 1790 Copyright Act (1 Stat. 124) was the tenth piece of

legislation passed by the First Congress. This first federal

copyright statute, modeled after the Statute of Anne, was

relatively short; oonsisting of 7 sections.

A copy of the Act may be found in the appendix section of

this study. A brief description of each section followsz

Section 1 provided for two copyrights; one for maps,

books, and charts already in print in the United States; and one
I

for maps, books, and charts to be printed or published. For

those works already in print, protection was extended to the

author, being a citizen of the United States, and who had not

transferred the copyright, their assigns, and anyone who had

purchased the copyright. For those works to be printed or published,

protection was extended to the author, being a citizen or resident

of the United States, and his executors, administrators or assigns.

The term of protection for both types of works was 14 years with

a like period of renewal.
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Section 2 listed the purpose of copyright as a means

to protect printed works from piracy. Three methods of

infringing copyrighted works were included: 1) to print,

reprint, or publish a copyrighted work, 2) to import copies

of copyrighted works, and 3) to sell a work which infringed a

copyright, with the knowledge that the work was an infringing

copy. None of these actions were unlawful if the consent of

the author or proprietor was obtained in writing, "signed in

the presence of two or more credible witnesses."

Section Q established the method for obtaining a

copyright. A copy of the work had to be deposited "in the

clerk's office of the district court where the author or

proprietor shall reside". Within two months, a copy of the

record was to be published "in one or more of the newspapers

published in the United States, for the space of four weeks."

Section U required the owner of the copyright to

deliver a copy of the work to the Secretary of State, within

six months after publication.

Section j permitted the pirating of foreign works,

"That nothing in this act shall be construed to extend to

prohibit the importation or vending, reprinting, or publishing

within the United States, of any map, chart, book, or books,

written, printed, or published by any person not a citizen of

the United States, in foreign parts or placed without the

jurisdiction of the United States".
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Section 6 provided protection for manuscripts.

Section Z allowed a defendant to "plead the general

issue, and give the special matter in evidence" in any action

under the statute.

The 1790 Act established copyright as a statutory privilege,

granted at the will of the government. This was a complete

reversal from the state statutes, which recognized the natural

rights of authors. This change from a natural right to a

statutory right, occurred in a short time. The state of

New York had enacted its legislation only four years before the

Federal Act. This change is even more remarkable if one

considers the time period in which the change occurred. This

was a time of natural rights; the Rights of Man, the Declaration

of Independence, and the Bill of Rights. The Federal Act

represented a complete antithesis to all of the above. Why

such an abrupt change in such a short time? Historians have

pondered this question, and have explained it best as a gross

confusion of ideas, resulting in a significant reversal of ideology.76

The 1790 Act was the subject of numerous amendments during the

19th Century, being amended or revised approximately thirty times.
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Copyright Legislation in the l800's

During the 19th Century, a number of copyright statutes

were enacted. When taken as a whole, these enactments

demonstrated three trends: 1) the subject matter afforded

copyright protection was gradually enlarged from books to

works of the fine arts, 2) the maximum term of copyright

protection was extended from 28 to 42 years, and 3) the scope

of protection was broadened.77

Selected amendments and revisions, in chronological order,

included:

1802 - amendment required copyright information to

be included on the title page, or on the page immediately

following the title page, of all copyrighted works. Protection

was extended to prints, i.e., designs, engraving, and etchings.

1831 - act extended copyright protection to musical

productions, and contained language which limited the benefits

of the act to American authors only. The act extended the

original term of protection to 28 years with a 14 year renewal.

This began a trend towards lengthening the term of copyright

protection, which reflected the fact that published works were

profitable to authors for longer periods of time.

1834 - copyright claims could be recorded in the office

where the original copyright was recorded and deposited.
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18U6 — legislation required two copies of the

copyrighted work; one copy for the Library of Congress and

one copy for the Smithsonian Institution.

1856 - granted performance rights to dramatists,

extending copyright protection to the public performance of

dramas.

1861 — provided that cases involving a question of

copyright, regardless of amount, could be appealed to the

United States Supreme Court.

1865 — extended protection to photographs.

1870 - protection was extended to works of fine arts,

i.e., paintings, statues, chromos, models, and designs. The

Copyright Office was established within the Library of Congress.

Two copies of all copyrighted works were required to be deposited

with the Register of Copyrights.

187M — specified the details of the copyright notice

which appeared in all copyrighted works. The notice had to

include the word "copyright", the date, and the name of the

copyright owner.

1891 - the Chase Act, as this legislation became known,

contained two significant additions to copyright law. Congress

authorized copyright protection for works of foreign authors

whose countries granted similar protection to American authors.

American publishers had been freely pirating the works of Charles

Dickens and other foreign authors. This practice, complained
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American authors, led publishers to ignore the works of

American authors in favor of the royalty-free foreign works.

The second significant addition was the "manufacturing clause".

This clause, included to pacify the American printing trade,

required all copies of books, photographs, chromos, and

lithographs be manufactured in the United States. Importation

of copies or plates made elsewhere was prohibited, except for

minor exceptions.

Thorvald Solberg, the first Register of Copyrights, and

a champion of copyright reform, was aware that revision of the

copyright laws was imperative. He campaigned for reform of the

copyright law, in his annual reports, from 1901 through 1904.

The inadequacies of the 1790 Act were best summarized by

Solberg in his annual "Report on Copyright Legislation",
\

delivered in 1903:

The copyright legislation now in force is not
flexible enough to meet the needs of the present age of great
material development. It is also difficult of interpretation,
application, and administration. Textual contradictions and
inconsistencies abound, but the interpolation of the provisions
of the amendatory acts into those of the revised statutes is
frequently the cause of difficulty and doubt. 78

Solberg further advised Congress that:

. . . the subject ought to be dealt with as a
whole, and not by further merely partial or temporizing
amendments. The acts now in force should be replaced by one
consistent statute of simple and direct phraseology, of broad
and liberal principles, and framed fully to protect the rights
of all literary and artistic producers and to guard the

79interests of other classes affected by copyright legislation.
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lt was obvious that the 1790 Act had outlived its

usefulness and a complete revision of the copyright law was

in order.

The 1909 Copyright Act

Early in the 20th Century a strong movement developed for

a general revision of the copyright law. Federal legislation

had now aesumed a definite pattern. A major emendation of

copyright law had occurred approximately every forty years;

1831, 1870, and now 1909. Following a major revision, numerous

amendments were enacted by Congress. The cause of these

amendatory acte may be attributed to the haste with which the

law was changed. However, the amendments were most probably

due to the development of technology; a problem plaguing

copyright since the introduction of the printing press.

Amendatory acts were passed in an attempt to up—date the law

in light of technological advances and judicial interpretations.

Kaplan summarized the problem with the existing law:

I do not mean to reproach the draftsmen for failing
to face squarely the questions of validity and infringement
which are in the end insoluble. Rather I make the point that
the statute, like its predecessore, leaves the development of
fundamentale to the judgee. Indeed the courts have had to be
consulted at nearly every point, for the text of the statute 80has a maddeningly casual prolixity and imprecision throughout.
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Solberg suggested the appointment of a commission to draft

a new statute. His suggestion was rejected by the Chairman of

the Senate Committee of Patents. However, the need for a

revision of the copyright law was supported. Subsequently,

the Chairman authorized the Librarian of Congress to hold a

series of meetings to solicit ideas for the impending rectification.

Two meetings were held; the first in May of 1905, and the second

in November of that same year, producing a 57 page draft of the

new copyright law.

President Theodore Roosevelt recognized the need for a

complete revision of the law. In a message to Congress,

Roosevelt indicated his displeasure with the current state of

copyright law. Echoing the claims of Solberg, Roosevelt stated

that the present laws were difficult to interpret; failed to

keep up with the advances in modern reproduction techniques;

did not offer protection to all works deserving it; worked a

hardship on the copyright holder; were difficult to administer;

and the attempts at amendatory improvements had further confused

the issue. He recommended the enactment of one comprehensive

act and charged Congress to give the matter prompt attention.8l

A final conference was held in March 1906, which resulted

in a final draft bill, dated May 19, 1906. The bill was

introduced in the House as H. R. 19853 and in the Senate as
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S. 6330.82 Hearings on the Bill began on June 6, 1906, and

were conducted through December 1906. The hearings produced

two major areas of contention; importation of foreign works

by public libraries, and the mechanical reproduction of

copyrighted music. Attempts to address these issues resulted

in the bill being revised and redrafted. Both the House and

Senate committees of the 59th Congress acted favorably on the

bill, however, the short time period did not permit introduction

of the bill to Congress prior to adjournment.

The bill was introduced to the 60th Congress in December

1907.83 Hearings on the legislation resulted in seven new

bills being introduced in the House between May 1908 and

February 1909. Representative Currier introduced the bill

which attained approval by the House on February 22, 1909, and

subsequent approval by the Senate on March 1, 1909. Presidential

approval was obtained on March M, 1909. Public Law 3¤9, the

Copyright Act of 1909, became effective on July 1, 1909.

The 1909 Act was a remarkable piece of legislation. It

was shaped in the sessions of the sub-committees, which made

the final decisions and gave the final touchs to the phrasing

of the bill. At the insistance of Chairman Currier in the House,

and Senator Smoot, and as a consequence of this preliminary study,

the measure became law, almost without discussion or consideration

by Congress itself. This represented one of the few examples of

legislation by committee rather than by the Congress as such.8u
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The 1909 Copyright Act contained some definite improvements

over its predecessors:

- The subject matter of copyright was extended to

include "all the writings of an author":

— The act exempted books of foreign origin, printed

in a foreign language, from the need to be reprinted in the

United States:

- The effective date of copyright protection was

changed from the date of filing the title, to the date of

publication:

- The act extended copyright protection to unpublished

works designed for exhibition, performance, or oral delivery;

- The renewal term was doubled from lü to 28 years,

bringing the possible term of protection to 56 years:

- The certificate of registration attained the status

of prima facie evidence of the facts recorded in relation to any

work; and,

— The act exempted the mechanical reproduction of

music on a jukebox from the owner's right to public performance.85

Much time and effort was devoted to the wording of the act

to make it easier to understand and interpret. A serious attempt

was made to clarify the law and make it easier to apply and administer.
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In spite of these efforts, the lack of continuity and clarity

between the various sections of the bill would eventually

cause problems for both copyright officials and the courts.

As passed, the Act of 1909 was a compromise measure embodying

the points of view of different interests, but with ambiguities

and a lack of clearness in certain sections common to many

legislative compromises. As such, the Act did not effect

resolution to the most pressing copyright problems; international

copyright protection, expanding technology, and the doctrine of

"fair use".

The 1909 Law served to " . . . preserve much of the

hostility to foreign authors that had dominated American

copyright . . . and made it impossible for the United States

to become a member of an international copyright agreement that

would reciprocally provide protection for American works abroad".86

No period in history had produced the technological changes

occurring with such rapid speed as in the late 19th and early

20th Centuries. Radio had reached into the homes of millions of

Americans and television, still in the womb of time, was an emerging

force. The 1909 Act, framed mainly with reference to the printed

word, became less and less relevant to a world filled with many

new devices for copying or performing the works of creative

artists.
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Although the concept of "fair use" was a well established

part of litigation at that time, the 1909 Act did not mention

the doctrine, leaving the question to the courts. Clear

direction was not forthcoming from the courts, i.e., Williams

v. Wilkens, and the question was to remain unresolved.

Despite the care with which the 1909 Act was drafted, the

Act was out of step with the times from its inception. The

following years would see at least 27 enactments, amendments,

and extensions granted by Congress to change or extend the

coverage of the law.

Revision of the 1909 Copyright Act

Efforts to revise the 1909 Copyright Law appeared soon after

its enactment. Beginning in 1912, only three years after the new

law became effective, a series of amendments and revisions were

passed which attempted to strengthen, clarify, or extend the

coverage of the 1909 Act. As with the 1709 Act, there would be

approximately thirty such alterations to the new law.

When the original legislation was drafted, Congress was not

overly concerned with infringement due to the difficulties of

making copies. Technology was in an infant stage; thus, sound

recordings, motion pictures, radio, television, xerographic

reproduction, and computers were just emerging or had not yet been
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developed. Education remained at the textbook—blackboard stage.

As technology grew, the owners of copyrighted materials became

more sensitive to the violation of their rights. The following

legislation is representative of the attempts to appease this

heightened sensitivity:

— The Act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 488), extended
copyright protection to "motion picture photoplays and motion
pictures other than photoplays".

- The Act of March 2, 1913 (37 Stat. 724), expanded
the entry requirements to be provided by the copyright claimant
for a certificate of registration.

— The Act of March 28, 1914 (38 Stat. 311), changed
the "best copy" depository requirement of a foreign work by a
foreign author in a foreign language from two copies to one.

- The Act of December 18, 1919 (41 Stat. 368),
extended ad interim protection of a foreign published, English
language work to four months.

- The Act of July 3, 1926 (44 Stat. 818), extended
protection to works produced by printing processes other than
lithograph or photo engraving.

Numerous attempts to revise the copyright law were submitted

to Congress from 1926 through 1940. The majority of these

attempts fell short of enactment because of disharmony among

private interest groups. A total of seven amendments were passed

between 1926 and 1941. Only one of the acts, the legislation

passed on September 25, 1941 (55 Stat. 732), was significant.

This act extended the time period of copyright protection until

after the end of World War Il.
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Congress did not deal with copyright legislation while the

war endured. The subject of copyright revision would, however,

reappear a few years after the armistice. On July 30, 1947,

Congress codified and enacted into positive law the 1909

Copyright Act as Title 17, United States Code, entitled,

"Copyrights".87 Subsequent changes in the copyright law were

enacted on April 27, 1948 (62 Stat. 202); June 25, 1948 (62 Stat.

992); June 3, 1949 (63 Stat. 153); October 31, 1951 (65 Stat. 710);

July 17, 1952 (66 Stat. 752); and August 31, 1954 (68 Stat. 1030).

In 1955 the United States became a signatory to the Universal

Copyright Convention (Ucc). As a result of this international

agreement, Congress' attentions were again focused on the subject

of revising the copyright law.

Under increasing pressure to act, Congress authorized the

Copyright Office to undertake a program of studies for the

purpose of generally revising the current copyright law. The

Register of Copyrights initiated research and a series of studies

to serve as a basis for the revision. Thirty-five studies were

prepared by a Panel of Consultants on General Revision. Brown,88

lists twenty of the studies, their titles, and a brief description

of their responsibilities:
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Study l - "The Compulsory License Provisions of the
United States Copyright Law", studied the mechanical
reproduction rights in the field of music.

Study 2 - "The Damage Provisions of the United
States Copyright Law", treated two related areas: l) damages
for copyright infringement, and 2) costs and attorney's fees.

Study
ä

— "Duration of Copyright", investigated two
basic issues: l the date from which the term of protection is
to be measured, and 2) the length of the term of protection.

Study M - "Divisibility of Copyrights", addressed two
areas: l) assignment, which dealt with a complete transfer of
all rights, and 2) license, a transfer of any portion of those
rights.

Study j — "The Unauthorized Duplication of Sound
Recordings", considered the legal rights of three distinct
contributors to sound recordings: l) authors, 2) performers,
and 3) recording producers.

Study 6 — "Notice of Copyright", dealt with the
requirements of notice.

Study 7 - "Protection of Unpublished Works", examined
the dual issue of common law versus statutory law protection.

Study 8 — "Liability of Innocent Infringers of Copyrights",
addressed the question of the different types of infringement.
Infringement could be intentional, negligent, or accidental.
Should the unintentional violator of a copyright be considered
an infringer? Should the remedies against him be limited?

Study 9 — "The Operation of the Damage Provisions of
the Copyright Law", is supplemental to Study 2, "The Lamage
Provisions of the United States Copyright Law".

Study lO — "Fair Use of Copyrighted Materials",
considered the advantages and disadvantages of a fair use
statutory provision.
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Study ll — "Works Made for Hire and On Commission",
attempted to resolve the question; who owns the copyright if
the work is made in the course of one's employment?

Study 12 - "The Economic Aspect of the Compulsory
License in the Copyright Law", dealt with the copyright problems
in the area of music, pertaining to compulsory license and
statutory fee.

Study 12 — "Joint Ownership of Copyright", investigated
the problems of joint ownership of copyright.

Study lü — "Registration of Copyright", addressed
registration formalities.

Study lj — "The Recordation of Copyright Assignments
and Licenses", addressed the need to provide copyright owners the
benefit of an effective registration system and to furnish
prospective users with reliable records of copyright ownership.

Study 16 - "Limitations of Performing Rights", included
the right to perform dramatic and musical works.

Study 12 — "Uses of the Copyright Notice", discussed
the subject under two headings: 1) the commercial use of
copyright notice, and 2) the libraries use of copyright notice.

Study 18 - "Miscellaneous Copyright Problems", covered:
1) remedies other than damages for infringement, 2) authority of
the Register of Copyrights to reject applications for registration,
3) false use of the copyright notice, and U) copyright in the
territories and possessions of the United States.

Study 1Q — "Photoduplication of Copyrighted Materials
by Libraries", looked at the proposed fair use doctrine in light
of photocopying.

O

Study 20 - "Protection of Works of Foreign Origin",
examined the problems of protecting works by foreign authors.

An examination of the studies reveals that many of the same

problems encountered in the revision efforts of the 30's and

UO's continued to be unresolved in the present effort.

". . . It was clear that the main thrust of the revision efforts

would need to deal with the effect of modern technology."89
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In July 1961, the Register of Copyrights issued a report

summarizing the work to date, and offered tentative recommendations

for a copyright statute revision. The report contained the

following recommendations:

- statutory recognition of the fair use doctrine,

— single photocopy duplication privilege for libaries,

- exclusion of "not for profit" public performance from
the copyright owner's general public performance right,

- divisibility of copyright,

— extension of the copyright statute to all foreign
works,

— elimination of the manufacturing clause, and,

.
— expansion of the "scope of works protected" provisione 90to include future works presented in newly developed forms or media.

This report was the subject of regular discussions for the next

three years. The panel of Consultants met four time during 1961

and 1962 to consider the Register's recommendations. An advisory

group was formed to work on the actual preparation of a draft bill.

On July 20, 196M, Emmanuel Celler, Chairman of the House Committee

on the Judiciary, introduced legislationgl intended to serve as

a basis for further deliberations.

From the deliberations, it was obvious that several issues

remained unresolved. A new draft was prepared, which attempted

to reconcile these divergent viewpoints, and was submitted to

Congress on February M, 1965, as the Copyright Law Revision Bill

of 1965.92 An identical bill93 was introduced to the Senate
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on the same date. House and Senate hearings followed. The

House Committee on the Judiciary appoved H.R. UBM7 in October

1965.

The 1966 Annual Survey of American Law summarizes the 1965

Revision Bill as follows:

- The term of protection was extended by substituting

a term of life of the author, plus fifty years, for the current

two, twenty-eight year terms.

— The bill provided for a limited right of revision

in place of the existing renewal system.

- The present dual system of common-law copyright and

statutory copyright would be replaced by a proposed single

federal copyright system.

- Copyright protection was extended to sound recordings,

pantomines, and choreographic works. Any original work of an

author would qualify for protection as long as the work had been

"fixed" in a tangible medium of expression.

— The present principle of indivisibility would be

abolished. Any of the exclusive rights of copyright may be

transferred and owned separately.

- The basic notice requirements would be retained, but

they would no longer be a condition precedent to the validity of

copyright.
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— The manufacturing clause and "ad interim" requirements

would be considerably softened.

— The bill suggested modifying the "jukebox exemptions"

and the compulsory license for the making of phonograph records.9u

The 1965 Revision Bi1l95 was reintroduced to the 90th Congress

where it received House approval on April ll, 1967, but failed in

the Senate because of a disagreement on the cable television

provisions.

The bill96 became the subject of much debate in the Senate

sessions of the 91st Congress. Three issues accounted for the

discord: 1) cable television, 2) library photocopying, and

3) the use of copyrighted materials in automated storage and

retrieval systems, particularly computers.

The disagreement over the cable television issue was so great

that Senator McCle1lan proposed deletion of those sections of

S. 5¤3 dealing with the issue so that the remainder of the bill

might pass.97

The issue of libary photocopying was not a new one for the

copyright revisors. As early as 1935, the National Association

of Book Publishers and a joint committee of the American Council

of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Council

agreed to voluntary guidelines governing the use of a single

reproduction of copyrighted manuscripts. This voluntary agreement
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did not carry the force of law and was unsatisfactory to the

publishing industry who foresaw the ease and availability of

photocopying in the future.98 The Register's Report of l96l

outlined the problem as follows: Researchers and scholars

frequently called upon libaries to furnish them with

copyrighted materials. If the requested material was not

available for loan, the library furnished a photocopy. The

publishing community argued that the continued use of photocopies

diminished the author's market, depriving him of economic gain.99

An attempt to resolve the issue was included in Section 7

of the Register's Preliminary Draft, entitled "Limitations on

Exclusive Rights: Copying and Recording by Libraries". This

section provided that libraries, under certain conditions, should

be permitted to supply single copies of copyrighted materials to

any patron so requesting.lOO Section 7 failed to satisfy the

concerns of either party and was deleted. Both sides were

left to rely on the fair use doctrine for guidance in the

controversy. The Senate Judiciary Committee was again petitioned

by both parties in 1969 to adopt a provision dealing with the

photocopying issue. In response, Section 108 was drafted and

included in S. jüj. This section exempted libraries from

copyright infringement for photocopying; provided the copy was V

umade without commercial advantage. Several conditions of the

exemption were encompassed, including the display of copyright

warning and the prohibition of multiple reproductions of a work.lOl
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In an attempt to resolve the computer issue, legislationloz

would be introduced and approved in the 93rd Congress, establishing

a National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted

Works (CONTU). This commission would serve two purposes: to

resolve the conflicts between copyright owners and computer users,

and to recommend a structure which would promote the growth of

the computer without sacrificing the rights of copyright owners.

Further action was not taken until the 92nd Congress convened.

Senator McClellan reintroduced a slightly modified bill, S.644.lO3

A separate
billlou

dealing with the dubbing and piracy of sound

recordings was also introduced and enacted as Public Law
92-140105

on October 4, 1971. Continuing controversies regarding the cable

television and photocopying issues prevented action by the 92nd

Congress on Senate Bill S. 644.

The 93rd Congress, in yet another attempt, reintroduced the

bill as S. 1361106 which became the subject of hearings conducted

in July and August of 1973. The bill was reviewed and revised

by various committees of the House. As this was a time-consuming

process, Senator McClellan introduced interim 1egislationlO7 to

focus Congress on three matters deserving immediate attention:

1 — All copyrights expiring on December 31, 1974, would

be extended an additional two years.

2 - Sound recordings and tapes would be granted permanent

copyright protection beyond December 31, 1971.

3 - CONTU would be established to investigate the computer

and new technology issue.
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McC1e1lan's interim legislation passed both Houses and

became law on December 31, 197U.lO8

Revision efforts continued into the 94th Congress.

Representative Kastenmeier and Senator McClellan introduced

legislation identical to S. 1361 to their respective Houses.lO9

Additional amendments and revisions followed and a Copyright

Royal Tribunal was established. Following alignment of the

House and Senate versions of the bill, the legislation was

adopted by both Houses on September 30, 1976. President Ford

signed the bill into law on October 19, 1976.110
The new

4

copyright law became effective on January 1, 1978.

The 1976 Copyright Act

The 1976 Copyright Act seeks to meet many of the scientific

and technological challenges to the copyright laws. How well the

legislation meets these challenges remains a secret of the future.

As with all of its predecessors, the Act reflects many compromises.

The fact that the Copyright Revision Bill passed the Senate by a

unanimous vote (97-0) is indicative of the fact that the bill

represents the best possible piece of legislation that the

current circumstances would permit. "Ultimately it will be the

courts that will decide the specifics of its meaning. Thus the

full implications of this legislation maydxt become clear for

some time." lll
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The 1976 Act is written in broader terms which are not

as confining and narrow in nature as the 1909 law. It is

hoped that the new law will be flexible enough to meet the

demands of an emerging technological society. The new act

is more detailed, containing eight chapters compared to the

three chapters found in the 1909 Act. The issues of fair use and

photocopying are addressed in Sections 107 and 108 of Chapter

One, "Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Fair Use", and

"Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Reproduction by Libaries

and Archives", respectively.

A unique feature of the law is found in Chapter 8, which

provides for the establishment of a Copyright Royal Tribunal.

The basic functiousof this Tribunal are "to make determinations

concerning the adjustment of reasonable copyright royalty rates,

to distribute royalty fees deposited with the Register of

Copyrights, . . . and to determine, in cases where controversy

exists, the distribution of such fees".ll2

To date, the 1976 Act has been amended six times: twice

in 1978 (92 Stat. 2§¤9 and 91 Stat. 653, 676, 682), once in

1980 (9ü Stat. 3028-29), and three times in 1982 (96 Stat. 91,

. 96 Stat. 178, and 96 Stat. 1759).
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The most significant amendment was passed on December 12,

1980 and is reproduced below:

SEC. 10. (a) Section 101 of title 17 of the United States
Code is amended to add at the end thereof the following new
language:

"A 'computer program' is a set of statements or
instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a
computer in order to bring about a certain result.".
(b) Section 117 of title 17 of the United States Code

is amended to read as followsz

"§ 117. LIMITATIONS ON EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS: COMPUTER PROGRAMS

"Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, it is not
an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer program
to make or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation
of that computer program provided:

"(l) that such a new copy or adaptation is created as
an essential step in the utilization of the computer
program in conjunction with a machine and that it is used
in no other manner, or"

"(2) that such new copy or adaptation is for archival
purposes only and that all archival copies are destroyed
in the event that continued possession of the computer
program should cease to be rightful."

"Any exact copies prepared in accordance with the provisions

of this section may be leased, sold, or otherwise transferred,
along with the copy from which such copies were prepared, only

with the authorization of the copyright owner.".

Summary

The concept of ownership of literary property is first

mentioned in 567 A. D. In England, copyright began as a

publisher's right and evolved into the right of an author.

American copyright law recognized the authors right to profit

from his work and tried to balance this with the need to
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disseminate information to the general public. Three major

copyright laws were enacted: the Acts of 1790, 1909 and 1976.

Technology has had the greatest influence on copyright law

through the years. First, William Caxton revolutionized the book

trade in England with the introduction of the printing press.

Next, the emergence of mass communication: radio, television,

motion pictures, etc., impacted heavily on the existing law.

Presently, the effects of electronic mail, computers, satellites,

and laser technology have already raised new questions under the

current law. The future will undoubtedly hold new concerns and

dictate yet another revision in the copyright law. The following

quote concerning the nature of copyright revision is applicable

to the past, the present, and the future:

Revising U. S. Copyright Law has proved to be an

undertaking built on shifting sands. As new technologies

evolve, as new means of distributing intellectual works

develop, as the commercial importance of intellectual

creation grows, the battles between conflicting interests

have to be fought all over again, and new compromises

between legitimate demands have to be forged.
ll}
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CHAPTER III

OVERVIEW

This chapter presents a review of the current literature in the

field of copyright as it applies to the educational use of computer

software. The purpose of this review is to provide the reader with

an understanding of the controversy surrounding the copying of

computer programs by educators for use in the public school

classroom. Beginning with a review of the Constitutional dilemma

posed by copyright, the chapter continues by presenting the views of

educators and publishers relative to the controversy. The chapter

concludes with an examination of the legislation enacted by Congress

to address the complexities of copyright. Applicable sections of the

1976 Copyright Act and the 1980 Amendatory Act are examined in

combination with opinions and comments from leading authorities in

the field. The purpose of this legislative review is to determine

the legal underpinnings which support the polarized positions of the

concerned parties.

INTRODUCTION

The field of literature involving copyright is copious. George

Bush in his work, Technology and Copyright: Annotated Bibliography

and Source Materials,l lists over 300 books and articles addressing

the issue of technology and copyright. Copyright: A Selected

91
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Bibliography of Periodical Literature Relating to Literary Property

in the United States,2 by Matt Roberts, list: over 6200 entries

dealing exclusively with articles concerning literary property. A

bioliography compiled by Anthony White, Copyrights: A Selected

Bibllography,3 contains l02 entries, 24 being actual court casee

dealing with copyright.

Much of the reviewed literature addresgeg the questions raieed

by the conflicting positions of th se who produce and copyright che

materials, and the positlons of these who censume then. Questions of this

nature are not new. "Before and since Queen Ax
e‘s

Statute, the

rights of those who write and publish and the interest: of th se who

use what is written and published have come into c;nfliot.J+ While

these questionsaare founden in antiquity, technology has cast the: in

a new and often confusing light. Enter the age of the pirate; an

interloper who has at his/her com and an „rray of techncl gical

wizardry designed to both serv; and challenge the legal tena ts cf

society. Charles Phillips, Senior Vice President of special markets

for Radio Shack, elaborates: "We”re living lx the age of the Pirate.

People are using ev rything from tape recorders to satellite

transmieiionx to oteal."5 The invention of the micro—chip and its

subrequent ap lication to ghe p„rsonal computer industry has thruet

the problem of piracy into the -ducational arena. Realiz.ng the

educational potential of the computer, foresighted ;;ucators have

attempted tc inccrporate t;chnology”s latest creation -„tc ehe

our ioulnz. As with any ateempt at educational in.ovati;n, the

introduction ef the computer was not without controversy. While much
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of the conflict centered on the introduction of computer literacy,

critics also complained about the inherent problems associated with

the software necessary to utilize the computers. "The most

controversial issue surrounding computer education is software

copying."6 "The reproduction of copyrighted microcomputer software

has become one of the most controversial and difficult topics of the

electronic age, and nowhere is the question debated more heatedly

than in educational circles."7

Lauren Letellier, author of several journal articles on the

subject, provides a succinct summation of the educators, and the

publishers‘ philosophical viewpoints regarding the copying of

computer software:

On the one hand, teachers believe they should
have the right to copy educational programs because
they are acting in the public interest. On the other hand,
producers feel teachers should not copy because they [the
producersä are not being compensated for their creative
efforts.

Letellier‘s synopsis surfaces the two basic elements,

irrespective of the legality of the practice, involved with the

copying problem: economics and ethics. The controversy between

educators and publishers regarding the copying of computer software

is of growing importance to both parties. The implications of the

opposing positions extend far below the surface and involve

fundamental questions of social policy. ". . . [B]oth producers [of

educational software] and educators are facing enormous problems in

attempting to balance the competing needs of commercial incentives

and academic access to information."9

To fully understand the controversy, a review of the basic legal
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doctrine involved is necessary. The impetus for the issue is cast in

the wording of the copyright clause of the United States

Constitution, to which we turn to begin our review.

The Constitutional Copyright Provision

The framers of the Constitution were immediately confronted with

the problem of balancing the rights of authors to the profits from

their labors against the rights of the general public to the

acquisition of knowledge. This dichotomous issue first surfaced in

proposals submitted at the Constitutional Convention. On August 18,

1787, delegates James Madison and Charles Pinckney submitted lists of

powers they felt would be proper for the new government. Madison‘s

list included 3 powers relevant to the copyright issue: "To secure

to literary authors their copyrights for a limited time. To

establish a university. To encourage, by premiums and provisions,

the advancement of useful knowledge and discoveries."1O Pinckney

advocated the following powers: "To establish seminaries for the

promotion of literature, and the arts and sciences . . . To grant

patents for useful inventions. To secure to authors the exclusive

rights for a limited time."l1

Upon first perusal, the powers advocated by Madison and Pinckney

appear to be harmonious. However, a closer examination reveals that

the two delegates espoused conflicting orders of priority. Madison

gave top priority to the rights of the author, listing as his first

proposal: "To secure to literary authors their copyrights . . . "12

He reiterates the author‘s preeminence in his last advocation:
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"To encourage, by premiums and provisions, the advancement of useful

knowledge and discoveries."l3 Delegate Pickney submitted his list in

exactly the opposite order. Listing the ". . . establishlment] of

seminaries for the promotion of literature, and the arts and sciences

. . .
"lu as his initial concern, Pinckney culminates his submission

with the rights of the authors.

Madison‘s and Pinckney”s proposals were referred to the

appropriate committee for study and recommendation. On September 5,

1787, the Continental Congress adopted an amendment which would

become the eighth clause of Article I, Section 8, of the United

States Constitution, The founding fathers apparently embraced

Pinckney‘s beliefs as the clause grants the promotion of ". . . the

Progress of Science and the Useful Arts, . .
."15

eminence over the

rights of the authors.

To the uninformed, the order of the phrases in the

Constitutional provision would appear trivial. Nothing could be

further from the truth. Since its inception, the clause and its

order have been the subject of heated debate between producers and

consumers of copyrighted materials. Various tribunals have made

reference to it in adjudicating claims of copyright infringement.

Educators have cited it as grounds for educational exemptions from

copyright law. What may have been an inconsequential phraseology, to

the framers of the Constitution, has developed into a matter of

incredulous importance to copyright.

The Constitutional provision for copyright consists of two

distinct ideas: (1) the reason behind the copyright clause, i.e. the
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promotion of the arts and sciences; and (2) the grant of a monopoly,

for a limited time, to the author for his writings.l6 It appears

from a review of the legislative history of major copyright

legislation and from numerous judicial interpretations of the

copyright clause, that the primary intent of the Constitutional

provision is to advance the cause of learning.

For example, the Committee of Patents, Trademarks and

Copyrights, recommending passage of the 1909 Copyright Act, issued

the following statement:

The enactment of copyright legislation by the
Congress . . . is not based on any natural right that the
author has . . . but upon the grounds that the welfare of

V the public will be served and the progress of science and
the useful arts will be promoted . . . Not primarily
for the benefit of the author, but primarily for the benefit
of the public, such rights are given.

This viewpoint was reaffirmed during deliberations leading to

the passage of the 1976 Copyright Act:

As a condition of obtaining the statutory grant,
the author is deemed to consent to certain reasonable
uses of his copyrighted work to promote the änds of public
welfare for which he was granted oopyright.l

Judioial interpretations are replete with examples which confirm

the primary purpose of the Constitutional copyright provision as

being the promotion of the arts and sciences. Chief Justice Hughes,

in Fox Film Corp. v Doyal%9sta’ced:

The sole interest of the United States and the primary
object in oonferring the monopoly [copyright] lie in
the general Benefits derived by the public from the labors
of authors.2
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In the same case the court further advised that "[t]he copyright

law, like the patent statute, makes reward to the owner a secondary

consideration."2l

When asked to rule on questions of copyright infringement, the

courts have typically asked if the nature of the infringing use is

such that the "distribution [of the work in question] would serve the

public interest in the free dissemination of knowledge."22 To serve

the Constitutional purpose of the copyright clause, "courts in

passing upon particular claims of infringement must oocasionally

subordinate the copyright holder”s interest in a maximum financial

return to the greater public interest in the development of art,

science, and industry4'23 The Berlin court continued, " . . . the

financial reward guaranteed to the copyright holder is but an

incident of this general [constitutional] objective, rather than an

end in itself.'2"

The Constitutional purpose is best advanced when copyrighted

works are used for the benefit of the public.25 "It is the

availability of ideas to society, not the economic interest of the

author that the copyright laws are designed to primarily protect.'26

After reviewing the legislative history and the judicial

interpretations, one may deduce that the rights of the author have

been totally subjugated by the publics” right to the acquisition of

knowledge. Such a conclusion would be an egregious error and non

sequitur. While the primary purpose of the Constitutional provision

is the advancement of the arts and sciences, the drafters of the

amendment recognized that, in order to stimulate the creativity of
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authors to produce literary works, some form of protection and

remuneration had to be afforded them. The authors” rights are noted

in the second part of the clause: ". . . by securing for limited

Times to Authors and Inventors the Exclusive Right to their

respective Writings and Discoveries . . .".27

The past, present, and future goal, then, becomes to strike a

statutory and judioial balance between the public”s rights and the

rights of the authors.28 The courts have persevered in the pursuit

of this goal throughout judicial history. The Supreme Court, in the

recent case, Sony Corporation of America v Universal City Studios,

lnc;29 provides an accurate summary of the judicial efforts directed

towards the Constitutional balance issue:

The monopoly privileges that Congress may authorize
are neither unlimited nor primarily designed to provide

a special private benefit. Rather, the limited grant is a

means by which an important public purpose may be

achieved. It is intended to motivate the creative

activities of authors . . . and to allow public access to

the products of their genius after the limited period of

exclusive control has expired.3O

This balance between the interests of the copyright owners and

the free flow of ideas is nowhere more delicate than in the field of

education.3l During the revision efforts leading to the 1976

Copyright Act, educators lobbied extensively for exemptions from the

copyright laws.

The Educational Argument

Technology, new educational philosophies, and the need to expose

students to a rapidly—growing body of knowledge have combined to

create new and plenary demands for the use of copyrighted materials.32
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Educators are caught in a dilemma; on the one side they must adhere

to the laws of society, while on the other side they must use all

available resources to do the best teaching job possible. These

resources include the new media, much of which is copyrighted?3

Computer technology, at the vanguard of the new media, poses multiple

copyright problems for the educator. ". . . [T]o function, computers

must reproduce the work in copies."
Bu

This very act of copying,

essential to the utilization of computer programs, presents

challenges to traditional interpretations and applications of the

copyright law in an educational setting. Confusion reigns. "Among

the worst victims of the current muddled state of [copyright] laws,

are teachers, . . . who are left with little or no guidance ...."35

This current state of affairs has imspixed educators to seek

legislative exemptions from the copyright laws relative to the use of

computer software. Educators most often cite the following theorem

in support of an exempted status: (1) the Constitutional purpose of

copyright, (2) the historical precedent, (3) the economics (4) the

lack of preview opportunities, and (5) the fragile nature of the

floppy disk.

Educations claim that the United States Constitution, Article I,

Section 8, Clause 8, consists of two distinct phrases: (1) the

purpose of the clause, i.e. the promotion of the arts and sciences;

and (2) the statutory grant of a limited monopoly to the author, for

a limited time. Educators argue that the founding fathers placed the

phrases in their respective order of importance and that they must be

interpreted in that light. So interpreted, continues the argument,
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the thrust of the clause is the public benefit of the promotion of

the arts and sciences, i.e., education. The profit and rights of the

author are incidental, subservient to the benefit of the public. An

author may only profit insofar as the primary objective has been

served.36

Historically, the producers of copyrighted materials have not

been overly concerned with infringement of their exclusive rights due

to the difficulties of copying. Manual duplication of copyrighted

materials was laborious and time consuming, resulting in little

economic harm to the author. Hand copying, although technically an

infringement, has been tolerated because of the built—in limitation

of human capacity. Technological duplicating devices are only modern l

forms of handcopying, argue the educators; the principle and the

practice remain the same.37

The real crux of the copying issue is simple economics.

Teachers argue that they cannot afford the high costs of software.

The problem facing teachers is understandable, especially at a time

when schools are plagued by tight budgets and chronic financial

troubles.38 Abuse occurs when teachers feel the need for a

particular piece of software and the money is not available to

purchase the item. "I have to copy it illegally! Our [school]

district has no money!" has become an all—too—familiar theme.39 Stan

Silverman, President of the National Institute for Microbased

Learning, elaborates: "Say you have 76 [computer] stations in a

school. Schools are not in a position to buy in multiples of 76.'"O

Does such copying have a detrimental effect on the market value of
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the copyrighted work? Educators say no. "Teachers give visibility to

the authors, works and create markets for them.M+l Further, such use

in the classroom whets, not satisfies, the students, appetites."2

Sony Corporation, in a recent Supreme Court case,U3 followed this

educational line of reasoning. Sony argued that home recording of

commercially broadcast copyright materials would actually increase

the public,s access to programming, resulting in an improved market

for the copyright holder.

A corollary to the economic argument is the educators,

contention that publishers, policies prohibiting preview of software

prior to purchase forces educators to make unauthorized copies. This

action, claim the educators, arises from a need to preview software

to insure the best purchase with limited funding. Todd Hoover and

Sandra Gould, coauthors of "The Pirating of Computer Programs,"

conducted a random sample survey of software producers for the Apple

brand computers. Their survey results revealed that 75% of the

companies surveyed (N=63) did not permit customers to preview the

software prior to purchase."" Educators offer the response of a

self—confessed software pirate as illustrative of their concern.

Writing in response to a newspaper editorial requesting information

on why people turn to software piracy, the pirate states:

. . . I have been burned several times by false mail
order claims [for quality software]. I am very shy now.
Before I purchase, I want to know that I am getting value
for my money. Because of the lack of hands—on software
stores,

I
personally befigve that pirating is my only

inexpensive alternative.

Another argument advanced by the educators involves the making

of archival or "back—up" copies of software programs. Teachers
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argue that programs stored on floppy disks are very vulnerable.

Power shortages, power surges, or improper placement next to an

electrical or magnetic source can have catastrophic resu1ts."6

Disks can also be damaged or destroyed by human negligence. Dirty

fingers on a disk or prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can

destroy expensive programs."7 Teachers argue that programs will

inevitably become damaged in the hands of students. A shortage of

funds, which prohibits purchase of multiple copies or replacement of

damaged disks, forces teachers to copy the disk so that the program

is not lost to the entire class through accidents."8 Educators also

fault software producers for failing to provide back—up copies or for

"copy protecting" their software. Protection schemes such as "copy

protecting" prevent educators from making their own archival copies

as authorized by the 1980 Amendatory Act. The survey by Hoover and

Gould, revealed that 71.9% of the survey respondents provided no

back—up copies."9 Educators bitterly complain about the unfairness

of the archival copy issue and are frustrated with their inability to

reach resolution. A school district is unlikely to bring legal

action costing thousands of dollars because the manufacturer of a

$125 program failed to provide a back—up copy.5O Teachers accuse

manufacturers of being insensitive to this problem;5linflaming the

issue all the more.

Educators saw the need to become involved in the copyright

revision efforts. These efforts provided educators the needed forum

to express their arguments and to seek redress. In 1955, educators

formed an Ad Hoc Committee of Educational Institutions and
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Organizations on Cgpyright Law Revis.on. This ccm.it;e ,

rep:6s.nti g zcme AO educational agencies, became th; voice for

educational usere of copyrighted materials. During the revision

ef orts, the com.it.ei studie, bilis, established posit.cn: in

. . . .. ._„ _ _ . _„ _ .,_g___52
various ; ue., EHC gave testimcny celorc cengres„icnai ccm.itie s.

Harold E. Wigren, Chairman of the Ad Hoc Com itte , t;sti5i;d

during hearihgs conducted on prcpesed copyright legislaticn.

Advanci g the oonstifu;icnal purpose for copyright, Wigren eutlined

the ducatorsa position:

Educational usert ne.d special protection ever and
above that provi ed co.mercial users because they have a
public responsib-l5§y for teaching the children
entrusted to them.

Educators l-b ied Ccngres for inclusion f a secti;n ÄL ehe n w

law specificaliy granti g educators ex mption from the copyright la~.

wigren”s prof sal began:

lctwiths.andi g other prcvisiens .f this Act,
enprofit use ef a p;rti;n of a copyrighted ·ork.·.·for

nc c mi=rcial teaching, scholarehgä and res arch is
not an infring ment ef copyright.

A perusal of the ducators‘ arguments eerninates in the

con lusi„n tha ne fundamental reason adv‘nced ty th; ducatich l

com unity for cipyright ex mpticns i econ mic. Shrinki.g

acuoaticn<l del ars ccmbined with increased „„mands for se vic>„ have

plaeed ucators in a fiscaliy precarious posit.en. The 4 w

t‘chnel gy is exp nsive, prompting educators te re k religf iron the

sta u*ory £est;ic;lohs contained L4 the cur ent copyright law.

The ducation l c n unity, through tie ffcrts ef their ad hoc

oe; it e s, ep lied censiderabl; pr s ure on the l gislatori during
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deliberations on the revision of the copyright law. Congress

carefully considered the arguments by educators for broader

exemptions for educational uses of copyrighted materials. While

persuasive, the arguments advanced by the educational community were

countered by equally persuasive arguments from the producers of

copyrighted materials. After hearing the arguments and

counter—arguments, Congress rejected the educators' plea for an

exemption:

The Committee also adheres to its earlier
conclusion, that a specific exemption freeing certain
reproductions of copyrighted works for educational and
scholarly ggrposes from copyright control is not
Justified.

The exemptions status sought by the educational community was

defeated by strong opposition from the Authors League of America. As

the outcome suggests, this group presented strong arguments in favor

· of the publishing community.

Publishers have their own self—economic interests to protect.

Their position, grounded in the theory of a free market system,

represented a formidable barrier to the inroads sought by educators.

The Publishers” Position

The publishers of copyrighted materials lay the foundation for

their refutation on three basic assertions: (l) their right to make

a profit from their creations, (2) copying is unethical, and (3)

copying is illegal.

The publishing community does not take issue with the fact that

the Constitutional copyright clause addresses the promotien of the
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arts and sciences prior to the rights of the authors. Publishers do,

however, dispute the interpretations of the purpose of this clause.

Robert B. Chickering and Susan Hartman argue in their book, How to

Register A Copyright and Protect Your Creative Work, that the

prevailing purpose behind the copyright law is to stimulate

development of original works. The law is intended to encourage

creativity by granting exclusive rights to authors.56 The publishers

further contend that the Constitutional provision provides authors

with a property right; such right being deprived the author by the

person who uses his/her work without permission.57 Depriving the

author of his profit deprives him of his incentive to produce and he

will not write.58 The end result would be a diminution of

intellectual producton.59

The owners of copyrighted materials adamantly insist that

educators should bear the economic burden of using their materials in

the classroom. "The contractor, plumber, and hardware merchant are

not required to furnish their labor free to schools. Neither should

the intellectual producer."6O In response to educators” claims that

software is too expensive, the publishers make reference to the free

market system. Dennis Coleman, author of Spellguard and a general

partner with Innovative Software Applications Company, Menlo Park,

California, questions: "In a free market system and a competitive

market, how can you say that something is too expensive?"61 Barney

Stone, author of D.B. Master, a data-base program for the Apple
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Computer, adds: "There is a certain amount of ”buyer beware”. If

you [educators] think my product is too expensive, buy something

else. We”re not selling a necessity of life!"62

Publishers are no less forceful when responding to

justifications of illegal software copying based on shrinking

educational budgets. The International Council for Computers in

Education (ICCE) has issued a policy statement which says: "Budget

constraints do not excuse illegal use of software."63 Each time

educators substitute copying for the purchase of copyrighted

software, the market for the sale of the item, which would have

otherwise existed, has been diminished. This practice deprives the

copyright owners of their just rewards and cannot be rationalized as

fair because of a paucity of funds.6M

The publishers strengthen their argument for a fair economic

return by associating profit with quality. States the Editorial

Director of Creative Computing, magazine, George Blank:

The level and quality of software is determined by
income. We cannot afford to invest more than we can
recover from it .... Basically, because of the
copying problem, I have to decide how much money I can
afford to lose each yqäf, and then I produce that much
educational software.

Blank”s opinion is supported by LeRoy Finkel, computing

cocrdinator for the Office of Education of San Mateo County,
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California. Finkel adds: "There”s no question that the only way to

keep the quality of software high is for it to be profitable for

publishers and manufacturers."
66

The publishers” also raise the question of ethics in support of

their position. "Educators need to face the . . . ethical issues

involved in copyright laws. . .'67 It is unethical to steal, and

the illegal copying of computer software is stealing, say the

publishers. According to Carol Risher, Director of Copyright and New

Technology for the American Publishers' Association, educators are

charged with far more than the mere teaching of subject matter:

Every teacher, every educator, and every school
administrator has responsibility for far more
than a given subject matter. Entrustedégo each is the job
of educating the citizens of tomorrow.

Risher continues by drawing analogies between the stealing of

intellectual property and other equally intolerable acts:

Schools and faculty do not condone cheating, or rude
behavior. Teachers and principals do not condone
stealing books from one another to avoid the cost of
purchase. Theft of intellectual property is
equally a crime. No less so, because it is easy to do. No
less so, because the property is not a tangible object. No
less so, because theggauthor may be unknown to the person
doing the stealing.

Producers of copyrighted materials also point out that the

question of unethical behavior, i.e. the illegal copying of software,

has a negative consequence for education, teachers and students.

Dick Ricketts, managing editor of The Computing Teacher, offers:

Educators who illegally copy software "are setting a terrible example

for the students. In effect, they are defrauding society by not
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reflecting the true cost of education." 70 Teachers and students

have a vested interest in creating an environment in which copyright

can survive. Many teachers and students are writing computer

programs. Publishers are eager to enter into contracts for the

development and distribution of this potentially valuable software.

Publishers and creators have a vested stake in a secure copyright

system. If educators do not commit themselves to this goal, everyone

ends up a loser. 71

The publishers‘ contention regarding the legalities of the

copying practice appears to be a superficial issue. It is obvious,

claim the publishers, that the copyright law prohibits the

unauthorized duplication of protected works. This leads publishers

to conclude that it is illegal to copy computer software without

permission of the copyright owner or without paying royalties for the

privilege. However, the issue is not limited to a simple

determination of "right or wrong; can or can”t." The copyright law

provides numerous limitations on the exclusive rights of the

copyright owner. Judicial interpretations of these statutory

limitations have broadened the scope of their application even

further. The legalities of the copying process are discussed at

length in the remaining sections of this study. Suffice for our

purposes here, the publishers advance the argument that the copying

of copyrighted programs is illegal.

In summation, both the educators and publishers advance

arguments which are inherently logical, although antithetical. The

cpposing positions, summarized in Table No. 1, Page 19, are
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Table No. 1 — Educator—Publisher Position Summary

EDUCATORS PUBLISHERS

Constitutional Purpose Advancement of the Arts Stimulate creative
of Copyright Clause and Sciences, i.e., efforts of authors to

Education produce additional works

Historical Precedent Manual duplication has Modern copying

of Copying been accepted. capabilities far exceed

Publishers have not human limitations.

complained Publishers have been

reluctant to sue because

of educational purpose.

Quality of Software Educational software Quality and profit go

is of poor quality. hand—in—hand. Producers

Not worth purchasing. are not going to invest

Q funds in developing

software to be stolen.

Lack of Preview Prior review is Prior review results in
Opportunity necessary to insure the educators copying

best possible purchase software, negating

with limited funds. purchase.

Archival Copies

- Legality Law grants right to Publishers will supply

make back—up copy of back—up copies for

software. nominal fee.

- Fragile nature Students will Producers are not
of disks inevitably damage disks, responsible for abuse

destroying program. of disks
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reflective of the self—interests of each group, and as such resist a

mutually agreeable solution. Such a situation results in an impasse,

with neither side winning an uncontested victory. Fortunately,

society provides legislation to assist in the dispute. The 1976

Copyright Act is representative of efforts directed towards a fair

resolution tc the copyright delimma.

Much debate and discussion preceded the passage of the 1976

Copyright Act. Congressional committees were subjected to hours of

testimony originating from members of both the educational and

publishing communites. The Act seeks to accommodate the varied

interests of both parties as well as meet the challanges posed by the

new technology. The statute reflects many compromises. Unanimous

passage in the U.S. Senate (97-0) is indicative of the fact that the

bill represents the best possible piece of legislation that the

current circumstances would permit.

The 1976 Copyright Act

The 1976 Copyright Act provides direction to both educators and

publishers. It does not, however, answer all the questions. ". . .

[U]ltimately it will be the courts that will decide the specifics of

its meaning. Thus the full implications of this legislation for

schools and for educators may not become clear for some time."72

While awaiting judicial clarification, educators can and should seek

guidance from those sections of the Act applicable to the issue; the

legality of copying copyrighted software for use in the public school

classroom .
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Copyright: A Federal Issue

The doctrine of pre—emption holds ". . . that certain matters

are of such a national, as opposed to lccal, character that federal

laws pre-empt or take precedence over state laws." 73 The

pre—eminence of federal law over state law is established in Clause

2, Article VI, of the United States Constitution:

This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in Pursuance thereof; and all
Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority
of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land;
and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any
Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the
Contrary notwithstanding. 7u

Copyright law is an example of pre—emption. The field of

copyright is governed exclusively by federal statute. The new Act

extends this federal pre—emption even further:

All legal or equitable rights that are equivalent to
the exclusive rights within the general scope of copyright
as specified by section 106 [of the New Law] in works of
authorship that are fixed in a tangible medium of expression
and come within the subject matter of copyright as
specified by sections 102 and 103, whether created befcre or
after [January 1, 1978] and whether published or
unpublished, are governed exclusively by [the New Law.]
Thereafter, no person is entitled to any such right or
equivalent right in an%7such work under the Common Law or
Statutes of any State. 5

Thus the 1976 Act abolished the common law copyright and mocted

the issue of what constituted publication. Copyright is now

automatic, attaching itself upon creation. The Act also

grandfathered in all works created prior to the effective date of the

new legislation.

The New Law, while not granting a specific exemption to
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educators as was desired, does accommodate the concerns of educators

in two ways: (1) The doctrine of fair use was codified in the law for

the first time; and, (2) The law specifically exempts some actions of

educators which would otherwise be grounds for an infringement suit.

We turn our attention now to pertinent sections of the 1976 Copyright

Act which hold information relevant to the practice of copying

computer software.

TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE, "COPYRIGHTS"

CHAPTER 1. - SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT

Section 101. Definitions

Computer programs are afforded copyright protection in Section

102, and are classified by the Register of Copyrights, as "literary

works." "‘Literary works' are works, other than audiovisual works,

expressed in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or

indicia, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such as

books, periodicals, manuscripts, phonorecords, film, tapes, disks, or

cards, in which they are embodied."
76

Public Law 96-517, dated December 12, 1980, amended this section

of the copyright law adding the following definition of a computer

program: "A ”computer program” is a set of statements or

instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order

to bring about a certain resu1t." 77
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Section 102. Subject Matter of Copyright.

Under the 1909 Copyright Act, publication was a necessary

prerequisite to obtain copyright protection. The New Law abolishes

this requirement and grants copyright upon the creation of the work.

"Copyright protection subsists, . . ., in original works of

authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or

later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or

otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine

or device." 78

This section of the law reflects Congressional attempts to deal

with the impact of the new technology. History contains many

examples of new inventions which impacted so severly on copyright law

as to render it inapplicable. To compensate for the new

technological inventions of the future, Congress included the phrase

"now known or later developed". While the value of this phrase will

undoubtedly be called into question in future litigation, its

inclusion does underscore the foresightedness of the drafters of the

current statute.

Section 106. Exclusive Rights in Copyrighted Works.

The legislative history of the Copyright Act outlines the

approach legislators took when drafting the legislation. Section 106

lists, in broad terms, the five exclusive rights granted to the

copyright owner:
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Subject to sections 107 through 118, the owner of
copyright under this title has the exclusive rights to do
and to authorize any of the following:

(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or
phonorecords;

(2) to prepare derivative works based upon
the copyrighted work;

(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the
copyrighted work to the public by sale or other transfer of
ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending;

(4) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic,
and choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion
pictures and other audiovisual works, to perform the
copyrighted work publicly; and

(5) in the case of literary, musical, dramatic,
and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial,
graphic, or sculptural works, including the individual
images of a motion picture or other aud%?visual work, to
display the copyrighted work publicly.

These five exclusive rights comprise the owners "copyright."

They are exclusive in that only the owner, someone authorized by the

owner, or someone exempted by the Act may perform them. 80 The owner

of the copyright may retain all of the exclusive rights or he may

transfer the rights individually to another party. Copyright

protection is also afforded to the new owner. "Anyone who violates

any of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner . . ., or who

imports copies or phonorecords into the United States . . ., is an

infringer of the copyright."8l

The first three rights, generally characterized as the rights of

copying, recording, adaptation, and publishing, extend to every kind
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of copyrighted work.
82

The rights to copy and to distribute can be

infringed both publicly and in private, whereas the remaining three

rights, the rights of distribution, performance and display, can only

be infringed if exercised in public§3

Copyright protection of computer programs embodies all of the

exclusive rights contained in this section. This protection "...

extends to the literary or textual expression contained in the

computer program. Copyright protection is not available for ideas,

program logic, algorithms, systems, methods, concepts, or layouts."8"

Duplication of computer programs by educators may be an infringement

of the exclusive "right to copy", which Nimmer considers the most

fundamental of all the exclusive rights. To avoid a finding of

infringement, the actions of the educator would have to be exempted

by the limitations on the owner”s exclusive rights as contained in

the following sections of the Act.

Section 107. Limitations of Exclusive Rights: Fair use

"Fair use" is given statutory recognition for the first time in

the 1976 Copyright Act. The doctrine is not new, originating in

early English law.

Limited copying of copyrighted works was permitted by English

law under a judicial finding of "fair dealing." "Fair dealing" was

codified by the English Parliament in the English Copyright Act of

1911. The concept represented an attempt by the English courts to
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reooncile the dual purposes of the Statute of Anne: To reward the

author, and to stimulate other English authors to produce for the

benefit of society.85

The concept of "fair dealing" was embraced by American courts

and became know as the "doctrine of fair use." Referred to as a

judicial rule of reason, fair use came to be accepted over the years

and was finally codified into the New Law. This codification was

intended to restate the present judicial doctrine of fair use, not to

change, narrow, or enlarge it in any way.
86

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the
fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by
reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other
means specified by that section, for purposes such as
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including
multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship,<§}
research, is not an infringement of copyright ...

In the opening sentence of the fair use section, Congress

identified six substantive areas as fair use of copyrighted works.

The first three areas, "criticism, comment, and news reporting," are

traditional exemptions grounded in rights created under the First

Amendment. The remaining three areas, "teaching, scholarship, and

research," are new additions, and represent Congress‘ compromise with

the educational community who sought an exemption from the copyright

law.88

Nimmer reminds us that section 107 does not attempt to define

fair use. "It does not, and does not purport, to provide a rule

which may automatically be applied in deciding whether any particular

use is ”fair”."89 The law merely provides a list of factors to be

considered in deciding on a ruling of fair use.
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". . . In determining whether the use made of a work
in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be
considered shall include -

(1) the purpose and character of the use,
including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion

used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole;
and,

(4) the effect of the use upon thegäotential
market fer or value of the copyrighted work.

The factors are intended to be examples, as they are not all

encompassing. The words "shall include—" precede the listing of the

factors. Section 101. Definitions, states: "The terms ”including”

and ”such as” are llustrative and not limitative.'9l These factors,

collected from prior case law, leave the courts with complete

discretion of interpretation and application. "Other factors, not

codified, may have an equal bearing on a consideration of

infringement."92

Section 107 has been criticized for a number of reasons. Leon

Seltzer, in "Exemptions and Fair Use in Copyright: The ”Exclusive

Rights‘ Tensions in the New Copyright Act," offers three valid

criticisms of the section: (l) No attempt is made to define fair use;

(2) The section does not prioritize or weight the four factors, thus

implying that there is no general order of priority; and (3) The

inclusion cf the expansive and ambiguous uses, teaching, scholarship,

and research, have raised issues dealing with exemptions from

copyright, i.e. it muddies the distinction between fair use and

exempted status.93

Fair use will be discussed again in chapter four of this paper.
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The purpose of that discussion will be to review the application of

the fair use doctrine to cases at bar.

Libraries and Archives.

Section 108 is a new addition to copyright law resulting from

In that case, the high court was asked to rule on a question cf

infringement concerning the extensive duplication practices of the

libraries involved. As a result of that litigation, libraries and

archives now have an exemption allowing them to reproduce copies of

copyrighted works under specific conditions.

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions

of section 108 [exclusive rights], it is not an
infringement of copyright for a library or archives, or any

of its employees acting within the scope of their employment,

to reproduce no more than one copy or phonorecord of a work,

or to distribute such copy of phonorecord, under the

conditions specified by this section . . .95

The section continues with the following three restrictions:

(1) the reproduction or distribution

is made without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial

advantage;
(2) the collections of the library or archives are

(i) open to the public, or (ii) available not only to

researchers affiliated with the library or archives or

with the institution of which it is a part, but also to

other persons doing research in a specialized field; and
(3) the reproduction or distribution

of the work includes a notice of copyright.96
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Section 108 continues and is one of the more lengthy sections of

the 1976 Act. The reader is referred to the appendix for the entire

contents of the section.

Section 109. Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Effect of transfer of

Particular Copy or Phonorecord.

Section 109 makes an important distinction between ownership of

an original copyrighted work and ownership of a copy of that

original.

(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 106
(3), the owner of a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully
made under this title, or any person authorized by such
owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright
owner, to sell or otherwise däspose of the posseseion of
of that copy or phcnorecord.

Copyright owners would like to retain control over copies of

their original copyrighted works. If such control could be acquired,

and copies could not be lent, leased, or sold to third parties, the

market for the copyright owner”s original work would be enhanced;

anyone desirous of a copy would have to purchase one from the owner.

However, Congress did not elect to grant control of the copies to the

copyright owner as evidenced in section 109.98

lnherent in this section is the "first sale" doctrine. This

doctrine assures copyright owners that, until parting with ownership,

they have the right to prohibit all others from vending the work.

However, once a sale has occurred, the "first sale" rule allows the

new owner to treat the object as his own. "Copyright law and the
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distribution right only secures to the copyright owner the right to

control the first transfer of ownership." 99

Under the "first sale" doctrine where a copyright owner

parts with title to a particular copy of his copyrighted work, he

divests himself of his exclusive right to vend that particular copy,

and vendee is not restricted by statute from further transfers of

that copy. 100

Software manufacturers have attempted to circumvent the "first

sale" rule, thereby maintaining control over their copies, by

granting licenses to software "purchasers." This is accomplished via

the so called "shrink-wrap license." Shrink—wrapping is a process of

wrapping a commodity in a tough, transparent plastic material which

is then shrunk by heating to form a sealed, tightfitting package.lO1

This type packaging prevents the consumer from inspecting the

contents prior to purchase. Upon opening the package,;after the

purchase, the consumer is confronted with a licensing agreement

similar to the one found in the appendix to this paper.

Theoretically, via this license agreement, the copyright holder would

retain control over the copy.

However, as Debra Wilson argues in her article in the Computer

Law Journal, software packages are consumer products sold to

unsophisticated consumers. The assertion that the copy is not the

owner”s property may not be valid. If there is no meeting of the

minds, or mutual understanding regarding the "right to use"
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limitation, the limitation may be struck from the contract as

102
unconscionable. Arthur Miller and Michael Davis add: "It is

unlikely that attempts to make an actual sale resemble something less

• [[103
than that. . . will be unsuccessful.

A recent development in the computer software industry is

providing the first legal test of the "shrink—wrap license."

Entrepreneurs have begun software rental companies. For fifteen to

twenty-five peroent of the purchase price, lessors rent software for

a one to three week trial period. This rental fee is then applied to

the purchase price if the lessee decides to buy the software.

Manufacturers of copyrighted software have brought action claiming

the rental action is violative of section 109 (c) of the 1976

Copyright Act:

(c) The privileges perscribed by

subsections (a) and (b) do not, unless authorized by the
copyright owner, extend to any person who has acquired
poeeession of the copy or phcnorecord from the copyright
owner, by rental, lease, lqaß, or otherwise, without
acquiring ownership of it.

The case, MicroPro International Corp. v United Computer Corp. is

currently in litigation in the federal district court in San

10
Francisco.

5 The outcome of this case will obviously help resolve

the licensing question.

The remaining porticn cf section 109 deals with display rights:

Notwithstanding the provisions of section
106(5), the owner of a particular copy lawfully made
under this title, or any person authorized by such
owner, is entitled, without the authority of the copyright
owner, to display that copy publicly, either directly or
by the projection of no more than one image at a
time,viewerspresent at the place where the copy is located.
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Section 109 must be balanced against other sections of the

Copyright Act. The stringent nature of some of the exemptions found

in section 109 may become less restrictive under the related effect

of applicable provisions found elsewhere in the Act. For example:

section 109 appears to severely restrict the right to display or

perform the work, but this restriction is softened, perhaps negated,

by section 110(1) dealing with "face-to—face teaching activities."lO7

Section 110. Limitations of Exclusive Rights: Exemptions of Certain

Performances and Displays.

Section 110 is another example of the attempts by Congress to

address the concerns of the educational community. This section

establishes educational exemptions regarding the display or

performance of a copyrighted work.

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 106, the
following are not infringements of copyright:

(1) performance or display of a work by
instructors or pupils in the course of face—to-face
teaching activities of a nonprofit educational
institution, in a classroom or similar place devoted to
instruction, unless, in the case of a motion picture or
other audiovisual work, the performance, or the display of
individual images, is given by means of a copy that was not
lawfully made under this title, and that the person
responsible for the performance knew or hi?
reason to believe was not lawfully made; 10

When drafting this section of the copyright revision, Congress

provided definitions of key terms contained in the statute.

"Instructors" are teachers in the normal sense of the word, but this

can include a variety of guest lecturers, provided instruction given

remains classroom oriented.1O9 The term "teacher" includes
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"instructional specialists on the staff of a school, such as reading

specialists, curriculum specialists, audiovisual directors, guidance

counselors, and the like."l1O "Face-to—face" requires that

instructors and pupils be in the same general location, at least "the

same building or general area."lll "Teaching activities" include a

wide variety of "systematic instruction," but not activities given

for "recreation er entertainment."ll2 A "classroom or similar place

devoted to instruction" encompasses numerous types of facilities such

as studios, workshops, athletic facilities, libraries, and

auditoriums, provided they are used for "systematic instructional

activities" and not for the benefit of the general public.l13

The remainder of section llO deals with such topics as

transmission cf performances, use of copyrighted materials in

religious services, the charging of admissions fees, transmission to

private homes, use of copyrighted materials by government agencies,

promoticn ef copyrighted works, use of copyrighted materials by the

visually impaired or other handicapped persons, and transmission cf

works aimed at serving handicapped persons.

Sections 111 Through Sections 116.

These sections, while having great significance and impact on

copyright, i.e., the cable television issue contained in section

111, are not germane to this study. For the convenience of the

reader, a listing of the sections and their headings appears below.

The reader whose interest is piqued by a certain topic is referred to

the appendix of this study for a full text of the section.
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Section 111. Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Secondary
Transmissions.

Section 112. Limitations of Exclusive Rights: Ephemeral
Recordings.

Section 113. Scope of Exclusive Rights in Pictorial,
Graphic, and Sculptural Works.

Section 114. Scope of Exclusive Rights in Sound Recordings.

Section 115. Scope of Exclusive Rights in Nondramatic
Musical Works: Compulsory License for Making and Distributing
Phoncrecords.

Section 116. Scope of Exclusive Rights in Nondramatic
Musical Works: Public Performances by Means of Coin-operated Record
Players.

Section 117. Scope of Exclusive Rights: Use in Conjunction With
Computers and Similar Information Systems.

As discussed in chapter two of this study, it became apparent to

Congress that the copyright revision bills, then pending before the

House of Representatives and the Senate, were unable to deal with the

copyright problems raised by computer users. It was also clear that

an sdequate study of the problem would seriously delay the enactment

of an urgently needed general revision bill. Senator John L.

McClel1an, after meeting with concerned parties, introduced a bill

into the 90th Congress calling for the establishment of a National

Commission cn New Technolcgical Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU).

CONTU was "to study and compile data on the reproduction and use of

copyrighted works of authorship (1) in automatic systems capable of

storing, processing, retrieving, and transferring information, and

(2) by various forms of machine reproduction."11u

Various delays ensued, and the commission was not established
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until the 93d Congress. Public Law 93-573, the text of which may be

found in the appendix of this study, was enacted on December 31,

1974. The Com istion was given thre· years to study and compile dat?

and made recom.endationscn legislation er procedures. The Copyright

Act of 1976 was enacted during the life of the Comxiseion. Section

117 of that act provided that the law on the use of copyrighted works

in computer systems would be unaffected by its enactment:

Notwithstandihg the provisions_of sections 106
through 116 and 118, this title does not affcrd to the
owner of copyright in a work any greater or leseer rights
with respect to the use of the work in oonjuncticn with
automatic systems capable of storing, processing,
retrieving, or transferring information, or in conjunction
with any similar device, machine, or process, than
those afforded te works under the law, whether title 17 or
the com on law or statutes of a State, in effect on December
31, 1977, as held ajplicable andlpgnstrued by a court in an
action brought under this title.

National Commission Il New Technolpgical Uses of Ccpyrighted Works:

Its Organization, Conclusions, and Recomxendations.

Acrording to the criteria set forth in the organio legislation,

President Ford ap ointed twelv. Comxissioners on July 25, 1975. Said

Ccmyis ioners are listed in the Ap endix to this paper.

The Com ission was charged with gathering dat:on two t pics:

computers and photecepying. Since Congres: was etill considering the

phct c pying iseue, the Register of Cepyrights recomöendee that rhe

Com.is ion concentrate its efforts on the computer isiue. The

Cc: is ion rej oted this advice and jeoidee to cenduct parelee.

studies. Relative to the computer study, the Com is ion eetablighed

a research plan to guide its work. The iseues identif;ed for study
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included: (1) computer use; of ccnventiomal works of authorship,

(2) proprietary rights in data beses, (3) computer software, and (A)

new works created by application ef a ccmputer. Hearings wer,

scheduled to begin in the sumner of 1976, for the purpose of hearing

public testimony en the issue. The subcommittee dealing with the

computer issue would then analyze the data -;·..nd draft reports which

would be circulated for comment and refined into a final

recommendation to Cengress}16

During the course of the Commission”s investigations, the

subcomxittee considered background information relevant to che issue

of copyright and computer programs. The subcommittee acknowledged the

growth of the computer industry and the subsequent growth and

importance of software. The commissioners considered the nxxd for

copyright protection ef computer programs, concluding:

Computer programs are the product of great
intellectual effort and their utility is gnquestionable.
The Commission is, therefore, satisfied that some form cf
protection is necessary to encourage the creation and
broad distribution ef computer programs in a competitive
market.l17

The Comrissions” work resulted in a recom endationto C ngres;

to amend the recently enacted Copyright Act of 1976:

To clarify the law for both producers and consumers
of copyrighted computer software, the Coxmizsion
suggested the following changes[:]. . ,

1. That section 117 as enacted bx r1pea1ed.
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2. That section 101 be amended to add the
following definition:

A ”computer program is a set of
statements or instructions to be used directly in a computer
in order to bring about a certain result.

3. That a new section 117 be enacted as follows:
Sec. 117: Limitations on Exclusive

Rights: Computer Programs.
Notwithstanding the provisions of sec. 106, it

is not an infringement for the rightful poxsessor of a copy
of a computer program to make or authorize the making
of another copy or adaptation of that computer program provided:

(1) that such a new copy or adaptation is
created as an essential step in the utilization of the
computer program in conjunction with a machine and
that it is used in ne other manner, or

(2) that such new copy or adaptation is for
archival purposes only and that all archival copies are
destroyed in the gv nt that continued posse:;ion af the
computer program should cease to be rightful. Any exact
copies prepared in acoordance with the provisions of this
section may be leased, sold, er otherwise transferred,
along with the copy from which such copies were prepared,
only as part of th: lease, sale, cr other transfer of all
rights in the program. Adaptations so prepared may be
transfernfd only with the authorization of the copyright
owner. 11

The recomnendations of the National Comnission cn New

Technolegical Uses of Copyrighted Works was, with minor modification,

aoéepted by Congress and codified into law on December 12, 1960}l9

Title 17 of the United States Code was amended as suggested; the

only change made by Congress being the substitution ;f the word

"owner" for the phrase "the rightful pos;e:for." The amended opening

paragrzph now reads:

Notwithstanding the provislons of section 106, it
is not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer
program to make or authorize the making of another üäpy or
„daptaticn of the computer program provided: . . .

The remaining section ef chapter one of the 1976 Copyright Act,

Section 116. Scope of Exclusive Rights: Use of Certain Works in

Connection with Nonoemaercial Broadcasting, does not directly apply
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tc ehe instant iseue and wile not be discu, ed her . Th- r;ad r is

ag in ref r‘;d to che ap endix for the fule text cf this section.

CHAPTER 2.—COPYRIGHT OWNERSHIP AND TRANSFER

Section 201. Ownership of Cepyright.

This eection consi t of five subsections: Ca) Initlal

ownership, Cb) Works made for hire, Cc) Contributions tc c leective

works, Cd) Transfer of ewnership, and Ce) Involuntary transfe;.

Sutsection Ca) establishes ownership of a work, protected under

the act, in the author ar authors ;f the work. The authors ;f a

joint wcrk are consider d co—cwners of the copyright.

Suosection Cb) "Works Made for Hire", is of great importance to

schoel ayütems and the „mp1oye„s cf these tyitems. The subxection

sta-ee:

. . . In the case of a work made for hire, the

employer er other perszn for whom the work was zrepared is
consider d the author fer pur osee of this ti;le, and,
unlses the parties hav expreesly agr ed otherwise in
a writzen instrument signed E; them, owns al- of the rights

comprised in the copyright.1 1

The computer industry is fule cf anecdctal storie; of euc e; ful

prog am ers eaping financial rewards totaling mil icns ef d lears.

It is not unreasonable to as ume that in the vast educational sg tem

ef the United Sta-es, a teaohgr may dev lop a camputer prog am, thae

ii expes=d tt a national market, may return large financial rewards.
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The question arisee as to whom whould accrue these financial rewards:

the employe; teacher, or the employer school board? The general rule

for copyright purpose: is that the copyright belongs to the author of

the program. Sometimes it is difficult to determine who is the

author for copyright purposes. Such is the case in our imrediate

question.

Works made for hire can come about in two ways: (l) works made

by employees acting within the scope of their employment, or (2)

works made by consultants or other independent contractors as a

result of a contract with the employer.122 The latter is easily

established by the existence of a written contract between the two

involved parties. The first instance, employees acting within the

scope of their employment, raise: some interesting questions in the

public schoel setting. Does the copyright in a work created by a

teacher belong to the school board? If a teacher develops the

program at home, does the teacher or the school bcard own the

copyright?

David Novick, noted copyright attorney, suggest: the following

questions as guidelines for determining "for hire" status:

l. Did the employer have the right to aszign the

I

employee to work on the program and to tell the
employee how to prcceed with the work?

2. Was the employee being paid by th: employer for
the hours actually spent developing the program?

3. What use, if any, cid the employee make of the
employer”s equipment in developing the program?l23
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Obviously, a program developed by a teacher during the schoel

day would be considered a "work made for hire" and as such, the

copyright would belong to the smployer. But what of the program

devälopad in the teacher”s home, after school hours? Robert B.

Chickering and Susan Hartman edvise that Ehe school board would be

consider„d the author of such a work and entitled to the copyright.

These two authors base their belief on the reasoning that creativity

cannot be regulated to a school day. Break—throughs, solutions,

and/or creative insights can occur at anytime; not just during office

hours.l2" Therefore, a computer program for spelling, for example,

written by an English teacher, would be considered a work made for

hire, and the employer would hold the copyright.

School systems, ever cognizant of the potential revenues from a

popular piece of software, have exercised their rights to copyright

under the statute. Prince William County Public Schoels, in Prince

William County, Virginia, has i:;ued the following policy statement

regarding "works made for hire:"

Prince William County Public Schocls ehall be the
copyright holder in all works made for hire. Works made
for hire include all works prepared by schoel employees
within the scope of their duties, and any work ordered
or com;is;ioned from others, if specifically agreed to by
the parties.l25

Other districts have sought to strike a compromise with its

employe s. The Bellflower (California) Unified Soho l District has

is ued a policy which allows the author/teacher to maintain the

copyright in exchange for the right to use the courseware:
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Bellflower Unified School District maintains
full—use rights on all software, manuals and related
materials developed by distriot employees during
pericds for which they are being compensated.

Copyright ownership of software belongs to the
individual who has developed such software. Nc other
oompensation to the distriot is mandeted other than
fu;l—use ofiéäch software, manuals and other related
materials.

In the absence of such written policies as the Bellflower

Unified School District and in light of the Prince William Policy

which emphasizes the school board”s right to the copyright, how does

a teacher retain both authorship and copyright? As David Novick

points out, the easiest solution to this problem is to avoid it.

Teachers desiring to retain the copyright in programs they develop

should reach a clear, written agreement to that effect with ;ge

scho l board before dev;loping the program.127Daniel Brooks ad„s

that the statue requires the employee, not the employer, to se k

written agreements to alter the statutory presumption that Ehe

employer is the author.l28

What of programs developed by students? Does the scho l board

own the copyright in such works? The answer is a simple: No.

Students are not employe s of the board and as euch gave no

relationship, barring a contractual arrangement, under the works made

for hire statute. As noi—employees, students are consider c the

authors ef programs developed by themselv s, and as the authors, the

students retain the copyright. 129

Subsection (c), Contributions to Cfllective Works, makes a
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distinction between copyright in each contribution to a collection as

opposed to a copyright of the whole. Copyright, in the absence of an

express transfer of the right, vests initially in the author of the

contribution.

Subsection (d), Transfer of Ownership, provides for the transfer

of copyright in whole or in part. The exclusive rights, specified in

section 106, may be subdivided and owned separately.

Subsection (e), Involuntary Transfer, provides protection to the

owner of copyright from any action designed to take the right away

involuntarily.

Sections 202, 203, 20d, and 205.

The remaining sections cf Chapter 2 provide statutory

information regarding ownership of material objects, termination cf

transfer; and licenses, execution cf transfers of copyright

cwnership, and recording transfer: and other documents. The

inter=sted reader is again referred to the appendix of this paper for

the full text of these sections.

CHAPTER 3 — DURATION OF COPYRIGHT

Section 301. Preemotion With Respect to Other Laws.

This gection establishes the fedaral statute as the pre—-mine t

law of copyright, thus abolishing the dual fed:ral—state system which

existed under the 1909 Act: " . . . [Works] created before or after
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[Janu;ry 1, 1978], and whether published or unpublished, are governed

exclusively by this title.l3O Copyright is no lcnger depvndent on

the publication of the work, but affixes as 4ocn as the work is in a

tangible medium of expression.

1, 1978.

Under the 1909 Statute, copyright was granted for a twenty—eight

year period with the privilege of renewing the copyright for another

period cf the same length. The 1976 Act eliminated the renewal

provision, and, depending oz the life—span of the author, granted

copyright protection for a longer period of time:

(a) In General. — Copyright in a work created on

or after January l, 1978, subsists from its creation
and, except as provided by the following subsections, encures

for a term consisting of the life of the author and fifty

years after the author”s death. 131

Works prepared by two er more authors, ref rred to as "joint

works" in the statute, are granted copyright protection fer ". . , a

term consi ting of the life of the last surviving author and fijty

years after such last surviving author‘s death." 132

The remainder of this section ad;res;ei the length of copyright

protecticn for anonymous werks, pseudonymcus works, and works made

fcr hire. Copyright protection for works in these categories ". . .

endures for a term of sev nty-five years from the y;ar of first

publication, cr a term of .ne hundred years from the y.ar of its

creation, whichever Jxpires first."
133
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Sections 303, 304, and 305.

The last three s-ctions of this chapter deal with the length of

the copyright term in works created prior to January 1, 1978, in

works already subsi;ting on January l, 1978, and establishes a

terminal date for all copyrights granted by subsections 302 through

304.

CHAPTER 4. — COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DEPOSIT, AND REGISTRATION.

Section 401. Notice of Copyright: Visually Perceptible Copies.

Computer software that is copyrighted with the intent to

distribute to Ehe public must have a notice of copyright attached to

all copies of such work: ". . . a notice of copyright as provide; by

this rection shall be placed on all publicly distributed copies from

which t„e work can be visually perceived, either directly or with the

aid cf a machine or device." i3"

The statute is explicit as to the form of the copyright notice

to be affixed to the work:

(b) Form cf Notice - The notice apiearing ou the copies
shall confist of the following thro; ;lements:

(1) the symbol.C)(the letter C in a circle), or
or the word "Copyright", or the a.breviation "Copr."; and

(2) the year of first publication ;f the work;
. . . and

(3) the name of the owner of copyright in the
work, or an a breviation by which the name can be
recognized, or a generally known alternative designatioh
of the owner. 135

The copyright symbol, C] was agregd upon by the Universal

Copyright Convention ald is recognized worldwide. However,

Chiokering advocates the usa of the word "ccpyright" in lieu of the
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symbol, arguing that the word is better understocd by non—legal user:

. 136
of copyrighted materials.

Sections 402 403 and 404.

These sections adiresz notice of copyright in phonorecords of

sound recordings, United States Government publications, and

contributions tc cellective works.

Section 405. Notice of Copyright: Omission ef Notice.

Omiseion cf notice does not invalidate the copyright if: (l)

the notice was omitted from a relatively small number of copies, (2)

registration ef the work was made prior to publication er within five

years of publication and a reasonable effort is made to add notice to

those copies already distributed, and (3) the notice was omiteed in

violation ef a written agreement with the copyright owner.l37 A

person who innooently infringes a copyright, in reliance on a copy

which does not have the notice affixed, is not liable for actual or

starutory damages. In such a case, the court may allow cr disal ow

recovery of any profits accrued by the infringer.l38

Section 406. Notice of C·pyright: Erroe in Name or Date

and

Section 407. Deposit of Cepies or Phonrrecords for Library cf

Congres:

The first of thes; sections provide statutcry remedies for an

erro in .ame or date oceureing during the registration procedure.
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The second section sets forth the number of copies that must be

depcsited with the Library of Cengress as part of the registration

procedure. The section also grants the Copyright Office the right to

ex mpt or alter the deposit requirements. The Copyright Office has

chosen to exercise this right in registering computer programs:

For published or unpublished computer programs,
one copy of identifying portions of the program,
(first 25 and last 25 pages), reproduced in a form visually
perceptible without the aid of a machine or device, either on
paper or in microferm, together with the page or
equivalent unit contaLning the copyright notice, if any.

The Copyright Office believes that the best
r presentation of the authorship in a computer
program is a listing of the program in source code.139

Section 408. Copyright Registration Ln Gentral.

The 1978 Copyright Act adopted the principle of "automatic

copyright." As eoen as the work appears in a tangible medium of

expreséion, copyright is granted. The work no l nger has to be

published, and registration ef the copyright is optienal. This

section establishes registration requirements and procedures.

Jon A. Baumgarten, author of "Cepyright and Computer Software,"

enoourages registration ef copyrights for two important reasons: (1)

registration Ls required before the author can inLtiate action for

infringem nt, and (2) a certifLcate of registration Lsrued before er

within five y ars of publication Ls considered prima facie ;videnee

of ocpyright. If the infringing action eccurred prior te the date cf

registration, the courts are not likely to aw rd the plaintLf;

sta utory damages or attorney”s fees. Prima facie zvidence is

irportant if the plaintiff Ls re king Lnjunctive relief.1"O
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Chickering and Hartman strongly recomnend registration gf al;

computer programs. "The potential of the work and its uee cannot oe

predicted What might appear to be an insignificant work could

later catch on and become a real money—maker or professional plum."l"l

Sections 409 through 412.

The closing sections of Chapter 4 outline procedures for

ap~lying for copyright registration, registering a clein end is uenoe

of the copyright oertificate, and establishes the fact the:

registration ,f copyright is a prerequisite to an infringement suit

and to certain remedi s for infringement.

CHAPTER 5. -COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMINT AND REM;DI"S.

Section 50l. Infringement of C;pyright.

Infringem;nt has been defined in many ways, most of which

refl;ct the provisions found in subseotion (a): "Anyone who viclates

any of the ;xolusive rights of the copyright owner. . . is an

infringer of the oopyright."l"2 "Copyright infringement oosurs

when v r someone xerciseg any one ef the sxolusive rights. . .

without permiseion ;f the copyright owner, unles; the act consticutes

fair use or some other specific staeutory exception to che _xolu:ive

rights."l"3 "lnfringement exist; wher; the alleged infringer copied

the protected work and where ther is a eupstantial sinilarity

cetw n the copyrighted material and the challenged work."1""
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Computer prog ams rep:es;nt the expreseion gf an idea or ideas

by an .uthor. Infringem nt ocours when this expres ion ,f am idea is

copied.

l“5
In Atari v JSA the court held th · "c ~e '—~

o thae absent [sectio„

IL7,] . . e the duplicaticn „f . . copyrighted progsams i an

infr; gem nt.
lué

Sections 502 through 505. ·

The n xt four section: of Chapter 5, identify the remedi s

av;il„: e under the sta u;e for infrixgement of copyright, and re

su:‘arized as follewst

Section 502. Remedi s for Infrirgem.nt: Injunctio.s; provides

injupctive reliof to prev nt or restrain ;„fringem.nt of a cepyright.

Section 503. Rem di s for Infringementz Impoundixg ard

Di;posit;:n f Infringi„, Articles; grant: the court of jurisd;ct’;n

the right o impound al; copies made or used in violaticn _f the

copyright owner”s ,xclu;ive rights. The court may lso, as part of

its final decr; , order the dostruction f al; copies found to have

oe n gado cr used in viclation f the copyright. Both impoundi g a Q

ii:;o:it;;n ap ly to al copies, plates, moldo, matrices, ma:ter;,

tapse, film negatives, or ,ther articles from which ropies hey te

nude.

Section 504. Ren di s for Infringemghtz Da:;;es end Profits:

identif.«s two arees cf liao;l-ty for the infrihger of copyright:

(l) eotu l d m-ges, or (2) sta ucory dam ges.

Plaint.f’ Ls ent; led to recover any ;ctu.l di: ges ruf er d ct
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him plus any profit the infringer acorued. Profit is e tablished by

providing progf ;f the infringer‘s gross revenue. The infringer is

then allowed to deduct expenses and any other amount attributaole to

factors other than the copyrighted work.

The copyright owner may elect, at any time prio; tc final

judgement, to recover statutory damages instead of actual dam;ges.

The initial aw rd is not les: than $250 or more than $10,000. If the

copyright owner can prove to the court that the infringemznt was

willful, the court, at its dizcretion, may increase the awxrd to not

more than $50,000. If the infringer can prove that the infringement

was a result of "innocent intent," the court, at its diecretion, may

reduce the award to a sum of not les; than $100. If the infringer

was an employee of an educational institution, acting within the

scope ef his/her duties, the court will remit statutory damages.

Section 505. Remedi s for Infringement: Cost: and Attorney”s

Fe;s. At the discretion cf the court, the plaintifi may recover the

full cost: of the action. The court may glso award a reasonable

attorney”s feo to the prevailing party.

Section 506. Criminal Offenseg.

The 1976 Copyright Act also has provisions for crimanal

infr;ngem,nt, ae wel; as the civil actions previcusly ncted.

Subsection (a) provides penalties for willful infringement of

copyright when the purpose is for com<ercial advant ge or private

fine cial gain. Penalties include a fine of not more than $10,0CC,

and/cr impriscnrent fer not more than ore year. Adoit;onal;y, more
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stringeht penalties are providea for the infringement of sound

recordings and motien pictures.

Subsection (b) impowers the court, upon rendering a conviction

cf infringement, to erder the forfeiture and cestruction cr other

disposition pf al- infring; g copies cr equipment used in the

manufacturing of such oopies.

Subsection (c) prescribes a fine of not more than $2,500 for

anyone who, with fraudulent intent, places a false notice cf

copyright on any article.

Subsection (d) provides a fine of not more than $2,500 for

anyone whc fraudulently removes cr alters a notice of copyright.

Subsection (e) accessei a fine of not more than $2,500 for

falsifying am application for copyright registration.

Section 507. Limitations on Actions.

Any criminal or civil action brought under this title must be

com enced within three y ars after the cause cf action arrse.

Section 508. Notification of Filing and Det;rmination of Actizns.

The Register of Cgpyrights must be notified within one month

after the filing of any action brought under this title. The cl rks

of the ccurts cf the United Sta.es must send written notice to the

register when action is begun_ when ther; is an gmendnant to zhe

criginal action, and upon the final order of the court.
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Sections 509 and 510.

The concluding sections ef chapter 5 provide guidelines for the

seizure and forfeiture of infringing materials and remedigs for

alteration ef prcgramxing by cable systems.

CHAPTERS 6 7 AND 8 OF THE 1976 COPYRIGHT ACT.

The concluding chapters of the 1976 Copyright Act addres; i rue:

absent of direct apylications td this vtudy. Therefore, a detailed

review of the sections contained ther in, will not be pursued her .

Sufeice for eur purpose will be a cursory sumxation gf the ccntente

of each chapter.

CHAPTER 6. MANUFACTURING REQUIREMZNTS AND IMPORTATION.

This chapter deals with the importatien and public distribution

of werks manufactured outside the United States and Can d..

Manufacturing requirements are outlined and infringement cf the

distribution right is adireszed. Provisions for enforcing the

statute and eisposing of the infringing articles conelude the

chapter.

CHAPTER 7. COPYRIGHT OFFICE.

The Register of Cepyrights, as director of the Office of

Ccpyrights of the Library of Cengres:„ ie charged with al;

adminestrative functions and euties having bearing under this title.

The R gister of Cepyrights ie empowered tc establish regulations not
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inco si tent with che law for the administration gf the functicrs and

duties made the responsibility of the Register under this t;tle. All

works „ubmitted to che Copyright Office, including those whose claims

have be n refused, become the property of the United States

Government. Procedures for establishing forms, publications, and fe=

structures are outlined. The chapter concludes with sections dealing

with delays in delivery caused by the disruption ef the postal

service and the reproduction ef ccpyrighted materials for use by the

tlind and physically handicapjed.

CHAPTER 8. COPYRIGHT ROYAL TRIBUNAL.

An indep ndent Copyright Royal Tribunal is created by this

chapter. Purpose: cf the Tribunal are gnumerated, meäbership is

determined, and proceedings and procedures of the Tribunal

established.

TRANSITIONAL AND SUPPLEM„NTARY PROVISIONS.

The Copyright Act of 1976 concludes with provisLons deeigned to

ef ict a smo;th xransition frem the 1909 Act to ehe 1976 Act.

LEGISLATION EIACTED SUBSEQUINT TO THE 1976 ACT

Follewing the „nactment of Public Law 94-553 on Janu ry 1, 197S,

Congres; ha; pas ed sev ral amendxents To che Act reflectiva of their

ef crts to ke p th: Act viable. Subsequent legislation ;;cludes:
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—Public Law 96-517, dated December 12, 1980, contained a

section amendi g sections 101 and 117. This legislation Ls d;„cu„ ed

PREVIOUSLY in the respective sections cf the 1976 Copyright Act;

—Public Law 97-180, dated May 24, 1982, enacted to amend

titles 18 and 17 of the United States Code to strengthen the laws

ag;inst record, tape, and film piracy and counterf;iting, and for

other purjoseg;

—Public Law 97-215, dated July 13, 1982, to amend the

manufacturing clause of the copyright law; and

—Public Law 97-368, dated October 25, 1982, to amend title

17 cf the United States Code with respect to fegs.

SUMEARY

The founding fathers, when drafting the United Staees

Constitution, made a concerted effort to beth advance the cause of

learning a d to ensure to creative geniuses their just rewards. The

wording chcsen by the drafters of the constitution created a

dichct my betwe n educators and publisher: which is unlikely to be

resolved for some tize.

Zducators argue for exemption frem the copyright statute,

olai: ng their cause is in the public go„d. Publisher: counter yith

their ne ds to fina,cial returns as incentive to centi ue preductien

cf education;l materials.

The 1976 Copyright Act and subeecucnt amendments, extend

cqeyright prctecticn te c„mputer software. This legislation ale;
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recognizes for the first time the judioially developed goctrine of

"fair use." This doctrine grants educators and others certain

ex mptions and privileges conoerni g the educational and soholarly

use of ccpyrighted materials. These provisions of the Act, like al;

legislation, is ;ubject to judicial interpretation.

Court dockets have be n crowde; with infringement claims ;ince

the pas age of the Act. A few case: do invclve rducators er the

educational use of copyrighted materials. The computer is;ue is new,

but not withcut case law. For a judicial interpretation rf the fair

use provision ef the 1976 Copyright Act, we turn our attention -cw t;

a review of case: adjudicated in the fzderal court system dealihg

with t;e „duoational use of ccpyrighted materials.
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CHAPTER IV

OVERVIEW

This chapter presents a review of federal case law involving

questions of copyright infringement by educators or educational

institutions and questions of infringement which involve the use of

the latest technology. The purpose of this review is to examine the

various interpretations of the copyright statutes by the federal

court system and the subsequent application of copyright law to

questions of infringement by educators. Inherent in this review is a

close examination of the "fair use" doctrine, which represents, for

educators, an important statutory limitation on the exclusive rights

of the copyright owner. The chronological review of federal case law

includes cases decided under previous copyright law and cases

adjudicated under the current federal statute. Cases selected for

review meet one or more of the following criteria:

—the case has historical significance;

—the question of copyright infringement directly involved

an educator or an educational institution;

—the question of copyright infringement involved the use of

the latest technology available; or

—the question of copyright infringement involved computer

technology.

This review of judicial applications of the copyright law will

provide the reader with a thorough understanding of the complexities
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involved in resolving disputes relating to unauthorized use of

copyrighted materials. Questions of alleged infringing actions are

seldom simplistic. Usually the demarcation point between legal

and/or illegal actions is unrecognizable. Judicial interpretations

of copyright law, while resolving the instant questions at bar, often

create confusion for future action under the statutes. The need to

review case law arises out of such judicial action; as tribunals

interpret the intent and purpose of existing legislation, they often

create new law via their decisions.1

INTRODUCTION

The history of copyright legislation is replete with examples

which illustrate Congressional attempts to maintain the delicate

balance between the rights of the authors and the rights of the

general public. To accommodate the interests of both parties,

legislation enacted is usually written in broad terms which often

leaves the intent of the legislators in question. Statutes are

sometimes ambiguous, vaque, and confusing. ". . . [O]ne of the

functions of a court is to interpret the language of statutes when

there is a dispute over facts that have arisen which are either not

explicitly mentioned in the statute or which were never anticipated

when the legislators originally wrote the statute."2". . . [T]he

ultimate test of legal procedures is in the language of the act

itself and how it is interpreted in future judicial decisions."3

The final determination as to the limitations of copyright law will

emerge through court tests.u
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The court‘s role in interpreting and applying the copyright

statute has not been an easy task. Attempting to understand the

intent of two separate legislative bodies, the United States Senate

and the United States House of Representatives, has provided a

continued challenge to the judicial branch of a complex governmental

system. The courts have tried to maintain flexibility in applying

the copyright law. Two areas, technolgy and education, have

continually challenged the court”s attempts at this flexibility.

Technology continually provides new means for using copyrighted

materials, whereas, education brings into sharp focus the conflict

between the rights of the copyright owner and the public's right to

information.

Justice Blackmun, in his dissenting opinion from a recent

Supreme Court case,5 outlined the problem the federal courts face

in attempting to litigate questions arising out of technological

innovations. Justice Blackmun opinioned that the problems posed by

the new technology are the problems of Congress and not the problems

of the judiciary. The court‘s role, advises Blackmun, is to apply

existing law, not to make new law: "Our task . . . is to resolve

these [technological] issues as best we can in light of the

ill—fitting existing copyright law."6

Congress did attempt to adapt its legislation to accommodate the

problems associated with technological change. Section 101 of the

new copyright statute has identified devices, machines, and

processes, as ones "now known or later developed."7 Congress also

acknowledged its inability to deal with developing computer
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technology and established CONTU to study the effects of the new

technology and to recommend changes in the law.8 However, as

Justice Blackmun pointed out, these attempts by Congress have fallen

short of resolving the questions posed by continued technological

advancements. Thus, the immediate problem still rests with the

courts.

The courts have attempted to adjust their interpretations of the

copyright·statute to account for technology, as long as the situation

at hand was within the intent and meaning of the law.9 In ruling

on the Sony case, the Supreme Court acknowledged the limits of the

New Act in dealing with the new technology: ". . . [I]n a case like

this, in which Congress has not plainly marked the course to be

followed by the judiciary, this Court must be circumspect in

construing the rights created by a statute that never contemplated

such a calculus of interests.'"O

Thus, the problems created by technology await resolution by the

courts who, by their own admission, admit that the law enacted by

Congress, on which they must base their decisions, is inadequate.

Compounding the court”s problems further is the issue of applying

copyright law to educational uses of copyrighted materials.

Congress considered and rejected a request from the educational

community for exemption from the copyright statute. The lawmakers

considered "the possible harm to authors and publishers to be too

great to justify the enactment of a specific exemption" for teachers

or any other
group.ll Thus, as with the problems of technology,

interpretation of the copyright statute regarding questions of
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educational usage rests with the courts. ". . . [Ulltimately it will

be the courts that will decide the specifics of its meaning. Thus,

the full implications of this legislation for schools and for

educators may not become clear for sometime.'"2 The courts must

apply the law cautiously in situations involving education. To

strictly apply the copyright law in the classroom context would be an

undermining of the overarching Constitutional concern for promoting

access to knowledge.13

Teachers assume they can use copyrighted materials without

permission. Usually this is illegal. ". . .[B]ut the illusion of

”fair
use”

in classroom teaching has been created in part by the

failure of publishers to bring infringement suits against teachers

and librarians."
lu

"Although the body of copyright law has grown in

recent years, it is [virtually] untested in education."l5

Confusion results from a paucity of cases. To date, only three cases

have been adjudicated involving questions of infringement by

teachers.

Over the years, the courts have developed a concept that,

notwithstanding the exclusive rights granted the copyright owner,

certain limited, unauthorized uses of copyrighted materials are

allowed because these uses are reasonable under the circumstances in

which the use occurred. This concept is the "Doctrine of Fair Use."

Certain guidelines have evolved over the years, however, fair use has

never been clearly articulated. The courts treat it as an equitable

rule of reason; weighing each case upon its own merits.
16

The 1976

Copyright Act codifies "fair use" for the first time. Section lO7 is
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a step forward for this judicial doctrine and through its legislative

history, it illuminates the minimum standards for application of the

fair use concept in certain limited circumstances; and, it provides

some degree of certainty for those individuals who limit their

copying practices accordingly. The statute leaves the door open for

courts to take a reasonable approach in the more difficult fair use

cases.l7
l

Section 107 does not attempt to define fair use but lists "the

factors to be considered" for the purpose of "determining whether the

use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use."l8

These four factors are:

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether

such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational

purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in _

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or

value of the copyrighted work.19

Nimmer points out that section 107 does not propose a rule which

can be applied in any given case. He elaborates by explaining that

the factors are merely by way of example, and are not necessarily an

exhaustive ennumeration. Nimmer argues that the factors listed in

this section are preceded by the words "shall include," and that, as

defined in section 101 of the copyright act, the use of the term

"including" is illustrative and not limitative. He continues by
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explaining that the section provides no guidance as to the relative

weight to be credited to each factor and that each factor is defined

in the most general of terms, leaving the courts complete discretion

to apply the factors as they deem appropriate.2O

Traditionally, the courts have never applied the fair use

doctrine with any degree of predictability, even before the emergence

of technology and educational uses. For example, in Time, Inc. v

Bernard Geis Associates the court viewed the doctrine historically

as "so flexible as virtually to defy definition,"21 and in Dellar v

Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., the court described the doctrine as "the most

troublesome in the law of copyright."22

David Hayes, in his article, "Classroom Fair Use: A

Reevaluation," notes 2 institutional shortcomings of the courts in

determining fair use:

(1) in a court setting the defendant, usually an

individual, gains the sympathy of the court in opposing the

plaintiff, usually a company or large corporation; and,

(2) the courts have only the option of ruling yes or no as

to the question of whether the use is fair or not.23

The sum result of these shortcomings, claims Hayes, is that

arguments of fair use often win in litigated cases. Z"

Referring to the six areas designated as fair use in section 107

of the 1976 Copyright Act, criticism, comment, news reporting,

teaching, scholarship, or research; Saul Cohen, author of "Fair Use

in the Law of Copyright," points out that there is a lack of

litigation involving these areas. This lack of litigation, says
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Cohen, affirms the propriety of such uses.25 Despite this lack

of litigation involving the six areas identified, teachers cannot

assume that all uses involving these areas will be ruled "fair use."

To assume that a blanket exemption exists for the classroom teacher

would be fool hardy. 26

How have the courts applied the fair use doctrine? What factors

were considered and were persuasive to the judiciary? Are all

educational uses of copyrighted materials considered fair use? How

have the courts reacted to questions of infringement originating from

the use of the new technology? A review of federal case law in this

area provides some insightful and somewhat suprising answers.

Cases With Historical Significance ,

As noted in chapter two of this study, the American Colonies,

being British possessions, were controlled by British copyright law.

Following the ratification of the United States Constitution, cases

involving questions of copyright began to appear on federal court

dockets. In January, 1834, the Supreme Court heard arguments in

wheaton v Peters, which has become known as the landmark case of

American copyright law. 27 The case presented a unique problem for

the justices as the litigants were both court reporters; Peters

being succeeded by the current reporter, Wheaton. To avoid

embroiling themselves in the bitter personal issues, the court chose

to consider the broader issue of "literary property."28

The court had very little legal precedent to consider in

deciding the case. Only two cases involving questions of copyright
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had been adjudicated in the federal court system from 1790 to 1834.

The first such case, Nichols v Ruggles, 29 was an action of debt

heard in the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut. Nichols sought

payment for printing part of a book entitled The Federal Calculator.

The defendant, Ruggles, argued that the printing contract was void

because the printing infringed another party‘s copyright in the work.

Plaintiff countered this argument by pointing out that no proof was

submitted to the court to show that the copyright owner had met the

requirements for copyright as established by statute. The court

found for the defense and denied claim for payment, holding that the

provisions of the statute were only directory, "and constituted no

part of the essential requisites for securing copyright."3O

The second case, Ewer v Coxe,31 involved an alleged

infringement of a copyrighted work, The Pharmacopoeia of the United

States of America. In this case, the court held that compliance

with the statutory requirements for copyright was mandatory to ensure

protection. Plaintiff had deposited a copy of the work but had

neither published notice in the newspaper nor sent a copy to the

Secretary of State as required by statute. Justice Washington found

for the defendant reasoning that plaintiff had not met the

requirements for copyright under the 1790 Copyright Act, as amended

by the 1802 Amendment.

Thus, having little legal precedence, the court heard the facts

in wheaton v Peters. In June, 1828, Richard Peters, the reporter

for the United States Supreme Court, announced plans to publish the

decisions of cases heard in the Supreme Court from its organization
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until the close of the January term, 1827. Peters planned to include

in his volumes, decisions previously recorded and published by his

predecessors, Alexander Dallas, William Cranch, and Henry Wheaton.

The first two court reporters, Dallas and Cranch, received no salary

for serving as court reporters; obtaining their livelihood instead,

by publishing the decisions of the court for general sale. Wheaton,

after a year of the same arrangement, petitioned Congress for an

annual salary. Congress complied with his wishes, authorizing an

annual salary of $1,000, in return for publishing the decisions of

the high tribunal, within six months after they were rendered.

Eighty copies were to be delivered to the Secretary of State for use

by various government officials.

wheaton contracted with Matthew Carey and Sons of Philadelphia

to publish the reports. The first volume was published in 1816.

Sales were so small that Wheaton assigned his rights as publisher to

Robert Donaldson of New York, who then had the right to publish from

1,000 tc 1,500 copies of subsequent volumes. Upon hearing of Peter”s

plans to publish the previously recorded decisions, Donaldson pleaded

with Peters not to continue. Ignoring these pleas, Peters proceeded

with his plans and began publishing Condensed Reports of Cases in the

Supreme Court of the United States. In February, 1831, Peters

published his third volume, which included a replication of the first

volume of Wheaton”s Reports.

In May, 1831, Wheaton and Donaldson brought action against

Peters in the Circuit Court of Pennsylvania, claiming a copyright

under both the Copyright Act and in common law. Wheaton felt that
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there was still a potential market for his works and that his Reports

were particularly valuable "not only on account of the nature and

importance of the decisions, but also because of the manner in which

they were reported and the extensive supplementary material provided

by [him]."32

Wheaton”s complaint alleged that Peters published in his

Condensed Reports, all the decisions contained in wheaton”s first

volume of reports without any material abbreviations or alterations.

Peters did not dispute the allegation, but denied the complaint

because (l) Wheaton had not complied with the requisites of the

Copyright Act, (2) there was no common—law copyright in the United

States, and (3) Wheaton”s Reports was not a work entitled to

copyright, either statutory or common—law.

Judge Joseph Hopkinson of the Circuit Court of Pennsylvania,

reasoned that copyright was a governmental grant, a privilege not a

right. Therefore, all statutory requirements must be met to secure

copyright protection. "When a statute creates a right, confers a

benefit, a privilege on any individual, and at the same time . . .

enjoins upon him to do certain things in relation to the right or

privilege granted, can we separate them?"33 Judge Hopkinson ruled

that the grantee had a duty to meet the requirements of the statute.

By not doing so, the author forfeited his claim to the remedies of

the statute, because he did not obey the injunctions of the statute.

There was nc valid claim under statutory law. Did Wheaton have a

claim under common law? Hopkinson concluded that there was no

federal common law, and turned his attention to state law. Hopkinson
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ruled that the states had not adopted the common—law copyright of

England, therefore, Wheaton had no claim under common law.

Judge Hopkinson refused to recognize the co-existence of

statutory copyright and common—law copyright. To do so, stated

Hopkinson, would result in confusion. Why would authors choose the

limited period of protection granted by statutory law if they could

enjoy in perpetuity the same protection afforded under common law?

What would prevent authors from using the statutory copyright and

then, upon its expiration, revert back to common law? Judge

Hopkinson relied upon the intent of the statute to resolve the

problem:

We shall keep ourselves free from such embarrassments
. . . by resting the protection of authors upon the
statutes expressly enacted for that purpose, and in believing
that our legislature has done that which is just to äbem,
and without inconvenience and danger to the public.

Hopkinson dissolved the injunction and dismissed the charge.

Wheaton appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States.

The Supreme Court returned a split decision (4-2), with the

majority and dissenting judges agreeing on only one narrow point;

that the opinions of the Supreme Court are not the proper subject of

copyright. "It may be proper to remark, that the court is of the

unanimous opinion, that no reporter has, or can have, any copyright

in the written opinions delivered by this court . .
."35 However,

"the marginal notes, or syllabus of the cases and points decided, the

abstract of the record and evidence, and the index to the several

volumes, were the proper subject matter of copyright."36 Peters

did not dispute the fact that he freely copied Wheaton”s
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interpretations and annotations. Thus the fact that the decisions

themselves were not subject to copyright protection did not dispose

of the question at bar. The court had to resolve two basic legal

issues to settle the instant case: (1) whether an author has a

common-law copyright in his work after publication; and, (2) whether

the statutory requirements for copyright protection are mandatory or

directory.

The majority held that no federal common law existed. The

dissenters did not comment, holding that since the law of

Pennsylvania applied, the question of the existence of federal common

law was irrelevant. The court split as to opinions regarding the

existence of common—law copyright in Pennsylvania. The majority

expressed doubt that such law existed in England, and assuming it did

held that Pennsylvania had not incorporated that right in its laws.

The dissenters believed common-law copyright existed in England without

doubt, and that Pennsylvania had indeed incorporated that right into

its body of state law.

As to the second question, were the statutory requirements

mandatory or directory, the dissenting judges followed the opinion in

Nichols v. Ruggles, holding the requirements to be merely directory.

The majority cited the ruling in the later case, Ewer v Coxe, and

held that all statutory steps were essential in acquiring copyright

protection.

Justice John McLean wrote the opinion for the majority. McLean

concluded that authors at common law have a property right in their
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manuscripts and can obtain redress against those who improperly

publish copies. However, once the author publishes his work to the

world, it is a different right from that which asserts a perpetual

property in the future publication of the work.37 This was the

right granted by Congress when it enacted the Copyright Statute, and

this right was limited in term. Justice McLean further penned that

the requisites for copyright were of equal importance and must be

followed. "All the conditions are important; the law requires them

to be performed; and, consequently, their performance is essential to

a perfect title."
38

The majority opinion was based on the premise that copyright is

a monopoly granted by Congress, and that all the statutory

requirments must be met. The basic premise of the dissenters held

that an author, as the creator of a work, is entitled to be protected

in and to enjoy his property as a matter of justice and equity. They

strongly believed in the existence of a common-law copyright and the

remedies associated with such an existence. As to the statutory

requirements for obtaining copyright protection, the dissenters took

a liberal view. Justice Henry Baldwin, writing for the dissenters,

remarked: "I cannot believe that it was ever intended by Congress,

that any publication in a paper, or delivery of the book, should be

indispensable to the vesting, as well as to the enjoyment of the

right."39
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The court, by virtue of the majority opinion, found for Peters

and reversed the district court”s decision dissolving the

injunction. The case was remanded to the circuit court to determine

whether the copyright statute had been complied with.

The Supreme Court, in the Wheaton case, followed the ruling in

the English case, Donaldson v Beckett. By following the Donaldson

decision, the Supreme Court effectively blunted efforts in America

to gain recognition for common-law copyright protection of published

works. The ruling also limited protection of works after publication

to statutory copyright, as was the case in England."O "The concept

of copyright as a statutory grant of a monopoly for the benefit of

the author was settledH‘"l

The next copyright case with historical significance occurred in

1841. In deliberations on the case, Folsom v Marsh,LH2Justice Story

developed guidelines for determining if a particular use of a work

was fair. These guidelines, codified in section lO7 of the 1976

Copyright Act, have evolved little since their judicial pronouncement

in Folsom v Marsh. The court considered the "nature and objects of

the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used,

and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish

the profits, or supersede the objects of the original work.""3

Justice Story”s contributions in the area of fair use are extremely

important to teachers as the following review of case law involving

educators or educational institutions reveals.
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Cases Involving Educators

The overwhelming majority of court decisions on copyright

involve noneducational situations. To date, there are only three

cases dealing directly with educators which may be used as a guide in

future actions. This paucity of case law is attributable to several

factors. Traditionally, publishing companies have been somewhat

reluctant to bring action against their customers or users. Under

the 1909 Act, the statutory penalty and damages for infringement were

not of sufficient magnitude to warrant the time and expense of a

trial. A third reason for the lack of case law involving educators

and copyright is that out—of—court settlements by the parties

involved are common—place.uu

One of the earliest cases involving education was Baker v

Selden
l+5

in 1879. Selden devised a bookkeeping system which

consisted of "an introductory essay explaining the system of

bookkkeeping referred to, to which are annexed certain forms or

blanks, consisting of ruled lines and headings, illustrating the

system and showing how it is to be used and carried out in practice."u6

Selden obtained a copyright on his work entitled Selden”s Condensed

Ledger or Book—keeping Simplified. Later, Baker introduced a

textbook which contained bookkeeping forms, whose purpose was

identical to that of Selden”s system. The only noticeable difference

between the two systems was a differing arrangement of the columns

and lines on the forms. Selden brought action, claiming that Baker”s

textbook infringed the copyright previously obtained by Selden for

his original work. The Supreme Court reversed the finding of the
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Circuit Court, dismissing the case on the grounds that "there can be

no finding of copyright infringement if the only similarity is of

ideas and not the expression of ideas.""7 The court held that Baker

did not infringe on Selden”s work because: the description of an

art in a book, although entitled to the benefit of copyright, lays no

foundation for an exclusive claim to the art itself. Blank

account—books are not the subject of copyright. The mere copyright

of Selden”s "Condensed Ledger or Book—keeping Simp1ified," did not

confer upon him the exclusive right to make and use account—books,

ruled and arranged as designated by him and described and illustrated

in said book." "8

The next copyright case involving an educator occurred

thirty—five years later in 1914, MacMil1an Co. v King. "9

Melaim L. King was a faculty member at Harvard . . . and his

teaching involved individual tutoring on a scheduled, weekly basis.

Before each tutoring session, King prepared a one—page, typed,

"memorandum" or outline of the matter covered that week. The student

received the outline at the start of each tutoring session, and

returned it at the following session. Only one copy was made and was

destroyed after the student returned it to King. Many of the

outlines included quotations from the required text, Principles of

Economics, by F.W. Toussig, 1911 ed. King testified that, as far as

he knew, each student had purchased the required textéo

King pleaded "fair use," citing the educational nature of his

efforts, the limited amount of copying being done, and the fact that

the copies were not being sold. The court held that mimeographing
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and distributing a work was, by definition, copying and publishing;

and, also by definition, that this action was an infringement of the

copyright. Justice Lodge, commenting on the educational nature

of the infringing usage, stated, "I am unable to believe that the

defendant”s use of the outlines is any less infringement of the

copyright because he is a teacher."51 Plaintiff, the Macmillan Book

Co., did not request a monetary award, requesting only injunctive

relief. Plaintiff”s request was granted.

Clarinda, Iowa was the site of the next lawsuit involving an

educator. In Wihtol v Crow, 52 defendant Crow was the head of

the vocal department in one of Clarinda's high schools. Mr. Crow

was also the organist and choir director of the First Methodist

Church in the community. The school”s library contained 25 copies of

plaintiff”s copyrighted version of "My God and I." The song, as

Wihtol had arranged it, was very difficult for the school”s chorus to

perform. Crow rearranged the work to meet the needs of his school

chorus and ran approximately 48 copies of the new arrangement on the

school”s duplicating machine. The school chorus‘ performance of the

work was so well received, Crow was asked to have the performance

repeated at the Methodist Church; which he did. Elated over the

success of the performances, Crow wrote Wihtol a letter informing him

of the new arrangement and asking Wihtol if he would like to see a

copy. Wihtol replied in the affirmative, and Crow sent him a copy of

the new arrangement with a suggestion that Wihtol might want to

copyright it. Wihtol brought action against Crow, the school

district, and the First Methodist Church, for infringement of
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copyright. The District Court held that, the use made of wihtol”s

work by Crow was a "fair use", negating the charge of infringement.

In the court‘s words:

. . . defendant Crow wrote the owners of the
copyright advising of his new arrangement and inquired if
they were interested. He attempted no use of the new
arrangement other than testing and experimentation with the
school and church choirs. The use of the new arrangement by
the school and church choirs on one occasion was not an
infringement. Under all the circumstances the Court finds
that defendant Crow made "fair use" of tg? plaintiff's

. copyright and there was no infringement. 3

Wihtol appealed to the Court of Appeals, which reversed the

District Court”s decision. The Court of Appeals stated that

plaintiffs had an exclusive right to copy their copyrighted song and

Nelson E. Crow had no right whatever to copy it. The fact that he

did not intend to copy is of no benefit if the copying constituted

infringement. "whatever may be the breadth of the doctrine of ‘fair

use,‘ it is not conceivable to us that the copying of all, or

substantially all, of a copyrighted song can be held to be a ‘fair

use” merely because the infringer had no intent to infringe . . . "ju

Both Crow and the First Methodist Church were held liable for

infringement, but the school district was not. "we hold; that. ..

Crow is an infringer and that the church, as his employer, is

jointly liable with him under the doctrine of respondeat superior..."55

Crow was fined and required to pay court costs.

The final case directly involving an educator, Marcus v Rowley,

occurred in January, 1983. Plaintiff, Eloise Toby Marcus, was

employed by the San Diego Unified School District from September

1972 to June 1974. Shortly after leaving the district”s employ, she
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wrote a booklet entitled "Cake Decorating Made Easy." Marcus

obtained a copyright for her work and published 125 copies in the

spring of 1975. All of the copies of plaintiff's book contained

notification of copyright in accordance with statutory requirements.

Marcus sold her booklets for $2.00 each to the students enrolled in

her cake decorating classes. Defendant, Shirley Rowley, enrolled in

one of plaintiff”s cake decorating classes and purchased a copy of

plaintiff”s book. Rowley prepared a booklet entitled "Cake

Decorating Learning Activity Package" (LAP) for use in her food

service career classes that she taught for the San Diego Unified

School District. Rowley”s LAP consisted of twenty—four pages and was

designed for students who wanted to study cake decorating. Fifteen

copies of the LAP were made and used by the students during the 1975,

1976, and 1977 school years. Although the LAP was used by sixty

students during this time period, neither Rowley nor the school

district received any profit from the usage. Marcus learned of

Rowley‘s LAP when a student in her class refused to purchase her

book. The student”s son had obtained a copy of the LAP from Rowley”s

class and, after examining Rowley”s work, the student accused Marcus

of plagiarizing the LAP. Marcus then initiated action for a claim of

infringement by Rowley. The trial court dismissed the case on the

merits. The grounds for dismissal were that the defendant”s copying

of the plaintiff”s material for nonprofit educational purposes

constituted "fair use". Marcus appealed.

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit heard

the case and decided that "its resolution turned entirely on the
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application of the doctrine of fair use."56 The court considered

each of the four factors to be used in determining whether the use

made of a work in any particular case is a fair use.

The Purpose and Character of the Use. "It is uncontroverted

that Rowley”s use of the LAP was for a nonprofit educational purpose

and that the LAP was distributed to students at no charge. These

facts necessarily weigh in Rowley‘s favor. Nevertheless, a finding

of a nonprofit educational purpose does not automatically compel a

finding of fair use." 57 The court also applied the "same functions

test" and found that both plaintiff”s and defendant‘s books were

prepared for the purpose of teaching cake decorating, a fact which

weighs against a finding of fair use.

The Nature of the Copyrighted Work. The court considered

whether the work was "informational" or "creative." The court

believed that "the scope of fair use is greater when informational

type works, as opposed to more creative products, are involved."58

Upon examination, the court determined that the booklet contained

elements of both information and creativity. Thus, on balance, this

factor was not of any real assistance in reaching a conclusion as to

the applicability of fair use.

The Amount and Substantiality of the Portion Used. "Any

conclusion with respect to this factor requires analysis of both the

quantity and quality of the alleged infringement."59 In considering

the quantitative aspects of the copying, the court examined previous

case law. The Eighth Circuit, in Wihtol v Crow, stated: "Whatever

may be the breadth of the doctrine of ”fair use,” it is not
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conceivable to us that the copying of all, or substantially all, of a

copyrighted song can be held to be a ”fair use' . . .
'ßo

In

Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp. v Crocks, the court held

that ". . . the taping of entire copyrighted films was too excessive

for the fair use defense to apply;'61 "In this case, almost 50% of

defendant”s LAP was a verbatim copy of plaintiff”s booklet and that

50% contained virtually all of the substance of defendant”s book." 62

This factor fails to support defendant‘s claim of a fair use.

The Effect of the Use Upon the Potential Market for or Value of

the Copyrighted Work. In deliberations of this fourth and final

factor, the court referred to the legislative history of the fair use

section. In the 1967 House Report, this factor was often considered

the most important criterion of fair use. But, the report also

warned that it "must almost always be judged in conjunction with the

other three criteria."63 The fact that Marcus had not offered any

evidence of actual pecuniary damage did not require a finding of fair

use.

Finally, the court considered the question cf fair use in light

of the Congressional Guidelines and in accordance, thereof, concluded

that Rowley”s copying did not qualify as fair use.

The court considered the evidence and issued the following

ruling:
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We conclude that the fair use doctrine does not
apply to these facts as that doctrine has been articulated
in the common law, in section 107 of the revised Copyright
Act, or in the special guidelines approved by
Congress for nonprofit educational institutions.
Rowley”s LAP work, which was used for the same purpose as
plaintiff”s booklet, was quantitatively and
qualitatively a substantial copy of plaintiff s booklet
with no credit given to plaintiff. Under these
circumstances, neither the fact that the defendant used
the plaintiff”s booklet for nonprofit educational purposes
nor the fact that plaintiff suffered no pecuniary damage
as a resuL§,of Rowley‘s copying supports a finding of
fair use.

The order of the district court was reversed; summary judgement was

entered for the plaintiff; and, the case remanded to the trial court

for a determination of damages.

Cases Involving Educational Institutions

The federal courts have heard only two cases which directly

involve educational institutions. In the first case, Williams and

6
Wilkins, Co. v United States,f2 small publisher of medical journals

brought action against the governmental medical research organization

and its library for making photocepies of articles in medical

journals. Plaintiff, Williams and Wilkins Company, charged that the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, through the National

Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Library of Medicine

(NLM), had infringed plaintiff”s copyrights in certain medical

journals by making unauthorized photocepies of articles contained in

those periodicals. The trial judge, Judge James F. Davis, after an

extensive trial, found the Government liable for copyright
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infringement. On review, the United States Court of Claims reversed

the lower court ruling, finding the Government free from liability.

The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari, and returned a

split decision (4-4) affirming the Court of Claims” holding that the

use made of the work by the governmental research organizations was a

fair use, thereby absolving the government of liability.

Williams and Wilkins Co., a small publisher of medical journals

and books, published 37 journals, dealing with various medical

specialties. The four journals named in the suit were: Medicine,

Journal of Immunology, Gastroenterology, and Pharmacological Review.

The journals were published for profit, were widely disseminated

throughout the United States, and had a range of annual aubscriptions

from 3,100 to 7,000. Most of the revenue derived from the journals

came through subscription sales. Each journal was published with

proper notice of copyright.

NIH is the Government”s principal medical research organization,

employing approximately 12,000 personnel. To assist its staff in

conducting medical research, NIH maintained a technical library with
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an annual budget of $1.1 million in 1970. The NIH library subscribes

to about 3,000 different journals, including the four journals

mentioned in the suit. Each subscription consists of two copies of

the ordered journal; one copy remains in the library and one copy is

allowed to circulate. Demand for the journals cannot be met with the

subscription copies. To accommodate the research staff, the library

offers a photocopy service. On request, a researcher can obtain a .

copy of a particular article from any of the journals in the

library's collection. The library has no system to monitor the

reasons behind the requests nor does the library require the

photocopies be returned.

The library has a general policy limiting each request to a

single copy of a journal article and each request is limited to about

40 to 50 pages in length. Also, requests for photocopying are

generally limited to a single copy from a single journal, although

routine exceptions are made to this policy as long as the copying is

limited to less than 50% of the journal.

NIH”s copying service employs four full—time employees. The

equipment consists of microfilm cameras and Xerox copying machines.

In 1970, the library photocopy budget was $86,000 and the library

filled 85,744 requests for photocopies.

NLM, formerly the Armed Forces Medical Library, is a repository

of much of the world”s medical literature. NLM cooperates with other

libraries and educational agencies via an "interlibrary loan"

program. Upon request, NLM will loan materials from its collection.

Request for journal articles are filled by photoccpying the original
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article and sending it, free of charge, to the requesting party. No

attempt is made by NLM to monitor the usage of the photocopy or to

obtain its return. NLM will furnish only one photccopy of an article

per request, and will not photocopy an entire journal issue. NLM

will not fill a request if the requested article can be found in a

journal on the "widely—available list." This list contains 104 of

the most readily available medical journals. The four journals named

in this suit can be found on this list. In 1968, NLM filled

approximately 120,000 requests for photocopies of journal articles.

Defendant concedes that, within the pertinent accounting period,

NLM and NIH made at least one copy of each of the eight articles from

one or more of the four journals in suit. After hearing arguments

from both sides, the court weighed the multiplicity of factors which

had a bearing on the photocopying practices of the two libraries

involved.

In the fifty—odd years since the 1909 Act, the major tool for

probing what physical copying amounts to unlawful "copying" . . . has

been the gloss of "fair use" which the courts have put upon the words

of the statute. Precisely, because a determination that a use is

"fair," or "unfair", depends on an evaluation of the complex of

individual and varying factors bearing upon the particular use, there

has been no exact or detailed definition of the doctrine. The

courts, congressional committees, and scholars have had to be content

with a general listing of the main considerations .... These

factors are said to be: (a) the purpose and character of the use,

(b) the nature of the copyrighted work, (c) the amount and
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substantiality of the material used in relation to the copyrighted

work as a whole, and (d) the effect of the use on a copyright owner”s

potential market for and value of his work.

During careful application and analysis of the four factors, the

court identified eight major points on which they based their

conclusions:

(1) Both NIH and NLM are non—profit institutions, whose

‘ sole purpose is the advancement of medical knowledge. They are not

attempting to gain financially from the photocopying;

(2) Both libraries have declared and enforced reasonably

strict guidelines to keep the photocopying within acceptable limits.

The court dismissed the large numbers of copies made, holding that in

considering the great size of the libraries involved the amount of

copying does not seem to have been excessive or disproportionate;

(3) Photocopying by libraries, such as the Library cf

Congress, has been going on since the enactment of the 1909 statute;

(4) Medical science would be seriously hurt if library

photocopying practices were stopped;

(5) Plaintiff has presented no proof, other than

assumption, that they have substained economic harm because of the

photoccpying practices;

(6) There is grave uncertainty as to the coverage of "copy"

in Section 1 of the 1909 Act and some doubt whether it applies at all

to periodicals;

(7) The 1909 Act has been the subject of revision efforts

for some years now. As part of those efforts, Congress has made it
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clear, in reports on its bill,
66

that photocopying can be a

"fair use", in proper circumstances; the report negates the notions

that copying of a complete work can never be a "fair use"; and that

the doctrine is flexible, depending on the particular situation; and

(8) In foreign countries, the practice of photocopying for

purposes of research or private study is not an infringement.
67

Taking all 8 points together, the court concluded ". . . that

plaintiff has failed to show that the defendant”s use of the

copyrighted materials has been "unfair," and conversely we find that

these practices have up to now been "fair." There has been no

infringement."
68

The second case involving an educational institution occurred in

1982. The alleged infringing activity in Encyclopedia Britannica

Educational Corporation v C.N. Crooks69 was the videotaping of

copyrighted films.

Plaintiffs are three profit motivated organizations engaged in

the business of producing, acquiring, and licensing educational

audiovisual materials. Defendants are: The Board of Educational

Services, First Supervisory District, Erie County, New York (BOCES),

and its individual officers and directors.

The BOCES Print Film Service and the Television and Videotape

Services are administered as two separate organizations. The Print

Film Service operation is not involved in the action.

The Videotape and Instructional Television Service has extensive

facilities and equipment for off—the-air recording of television

broadcasts. The electronic equipment owned by BOCES for this purpose
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is valued at, from one-half million to one million dollars. During

the 1976-77 school year, BOCES' videotape library contained 4,500

videotaped programs. Most of these library holdings were obtained by

off—the—air recording of programs broadcast by television stations.

BOCES employs 9 employees and has a budget of approximately $297,000

per school year. Budgetary dollars originate from the 15

participating school districts.

In 1967, BOCES initiated a policy of taping all programs

broadcast on station WNED; an instructional television station.

Defendant”s acknowledged, they videotaped the programs in their

entirety, including the copyright notice. They concede, there was no

prior permission obtained authorizing this videotaping.

BOCES prepared and distributed, to the teachers in the member

school districts, a catalog listing over 5,000 "master" videotapes.

Each of the plaintiff”s 19 copyrighted works, involved in this law

suit were listed in this catalog. Teachers, desiring a certain tape,

filled out an order form and returned their request to BOCES. BOCES

would copy the requested program from the master videotape, kept in

the BOCES library, and return the copy to the requesting teacher,

usually within seven days of the request. If the copy was used,

testimony by teachers indicated it would be shown five or six times

to different class sections.

The Videotape Service kept no records concerning the use of the

videotapes. Neither were there restrictions placed on their use by

BOCES, nor were the tapes required to be returned to the service.

Some schools kept the tapes, creating their own tape library.
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Plaintiff, Encyclopedia Britannica Corporation, produces and

distributes non—theatrical films, with over 1,500 active titles

available for classroom use. Films may be purchased outright,

rented, or leased. The Corporation produces approximately 70 new

films per year, at an estimated average cost of $66,000 per 30—minute

film. Plaintiff owns the copyrights of 7, of the 19 works in issue.

In late 1973, plaintiff, in response to the development of the

videotape recorder, began offering its film works in video cassette

and video disc formats. The Corporation also offers a licensing

agreement permitting duplication of their copyrighted films by

institutions already owning copies of the work. This license is

based upon a rate of $5 for the first 10 minutes of film running time

and $3 per minute, for the remaining length of film. This license

provides for only one copy of the work at a time. If additional

copies are desired, further licenses must be purchased.

Encyclopedia Britannica also has a licensing agreement for

educational institutions which allows them to make unlimited copies

of works already owned by the institution. The fee for this license

is dependent on the number of playback machines owned by the

institution. The license requires that videotape copies, made under

the agreement, be destroyed or erased at the expiration cf the

agreement.

Plaintiffs” argument is; as the copyright owners of the works in

question, they have the exclusive right to ccntrol the copying and
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use of their works. They claim three kinds of copyright

infringements for the 19 films in issue:

(1) the making of five original master videotapes and

videotape copies derived from all the master tapes in violation cf 17

u.s.c. § 1(a);

(2) the vending of these copyrighted works by BOCES in

violation cf 17 U.S.C. § 1(a), based upon contributions from school

districts to BOCES for participation in the Videotape Service; and

(3) the public performance of these works in the classrooms

caused by BOCES” videotape duplication and closed circuit cable

television transmission in violation of 17 U.S.C. § 1(d).7O

The defendant”s position is; that if technolcgical change has

rendered the Copyright Act ambiguous, the Act must be construed in

light of its basic purpose,7l and that the equitable doctrine of

fair use is applicable to the videotaping practices of BOCES. The

defendants also claimed protection under the First Amendment of the

United States Constitution because they are in the business of

promoting education, a matter of paramount interest. Finally, if the

court finds liability, defendants argue that no injunction may issue,

because the claim of future damages is too speculative, and that, in

the interest of justice, only actual, rather than statutory damages

should be awarded.72

The court first considered defendant‘s claim of fair use. Both

parties in this action sought support from the two Sony cases,

Universal City Studios, Inc. v Sony Corporation ef America,73 and

the subsequent appellate decision, Universal City Studios Inc. v
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Sony Corporation of America. 7u In the Sony case, the district court

found that the private home use of a videotape recorder and

off—the—air copying for private, non-commercial use was fair use and

did not constitute infringement. On appeal, the United States Court

of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the district court, holding

that home videotape recording did_constitute copyright infringement.

Both this case and the conflicting Sony decisions evolve from

the relationship of the copyright laws to the use of new and similar

technology. Beyond this threshold, however, the similarity ends.

The analysis of fair use and the copyright laws in the Sony opinions

are at times helpful and instructive to the legal issues presented

here. However, the Sony cases are, in comparison to the instant

case, no more alike than an apple to an oyster. Of foremost concern

are the copyright laws and their application to off—the—air videotape

recordings used for classroom educational use.

In applying the four factors used to determine fair use, the

court first considered the effect of the use upon the potential

market for the copyrighted work. "Clearly, BOCES‘s videotaping

practices interfere with this aspect of the marketability of

plaintiffs‘ copyrighted works; these practices tend to diminish and

prejudice the potential sale of plaintiffs” works in videotape

format." 76

The second factor considered, the purpose and character of the

use, also weighed in favor of the plaintiff. Noting that the purpose

of the use was for education, the court noted similarities found in

the williams and Wilkins decision. But, the court also noted that
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the concept of fair use is based upon reasonableness. Although the

purpose and character of the use here is clearly educational, the

massive scope of the videotape copying and the sophisticated methods

employed cannot be deemed reasonable. 77

The third factor considered, the nature of the copyrighted work,

generally refers to the type of material used and whether

distribution cf the material would serve the public interest.78 In

this instance, the nature of the copyrighted works is clearly

educational. "Nevertheless, the educational contents of the works in

this case cannot be employed as a means to justify as in the public

interest the extensive and systematic copying as documented here." 79

The educational content and nature of the films in this case does

not, in and of itself, empower "a court to ignore a copyright

whenever it determines the underlying work contains material of

possible public importance." 80

The fourth factor, substantiality of the use, refers to the

quantity and quality of the copyrighted material appropriated by the

defendants.8l Generally, the more substantial the appropriation

from the copyrighted work, the less likely fair use will be

considered a defense.82 Defendant admitted they had copied the

entire work verbatim. The court found this practice to exceed the

framework of reasonableness. "Such substantial use and appropriation

cannot be considered fair use in relation to the plaintif£s‘

copyrighted works." 83

The court concluded the defendant, BOCES, was guilty of

copyright infringement. Plaintiff was granted injunctive relief;
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directed to file any additional affidavits or briefs concerning the

award of actual or statutory damages for the court to consider;

denied attorneys” fees; and, ordered that all infringing copies be

sold, delivered to plaintiff, or disposed of in some way that would

best serve the ends of justice.
8"

Cases Involving the Use of Technology

The first case involving the application of technology to the

then current copyright laws was White—Smith Music Publishing Co. v

Appollo Co. in 1908. 85

Technology had provided a new means by which music could be

produced on the piano; the piano roll. The first such piano rolls,

when inserted into a player piano, would mechanically reproduce a

song. Some of the songs reproduced were copyrighted works, resulting

in charges of copyright infringement, as in the instant case. The

question before the court was, whether the piano roll constituted an

unauthorized copy of the copyrighted work.

The court ruled that a piano roll was not a copy of the

copyrighted sheet music, but rather part of the machine itself, i.e.,

the piano. The court reasoned that a copy must be visually

perceptable to the human eye and, "give to every person seeing it the

idea created by the original." 86
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Technolegical innovations have continued to test the application

of the copyright laws. In each new case, the courts have struggled

with the questions raised by this new technology. This ie most

evident in the recent Supreme Court case involving technolegy,-SEE!

Corporation rf America v Universal City Studios, Inc. 87

Plaintiff, Universal Studios Inc., owned the copyright in

several television programs being broadcast over the public airwaves.

Universal Studios argued that some owners of video cassette recorders

(VCR) were using these devices to make unauthorized copies of

copyrighted programs broadcast on television; and, that this copying

was an infringement on the owner”s copyright. Plaintiff further

argued that Sony Corporation, makers of the VCR, was guilty of

contributory infringement under the theory of vicarious liability.

Plaintifi olaimed irreparable monetary harm to themselves because of

defendant”s actions.

Defendant, Sony Corporation, denied the charge of contributory

infringement, arguing that the VCR was indeed capable of many other

use: beeides the alleged infringing activity, and that such copying

was ex„mpted from copyright by section IO7, Fair Use.

The trial court noted that "[tlhis case invites application of

the fair use doctrine to new technology in a new context: . . . and

while no court has previously addressed this is;ue, the fair use

doctrine does suggest both an approach and an :nswer."89 The court

considered the fair use factors.

Purpose and char‘e..cter of the use. Plaintiffs argued that

"Betamaxgo owners uee the copy for the same purpose ae the
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original."
91

The court recognized this fact as truth, but held

that this was toe narrow of an application regarding this factor.

"The salient characteristics of the use here are, that it is

nonccmmercial and occurs in the home." 92

Nature of the copyrighted work. The Court of Appeals for the

9th Circuit adopted the principle of "productive use." The court

held that a mere reproduction ef a copyrighted work in order to use

it for its intrinsic purpose may not be considered fair use. The

Supreme Court reversed on this point, holding that the fair use

def nse is not "rigidly circumscribed" by the productive use

requirement. 93 The Supreme Court acknowledged that "the

distinction between ”productive” and ‘unproductive” uses may be

helpful in calibrating the balance, but it cannot be wholly

determinative." g"

Amount and substantiality of the portion used. The court

recognized that the copyrighted work had been copied in its entirety,

but skirted the issue of total reproduction by stating that this

factor must be considered in relation to all of the other fair use

criteria. 95 "It is true that, taken out of context, dicta in

Meeropcl and Rosemont appear to preclude resort to a fair use defense

when copying is nearly verbatim, but the context of the dicta reveals

that the Second Circuit was concerned about substantiality only when

it produced harm to the complaining party."96 "Substantiality is

simply listed as one of [the] factors; it is given no special

position in relation tc the others." 97
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Effect of the use on the potential market. Plaintiffs argued

that defendant”s actions would cause harm to their copyright and this

harm would not only be a probable effect but would be an imminext

effect. In response, the court stated:

A challenge to a noncommercial use of a

copyrighted work requires proof either that the

particular use is harmful, or that if it should become

widespread, it would adversely affect the potential market

for the copyrighted work. Actual present harm need not

be shown; such a requirement would leave the copyright

holder with no defense against predictable damage. Nor is it

necessary to show with certainty that future harm

will result. What is necessary is a showing by a

preponderance of the evidence that "some" meaningful

likelihood of future harm exists. If the intended use

is for commercial gain, that likelihood may be presumed.

But if it is for a nonccmmercial Eprpose, the
likelihood must be demonstrated.9

Because plaintiffs” prediction of harm was based on many

assumptions, the court was hesitant to identify the probable effects

of heme copying. The court held that even if this issue was found in

plaintiffs” favor, fair use could still be found. The other three

criteria, plus other relevant data, must be considered by the court,

and balanced against the harm.
99

The district court entered judgment for the manufacturers, but

was reversed by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit. The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals, holding

that the sale of VCR”s to the public did not constitute contributory

infringement of copyrighted television programs. The court reasoned

there was a significant likelihood that substantial numbers of

copyright holders, who license their works for broadcast on free

tel vision, would not object to having their broadcaste time—shifted
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‘by
private viewers; and, that the plaintiff copyright holders did not

demonstrate that time—shifting would cause any likelihood of

non-minizal harm to the potential market for, of the value of, their

copyrighted works. In ruling on the Sony case, the Supreme Court

acknowledged the limits of the New Act in dealing with new

technology:

. . . in a case like this, in which Congress has
°

not plainly marked the course to be followed by the

judiciary, this Court must be circumspect in construing the

rights created by a statute that never contemplated such a

calculus of interests.lOO

The court also noted the limitations of its findings. The court

did not rule on tape swapping, formal or informal; on duplication ef

tapes in or out of the home; and on eff—the—air recording for use

outside the home, i.e., by teachers for use in the classro;m.lOl

Four of the Supreme Court Judges; Blackmun, Marshall, Powell,

and Rehnquist, dissented with the majority opinion. The dissenting

view held that taping a copyrighted television program is an

infringement, that time—shifting is not fair use, and that VCR

manufacturers wer; guilty of inducing and materially contributing to

the infringement. The conflicting views of the bench only

emphasize the difficulties the courts encountered when trying to

resolve questions gen rated by the new technology. As the Supreme

Court noted in the Sony case: "The ramifications cf this new

technol gy are greater than the boundaries of this lawsuit."
102
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Cases Involving Computers, Computer Programs, or Computer Technology.

Developers of computer programs have sought copyright protection

for their works under both the 1909 and 1976 Acts. Under the 1909

Act, computer programs were accepted by the copyright office and

registered as books. Under the New Act, Section 101 defines a

computer program as a "set of statements or instructions to be used

directly or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a

certain result."lO3 As early as 1980, the courts were asked to rule

on questions of infringement of copyrighted computer programs.

Data Cash Systems, Inc. retained an independent consultant,

D.B.Goodrich and Associates, to design and develop a computer program

for a computerized chess game. As the program evolved, it passed

through all four phases of development associated with computer

programs, ending up as an object program: Read Only Memory (ROM).

The ROM was then installed as part of the computer‘s circuitry.

In late 1977, Data Cash began to market CompuChess, a hand-held

computer containing the ROM developed by the Data Cash consultants.

No ccpyright notice appeared on the ROM, the CompuChess computer

itself, its packaging, or any accompanying literature. Notice of

copyright did appear on the source program and all copies thergof.

The source program was filed with the Register of Copyrights in

November 1978, and received a Certificate of Copyright Registration

on N„vember 28, 1978.

In late 1978, defendant, J.S. 8 A., began marketing the J.S. 8

A. Chess Computer. The ROM in the J.S. 8 A. Chess Computer was
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identical to the ROM in plaintiff”s CompuChess. In early 1979,

plaintiff filed action for copyright infringement and unfair

competition.

In Data Cash Systems, Inc. v J.S. G A. Group, Inc.,
lou

the

court applied the copyright law es it existed before January 1, 1979.

The district court held that a read—only memory (ROM) computer chip

was not a copy of the plaintiff‘s copyrightable source program. The

court said that at some point computer programs become mechanical

devices. The source program is writing; the object program is a

mechanical tool; i.e., a machine part. Thus, the court held to the

meaning of a "copy" handed down in the 1909 case, White-Smith Music

Publishing Co. v Appollo Co. In that case the court stated:

It may be true in a broad sense a mechanical
instrument, which reproduces a tune, copies it; but this is a
strained and artificial meaning. When the combination
of musical sounds is reproduced to the ear, it is
the original tune as conceived by the author which is heard.
These musical tones are not a copy which appeals to the eye.
In no sense can musical sounds which reach us through the
sense of hearing be said to be copies as that term is
generally understocd, and as we believe it was intended to
oe understeod in the statutes under consideration. 105

Thus, a ROM is not in a form which one can "see or read" with

the naked ey : It is not a copy within the meaning of the 1909 Act.

In its object phase, the ROM, the computer program is a mechanical

toel or device but not a copy of the source program.

Additionally, the seventh circuit held that plaintiff”s pre-1979

publication cf its ROM without notice of copyright resulted in a loss

of copyright protection; the work fell into the public domain. The
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appellate court explicitly refused to consider whether the district

court had been correct in holding that a ROM could not be a "copy"

and that publication under the 1909 Act could be effected only with

"copies" of the oopyrighted work.

In 1981, the question of a ROM being afforded copyright

protection came before the courts again in Tandy Corp. v Personal

Micro Computers, Inc.lO6

Plaintiff, Tandy Corporation, sued Personal Micro Computers,

stating five causes of action, the first of which was copyright

infringement. The dispute centerod around the alleged duplication of

a computer program imbedded in a ROM, for which plaintiff held the

copyright.

Tandy Corporation developed an "input—output" routine for its

Radio Shack TRS—6O home computer. This program was essential to the

operation of the computer and was imprinted directly onto silicon

chips. These chips were permanently wired into the computer as a

ROM. Personal Micro Computers admitted duplicating plaintiff‘s ROM,

and argued that the ROM chips were not copies of the original

computer program within the meaning of the fed;ral copyright laws.

Ther;fore, a ROM chip, which is a copy of another ROM chip, does not

infringe the copyright granted to the original computer program.

Defandant moved for dismissal of all claims for relief.

The trial court applied the Copyright Act of 1976 and concludei,

under sections 101 and 102 of Title 17, that:

(1) a computer program is "a work of authorship" and the

proper subject of copyright, and,
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(2) a silicon chip is a "tangible medium of expression"

within the meaning of the statute, such as to make a program fixed in

that medium subject to copyright protection.

Def;ndant‘s motion to dismiss the action was denied.

A comparison of the first two cases illustrates the problems

encountered by the courts in applying the copyright statute to the

rapidly changing world of computer technology. In the first case,

Data Cysh, the court held that a ROM was not the proper subject

matter of copyright. Less than a year later, in the Tandy Case, a

ROM was held to be protected by copyright laws.

To fully understand the difficulties of applying copyright law

to the area of computer technology, it would be helpful to review the

component parts of a computer program. Basically, a computer program

goes through four phases of development.

The first phase is represented by a flow chart. This chart is a

schematic representation of the program”s logic. The second phase is

referred to as the source program. The source program is a

translation of the flow chart into a computer programming language

such as FORTRAN or COBOL. Source programs may be punched on cards or

imprinted on discs, tapes, or drums. The third phase, the assembly

program, is a translation of the programming language into machine

language, i.e., mechanically readable computer language. Unlike

source programs which are readable by trained programmers, assembly

programs are virtually unintelligible except by the the computer

itself. The fourth and final stage is known as the object program.

This program is a conversion of machine language into a mechanical
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device commanding a series of electrical impulses. Object programs

cannot be read without the aid of special equipment and can ot be

understocd by even the most highly trained programmers. Thus,

computer programs, at given times in their development, are both a

"source program" and an "object program." The source program is an

actual writing, as known in the traditional sense, while the object

program is a meohanical tool or machine part.

The next case, again from California, dealt with source and

object codes. In GCA Corp. v Raymond Chance,lO7 the court indioated

that the p1aintiff”s copyright of the source code of its computer

programs also protected the object code because object code is mercly

the encryption of the copyrighted source code. The court said that

the two codes are to be treated as the same work and that copyright

of the source code protects the object code as well. The court found

that since the object code version of the program was distributed to

purchasers for limited purposes the defendants were not rightful

owners within the meaning of 17 U.S.C. § 117 and that the copies

they made were not within the scope of § 117.108

The third circuit afiirmed the Tandy court in the 1982, ruling

that a ROM was indeed a copy. In Williams Electronics, Inc. v Artic

International, Inc., 109 the court held that despite the changi g

images of plaintiff”s el ctronic videogame, the work was fixed under

Title 17. The court also found that the computer program, fixed in

the pirmanent read only mexcry devices, was protected by copyright

law. Computer programs expressed in source code or object code are

protected as "copies." "[T]he copyrightability of computer programs
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[was] firmly established after the 1980 amendment to the Copyright

Act....°°1lO

Hubco Data Products Corp. v Management Assistance Inc.ll1 again

brought before the courts the issue of whether object codes were

copyrightable. This case also introduced the issue of publication ef

computer programs. Management Assistance Inc. (MAI) had developed a

computer operating system which had certain "governors" built into

the program to limit the program‘s capabilities. Hubco Date hrd

developed a program, named Nilsson Method II, which enhanced the

capabilities of the original operating system developed by MAI. MAI

sought to enjoin plaintiff from using its Nilsson Method II, claiming

infringement of its copyrighted object code. The court found that

when Hubco enhanced MAI”s operating system by the application ef its

Nilsson Method II, it was necessary to reproduce copies of MAI‘s

program in order to locate the encoded "governors" that limited the

capabilities of the MAI operating system. The court ruled that the

production of those copies is prohibited by the Copyright Law, and

constituted an infringement. The result was the same whether th;

copies were reproduced on paper for human examination er in the

mexcry of a computer for further processing by a computer.l12

Cperating programs were also the subject of the next case; Apple

Computer Inc. v Formula International, Inc. 113 Apple developed

five operating programs; two were embodied in ROMs, the other thre=
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in diskettes. All five programs were published with proper notice of

copyright. Formula duplicated Apple”s programs causing Apple to

bring action, moving for a preliminary injunction. The court faced

three issues:

(1) Were the programs fixed in a tangible medium of

expression, i.e. are ROMs and diskettes copies?

(2) Are operating programs copyrightable? and

(3) Does the conversion cf the program into object code

deprive it of its copyrightability?

The court granted the requested preliminary injunction finding

that ROMs are copies, all computer programs are ultimately useful,

and noted that CONTU recommended inclusion cf programs which operate

a machine. The court quoted from the CONTU Final Report: "There

should be . . . no distinction made between programs which are used

in the production of further copyrighted works and those which are

not."llu

In 1983, Midway Manufacturing Co. v Strohcn, involved the

installation ef a modification kit to the Pac—Man video game,

developed and copyrighted by Midway. The kit required the

substitution of five of the ROMs in Midway‘s game. The instructions

sold with the kit also told the purchaser to remove on: of the other

ROMs and to substitute nothing in its place. Removal of this ROM

resulted in the shape of the Pac—Man characters to become squares,

ther by, according to Strohon, „egating infringement of the
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audiovisual work. The court held that the object code was protected

by copyright, and that a ROM was a copy, also protected by copyright.

The court did not see any difference between ROMS and floppy disc;.

Stroh n was found guilty of infringing the copyright in the computer

program since 89% of the object code was copied.ll5

Apple Computer, Inc. returned to court in 1983 to protect the

same computer programs which were the subject of its earlier suit

against Formula International, Inc. In Apple Computer, Inc. v

Franklin Computer Corp., 116 the trial court denied Apple‘s moti„n

for a preliminary injunctioe stating that it was "not clear that

object code, which was not designed to be ‘read” by a human reader

and can be read by an expert with microscope and patience, is a

language of description. It cannot teach. It can be used to control

the operation ef the computer." 117
The court noted it might be more

acourate to say that operating systems are an essential element of

the machine. It also said it may be more accurate to say that object

code in its binary form or chip form is a useful version of the

machine”s el ctrical pulse.

Apple appealed and found the third circuit more receptive to

their arguments. The appellate court revers;d the lower court

decision helding that object code is protected by copyright. The

court said that:

the category of "literary works" . . . is not,
confined to literature in the nature of Hemingway s,_Fcrwhom the Bell Tolls. The definit-on . . . includes

words but also "numbers, er other
. . . numerical symbole or indic a," ther by expanding
the co mon usage of "literary works."118
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The statutory requirement of fixation was held to be satisfied

through the embodiment of the expression in ROMs. The key issue,

however, was whether operating system programs are the proper subject

of copyright. The court noted that the statute defines a computer

program as "a set of instructions to be used in a computer in order

to bring about a certain result."119 The court observcd there was

nothing in the definition to suggest a distinction should be made

based on the function that a program serves within the machine.12O

The next case involving computers was heard on December 6, 1983.

Atari, Inc., manufactures and sells a home computer video game system

called the "2600." Atari also manufactures and distributes game

cartridges for use in the "2600." These game cartridges consiet of a

heavy plastic housing, containing a chip which controls the operation

of the computer. Atari”s chips are in the form of ROMs, which can

neither be reprogrammed nor erased.

J.S. G A. is a retailer of electronic products. They began

selling a device known as "Prom B1aster," a device designed for

duplicating video game cartridges. The purpose of the Prom Blaster,

as advertised by J.S. G A., was for making archival copies of

computer programs, as authorized by section 117 of the 1976 Copyright

Act.

Atari claimed the duplication ef game cartridges would be a

viclatien ef its copyright and, by selling a device for this purpose,

J.S. G A. was guilty of contributory infringement. Atari brought

acticn in the case, Atari Inc. v J.S. G A. Group, Inc. 121
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The court concluded that J.S. G A. was guilty of contributory

infringement since the Prom Blaster had no substantial non—infringi;g

use. In the court‘s opinion, the back—up copying, permitted by

Section 117, was very limited and applied only when copying tc guard

against destruction by mechanical or electrical failure. Since J.S.

G A. failed to show that the cartridges were subject to damage or

loss due to electrical or mechanical failure during their ordinary

use, the court concluded that the copying was an infringement and

that J.S. G A. was a contributing infringer.122

The question of zwnership of a computer program arise: in the

next case, but in a somewhat different perspective. Micro—Sparc,

Inc. publishes a monthly magazine for Apple computer users known as

Nib;le. Each issue of Nibble contains 12 to 15 computer programs,

which readers may type into their Apple computers and use.

Micro—Sparc owns the copyright to these published programs and also

offers them for sale on disk to user: who d; nct want to take the

time to type in their own programs.

Amtype Corporation :ffers a "typing service" to purchasers of

Rib le and other, similiar publications. For a fee, Amtype will put

cn exe disk, all the programs that appear in any one issue of a

magazine. The procedure used by Amtype is to type the programs into

a computer, transfer them to a master disk, copy them from the

master disk; ontc blank diske, amd send them to requesting customers.
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Micro—Sparc claimed that the "typing service" constituted

infringement of their copyrighted works and sought injunctive relief

and damages in Micro—Sparc, Inc. v Amtype Corporation.l23

Both parties agreed that the Nibele purohaser is the owner of

the copy ef the computer program which appeared in the magazine. At

issue is whether that owner may "authorize the making of another

copy" by the defendant under either subsection (1) or (2) of the

recently enacted amendment to the copyright law, Section 117.

Subsection (1) permits the creation cf a copy for a limited

purpose: "as an essential step in the utilization ef the computer

program in conjunction with a machine."12u The court interpret d

this as placement of a program into a computer — "Inputting ;t." The

legislative history of Section 117 indicated to the court that

subsecticn (1) was enacted to permit the rightful posseesor cf a

program to input and to use it. The court held that subsection (1)

dii not apply to def ndant”s actions in this case. Having oeen

denied subsection (1), defendant relied on the archival "exception"

contained in subsection (2). The purpose of this subsecticn ;s te

protect the use of a copy against a particular type of risk:

"destruotion er damage oy mechanical or electrical failure."l25

The court ruled that subsection (2) permitted the Nio;le purchaser

whc, under subsection (1), may trpe in the program himself to create

a disk copy. This typed program, which is contained in the

oomputer”s me ory, is subject to "destruction er damage py mechanical

cr el ctrical failure." But, the court held that subseotion (2) die
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not permit the purchaser to authorize the defendant to put the Niocle

programs on disks for archival purposes because purchaser had not

first created a "destructable" or "damageable" copy.

The court ruled that defenda;t‘s actions do not fall within the

exceptions contained in subsections (1) or (2), and held that the

copying of programs appearing in the Nibole magazine infringed on the

plaintifi”s copyright. Injunctive relief was granted and the court

order d plaintiff to submit a cliim for damages.
126

The final case involving computers ie presontly still under

litigation in the federal district court in San Francisco. The case

cf MicroPro International Corporation v United Computer Corporati;n,

deals with a recent dev;lopment in the computer industry; software

rental. For 15% to 25% of the purchase price, a les;or can rent

software for a one to three week trial period. The rental fe, may be

applied to the purchase price if the lessor buys the software. The

manufacturers of the software are claiming copyright infrixgement.

The leasing parties cite Section 109 (a) of the 1976 Copyright Act:

"The cwner of a copy of a copyrighted material is free to alienate

that copy in any manier, including lease."127 The outcome of this

case will have obvious impact on the software industry.
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Summary

Early American copyright law followed the leadership of the

English Courts and established statutory copyright as the

pre—emminent law of copyright.

Throughout history, the copyright statutes have been written ig

vague end sometixes ambiguoas terms. The legislators depsnde: on the

fedcral court system to interpret and apply the law to the myriad of

circumstances that would be presented by claims of copyright

infringement. The judicial system developed a concept, that under

certain circumstances and conditions, limited use of copyrighted

materials, for purposes other than for profit, would be acceptable.

This concept became known as the Doctrine of Fair Use, and was

codified into law for the first time in the 1976 Copyright Act.

A review of federal copyright case law reveals a lack of

litigaticn igvolving educators. To date, there are only four case:

directly involving teachers. In all but one cf the cases, the

def ndant educator pleaded the fair use defense. In thre: case:, the

high tribunal ruled against fair use, and held the educator involved,

guilty of infringement.

In cases involving educational institutions, the review of case

la·revzaled a split opinion as to fair use. In oge case, heard

under the 1909 statute, the Supreme Court held fair use, a libra;y”s

duplicaticn ef j urnal articles. In another case, the ccurt ruled

the duplicatien -f video tapes for educational purposes infringement.
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A review of cases involving computers shows a definite trend

towards increased protection sf computer programs. Initialiy, ROMs

wer; considered part of the machine and, as such, were not the proper

subject matter for copyright. In later case law, ROMs wer: afforded

protection, as well as, programs in source and object codes. As

tribunals come to understand more cf the complexities involved with

computer programs, they seem to be afiording greater legal protection

to these works.
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CHAPTER V

GENERAL SUMARY, LEGAL CASE SUMARY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Summary

Modern technology has provided today's educators with a variety

of electronic media for use in the instructional process. The

microcomputer, found in schools throughout the United States, is one

such technological innovation. To function, these microcomputers

utilize a variety of computer programs, usually referred to as

software. This software is generally copyrighted, and as such, is

protected by federal statutes. Each time a teacher "boots up" a

copyrighted software program, he/she is infringing the exclusive

rights of the copyright owner, unless;

— the use is authorized by the copyright owner;

— the use is authorized by the "Limitations on exclusive

rights:" sections of the 1976 Copyright Act;

- the use is authorized by section 117, of the Act, "Scope

of exclusive rights: Use in conjunction with computers and similar

information systems," or,

— the use is considered a "fair use."

The purpose of this study was to review, synthesize and document

federal statutes and litigation, together with, literature pertaining

to copyright and the use of computer software. This effort provides
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educators with a conceptual framework for applying the principles of

Copyright Law to the use of computer software in the educational

environment.

The study was organized into five chapters. The first chapter

defined the problem and outlined the methodology to be followed. The

second chapter reviewed the historical development of copyright in

England and in the United States. The third chapter reviewed current

literature in the field of copyright and examined applicable federal

copyright legislation. The fourth chapter reviewed federal case law

dealing with questions of copyright infringement by educators; and

questions of copyright protection for computer programs. The fifth,

and final chapter, summarizes the study, and presents the findings,

conclusions, and recommendations.

History of Copyright. The first recorded decision regarding

copyright was handed down in 567 A.D. Copyright began in England as

a "right of printers" and evolved into a "right of authors.“ The

first written copyright law was enacted in 1710 with the passage of

the Statute of Anne - "An Act for the Encouragement of Learning by

Vesting the Copies of Printed Books in the Author or Purchasers of

Such Copies During the Times Therein Mentioned." In America, the

Continental Congress, responding to pressure from its own authors,

agreed in Article I, Section 8, of the United States Constitution,

that: ". . . Congress shall have the power to promote the progress of

science and the useful arts, by securing for limited times to authors
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and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and

discoveries." Congress responded by enacting the first American

Copyright Law in 1790.

Following a series of revisions and modifications, a new

copyright law was enacted in 1909. With the rapid advancements in

science and technology, the 1909 statute proved to be inadequate.

Efforts to revise this Copyright Act appeared soon after its passage.

Following the Universal Copyright Convention in 1955, Congress

authorized a program of studies for the purpose of generally revising

the copyright laws. Over twenty years later, a new statute was

enacted; the Copyright Act of 1976. This act has also struggled with

the impact of technological advances, with a significant amendment

resulting in 1980, which established limitations on the exclusive

rights of the copyright owner of computer programs.

The Current Dilemma. The framers of the Constitution were

faced with the issue of balancing the rights of authors to the

profits of their labors; with the rights of the public to the access

of information. The wording of the Constitutional copyright

provision created a controversy which remains with us today.

Educators and publishers have entrenched themselves on opposing sides

of this controversy and offer substantive arguments advancing their

respective contentions. The New Act provides direction to both

educators and publishers, but does not answer all of the questions.

The federal courts have developed a concept which recognizes

that; in spite of the limited monopoly granted to authors, i.e.,

copyright, certain uses of copyrighted works are "fair use." The
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judicially developed "Doctrine of Fair Use," codified for the first

time in the 1976 Copyright Act, instructs, but does not limit, the

courts to consider four factors in deciding whether a certain use of

a work is a fair use:

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether

such use is of a commercial nature; or, is for nonprofit educational

purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and,

(A) the effect of the use upon the potential market for, or

value of, the copyrighted work.

The 1976 Copyright Act, and its subsequent amendments, extend

copyright protection to computer programs.

Federal Case Law. The 1976 Copyright Act establishes the

federal statue as the pre-emminent law of copyright; eliminating the

dual system of statutory and common—law protection existing under the

old statute. Their is a lack of case law directly involving teachers

and the question of infringing a copyright. To date, only four such

cases have come to bar. The courts rejected the teacher”s plea of

"fair use," and found the defendants guilty of infringement in each

case.

In cases involving copyright infringement by educational

institutions, the courts accepted one plea of "fair use" and rejected

another. A review of cases involving computer programs, reveals a

definite trend towards increased protection for these programs.
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Federal Case Summary

The initial question presented to the American federal court

system was essentially the same question presented to the English

courts in Donaldson v Beckett: Is there common-law copyright

protection after publication? In Wheaton v Peters, the United States

Supreme Court effectively blunted efforts in America to gain

recognition for common-law copyright protection for published works.

Protection after publication was limited to the federal statute.

Teachers have not recognized sucess in utilizing the "fair use"

defense. Melaim L. King pleaded "fair use" when he was charged with

infringing the copyright of a publisher”s textbook. King provided

his students with an outline of the material to be covered. The

court held, in MacMillan Co. v King, that such use was not fair, even

though the defendant was a teacher.

Nearly half a century later, another educator, a vocal music

teacher, infringed a copyright when he rearranged a version of the

song "My God and I." The trial court supported the teacher”s claim

of fair use, but was reversed by the Court of Appeals. In Wihtol v

Crow, the appellate court held that plaintiff had an exclusive right

to copy his work and that Nelson E. Crow had no right whatever to

copy it.

Twenty years later, the courts again rejected the "fair use"

defense in a case involving a teacher. In Marcus v Rowley, the
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United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, held that

Rowley”s, nearly verbatim, copying of plaintiff”s work was not a

"fair use" even though the copying was done for an educational

purpose.

Educational institutions have progressed somewhat better, under

the doctrine of fair use, than have individual teachers. In Williams

& Wilkins v United States, the massive, systematic, photocopying of

medical journals was held to be a fair use. The Supreme Court

affirmed the finding on a split decision (4-4), which indicated the

difficulties the courts were having in dealing with the concept of

fair use. Ten years later, a decision in Encyclopedia Britannica v

Crooks, confused the issue again. BOCES was found guilty of

infringing the copyright in certain films by videotaping and

distributing them to educational institutions.

The courts difficulty in trying to apply the fair use doctrine

can be clearly demonstrated by reviewing the judicial history of the

recent Supreme Court decision in Sony v Universal Studios. The trial

court held that the taping of copyrighted programs, broadcast over

the public airwaves, was a fair use. The United States Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, affirming its decision in Marcus v

Rowley, held that such use infringed the owner‘s copyright. The

United States Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals, ruling

that time—shifting was a fair use. Four of the Supreme Court

justices dissented from the majority opinion, highlighting even

further the difficulties of applying the doctrine.
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Decisions of the courts have afforded increasingly greater

copyright protection to computer programs. The decision of the Data

Cash v J.S.& A. court, that a ROM was not the proper subject matter

of copyright, was reversed, three years later, in Tandy v Personal

Micro Computers. The Tandy court concluded that:

(1) a computer program was a work of "authorship"; and,

(2) a silicon chip is a "tangible medium of expression."

The protection afforded the source code was extended to the object

code in GCA v Raymond Chance, and later affirmed in Hubco v MGA.

Operating programs were included as a result of the decision in_Apple

v Formula International.

Devices designed to duplicate computer programs were ruled

illegal in Atari v J.S.& A. The court held that the "Prom Blaster"

developed by J.S.& A. had no use other than infringing the owner”s

copyright by duplicating the program. The court rejected defendant”s

argument of the "archival copy" exemption granted by section 117 of

the New Act.

Conclusions

The following conclusions were developed from the study based on

a review of related literature, federal legislation, federal case

law, and historical documents:

1. Historically, copyright was conceived to control the

publishing industry in England, and evolved into a right of authors.
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2. American copyright is a federal issue, resulting from

the clause in the United States Constitution empowering Congress "to

promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts, by securing for a

limited time to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their

respective Writings and Discoveries." 1

3. Copyright is a monopoly. It is created for the benefit

of the people and for the public interest by granting a limited

monopoly to authors and creators; granting them limited control over

their exclusive works.

4. Technological innovations have been, are, and will

continue to be years ahead of statutory regulation.

5. The 1790, 1909, and 1976 Copyright Acts reflect many

compromises between those that produce the copyrighted materials and

those that use these materials.

6. The polarized viewpoints of educators and publishers

are, in the end, insolvable.

7. The 1976 Copyright Act should be amended in light of the

new technological innovations.

8. Computer programs are the proper subject matter of

copyright.

9. The owner of copyright has five exclusive rights:

— to prepare copies of the work,

— to prepare derivative works,
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— to distribute copies of the work,

- to perform the work, and,

— to display the work.

10. Anyone who violates any of the five exclusive rights of

the copyright owner without authorization or statutory exemption is

guilty of copyright infringement.

11. Fair use is not a defense to copyright infringement,

but rather a statutory exemption.

12. The judicially developed doctrine of fair use turns, in

part, on consideration of four factors:

— the purpose and character of the use,

— the nature of the copyrighted work,

— the amount and substantiality of the portion used,

and,

- the effect of the use on the potential market for the

work.

13. The fair use factors listed in section 107 are not

limiting or all inclusive. Other factors may be considered in a

finding of fair use.

14. The "shrink—wrap license," utilized by software

manufacturers to circumvent the first sale doctrine, will not

withstand judicial scrutiny.

15. Barring a written agreement to the contrary, the

employer school board is the author of any software programs

developed by its employees, within the scope of their employment.
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Scope of employment does not limit the development of the program to

the school day.

16. Students are considered the author and rightful owner

of copyright in any software developed by them.

17. Any employee should obtain a written agreement with his

employer as to the rightful owner of the copyright before developing

any software program.

16. Neither publication nor registration with the Copyright

Office is necessary to obtain copyright. Copyright exists upon

creation of the work.

19. Copyright subsists in a work from the time of its

creation until the death of the author plus fifty years.

20. Proper notification of copyright must appear on all

computer software produced for distribution.

21. Statutory remedies for infringement include:

injunctions; impoundment and disposition; damages and profits; and,

costs and attorney”s fees.

22. Damages may be either acutual or statutory. Statutory

damages range from $250 to $50,000.

23. Copyright infringement can be a criminal offense, which

may include fines of not more than $10,000, and up to one year

imprisonment.

24. There is a paucity of case law involving copyright

infringement by educators.

25. There will be a dramatic increase in the number of

infringement actions brought against educators and public schools.
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26. Educatcrs are duplicating copyrighted software daily.

27. Educatcrs are setting a poor example for future

generaticns by their infringing teaching techniques.

28. The publishing industry needs to recognize that a prime

motivator for software piracy is exorbitant prices.

29. Teachers are not going to pursue obtaining permission

to use copyrighted works because of the delays involved.

30. The fair use guidelines developed for music and

photocopying provide some guidance in the area of computer software.

3l. Making multiple copies of a computer program and using

them simultaneously in multiple computers is illegal.

32. Schools who permit their computers to be used to make

illegal copies of software programs are guilty of contributory

infringement.

33. School systems should adopt written policies regarding

the use of copyrighted software.

34. Serial use of a computer program, in multiple machines

and by multiple users, is legal.

35. Multiple showings of copyrighted images, through

multiple computer terminals, would constitute a public display; and

therefore, violate the owner's copyright.

36. Duplicating computer software entails copying the entire

work. This practice falls outside the limits of fair use.
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37. Teachers should consult an attorney for legal advice if

questions of copyright infringement are involved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on a review of the literature, federal legislation, and

federal case law, various recommendations can be developed. The

following recommendations should be considered:

l. Congress should follow the advice of the judiciary and

amend the current copyright law to accommodate technological

advances.

2. Publishers must recognize the limitations of educational

budgets and adjust the costs of instructional software accordingly.

3. In—service programs must be conducted in every school

to familiarize teachers with the copyright law.

4. Copyright law should be included in the curriculum of

teacher—training institutions.

5. Educators must recognize the ethical and legal

ramifications of illegal copying practices and cease to engage in

such practices.

6. Educators and publishers should negotiate a set of

guidelines for duplicating computer software similar to those for

photocopying and copying music.
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7. School systems should develop written policies for the

use of copyrighted software; and,

8. Case law involving educators, copyright, fair use,

and/or infringement should be monitered to determine judicial

direction in interpreting the copyright statute.
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Notes — Chapter V

lUnited States Constitution, Article I, Section 8,

Clause 8.
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Connecticut — "Whereas it is perfectly agreeable to the
principles of natural equity and justice, that every author should
be secured in receiving the profits that may arise from the sale
of his works, and such security may encourage men of learning and
genius to publish their writings; which may do honor to their
country, and service to mankind."

New Jersey — "Whereas learning tends to the embellishment of

human nature, the honour of the nation, and the general good of
mankind; and as it is perfectly agreeable to the principles of
equity, that men of learning who devote their time and talents to
the preparing of treatises for publication, should have the profits
that may arise from the sale of their works secured to them."

North Carolina - "Whereas nothing is more strictly a man's

own than the fruits of his study, and it is proper that men should

be encouraged to pursue useful knowledge by the hope of reward;

and as the security of literary property must generally tend to

encourage genius, to promote useful discoveries, and to the

general extension of arts and commerce: . . ."

Massachusetts — (copied by New Hampshire and Rhode Island)
— "Whereas the improvement of knowledge, the progress of civilization,
the public weal of the community, and the advancement of human

happiness, greatly depend on the efforts of learned and ingenious

persons in the various arts and sciences: As the principal and

beneficial exertions of this nature, must exist in the legal
security of the fruits of their study and industry to themselves;

and as such security is one of the natural rights of all men,

there being no property more peculiarly a mans own than that which
is produced by the labour of his mind: . . „"
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Comnissionerss National Commission on New Technological

Uses of Copyrighted Works

Respresenting authors and other copyright owners:

John Hersey, President of the authors League of America,

Inc.
Dan Lacy, Senior Vice—President, McGraw Hill, Inc.

E. Gabriel Perle, Vice—President of Law, Time, Inc.

Hershel B. Sarbin, President, Ziff-Davis Publishing Co.

Representing copyright users:

William S. Dix, Librarian Emeritus, Princeton University

Arthus R. Miller, Professor of Law, Harvard Law School

Robert Wedgeworth, Executive Director, American Library

Association
Alice E. Wilcox, Director, Minnesota Interlibrary

T„leco munications Exchange

Representing the public:

George D. Cary, Retired Chief Judge of the State of Now

York and th; New York Court of Appeals
Rhoda H. Karpatkin, Executive Director, Consumers Union
Melville B. Nixmer, Professor of Law, University of

California at Los Angeles Law School
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M-:
FAIR USE 511

ACBEEÄIENT ()N (ÄUIDELINES FOR CLASSHOOM COPYING IN

N()T~F()H-PROFI'] Enucariosai. Ixsrirurioxs

\\'1TlI RESPECT TO BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

The purpose of the following guidelines is to state the minimum standards

uf educational fair use under Section 107 of H.R. 2223. The parties agree

man the conditions determining the extent of permissihle copying for educa-

tional purposes may change in the future; that certain types of copying per-

mitted under these gnidelines may not be pemiissible in the future; and

c,,„\-ersely· that in the future other types of copying not permitted under

these guidelines may be perniissible under revised guidelines.

Moreover, the following statement of guidelines is not intended to limit

[hp types of copying permitted under the standards of fair use under judicial

decision and which are stated in Section 107 of the Copyright Revision Bill.

There may be instances in which copying which does not fall within the

gnidelines stated below ma} nonetheless be permitted under the criteria of

fair use.

CUIDELINES

1. Single Copying ßir Tcurliers

A single copy may be made of any of the following by or for a teacher at

his or her individual request for his or her scholarly research or use in

teaching or preparation to teach a class:

A. A chapter from a book;
B. An article from a perintlical or newspaper;

C. A short story. short essay or short poeni. whether or not from a collec-

tisc work;
D, A chart, graph. diagrain. drawing. cartoon or picture froin a book,

pcriodical. or newspapt r;

ll. Multiple Copics ßir Cfatsmoni Use
A

Multiple copies (not to excecd in an} event more than one copy per pupil

in a course) may be made hy or for the teacher giving the course for clas-

sroom use or discussion; provided tliut;

A. The copying meets the test ol hrevity and spontaneity as defined

below; und.
B. Meets the cumulatiye effect test as defined below; und.

C. Each copy includes a notice of copyright

Definitions

Brecity
Ii) Poetry: (a) A complete poem if less than 250 words and if printed on

not more than two pages or, (11) from a longer poem, an excerpt of not more

than 250 words.
(ii) Prose: (a) Either a complete article, story or essay of less than 2.500

words, or th) an excerpt from any prose work of not more than 1,000 words

or 10% of the work, whichever is less. but in any event a minimum of 500

words.

[Each of the numerical limits stated in and
“ii°°

above may be ex-

panded to permit the complction of an unfiuished line of a poem or of an

unfinished prose paragrapli [
'

(iii: Illustration: ()ne chart. graph. diagrani, drawing. cartoon or picture

Der book or per periodical issue.
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(ic) "Spet·ial" works; Certain works in poetry, prose or in °°p0etic prost"

which often combine language with illustrations and which are intended

sometimes for children and at other times for a more general audience fall

short of 2,50() words in their entirety. Paragraph
lliin above \'\0hN'lll'1Standmg

such "special works" may not be reproduced in their entirety; however, an

excerpt comprising not more than two of the published pages of such special

work and containing not more than 10% of t.he words found in the text

thereof, may be reproduced.

Spontuncity

(i) The copying is at the instance and inspiration of the individual teacher,

and
(ii) The inspiration and decision to use the work and the moment of its

use for maximum teaching effectiveness are so close in time that it would be

unreasonable to expect a timely reply to a request for permission.

Curnulatice Effect

(i) The copying of the material is for only one course in the school in

which the copies are made.
(ii) Not more than one short poem, article, story, essay or two excerpts

may be copied from the same author, nor more than three from the same

collective work or periodical volume during one class term.

(iii) There shall not he more than nine instanccs of such multiple copying

for one course during one class term.
[The limitations stated in “ii" and "iii" above shall not apply to current

news periodicals and newspapcrs and current news sections of other

periodicals.]

lll. Prohiliilitim us to I und II Above

Notwitlrstanding any of the above, the following shall be prohibited;

(A) Copying shall not be used to create or to replace or substitute for

anthologies, compilations or collective works. Such replacement or substitu-

tion may occur whether copies of various works or excerpts therefrom are

accumulated or reproduced and used separately.

(B) There shall be no copying of or from works intended to bc “consuma~

ble" in the course of study or of teaching. These include workbooks, exer—

cises, standardized tests and test booklets and answer sheets and like con-

sumable material.

(C) Copyright shall not;
(a) substitute for the purchase of books. publishers” reprints or period-

icals;
(b) be directed by higher authority;

(c) be repeated with respect to the same item by the sa.rne teacher

from term to term.

(D) No charge shall be made to the student beyond the actual cost of the

photocopying.
Agreed MARCH 19, 1976.

Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Law Revision:
By Si~ir:1.¤os ELIJOTT Srsmaacn.

Author-Publisher Group;
Authors League of America;

By lnwix Km?. Comm!.

Association of .-\mcrir·.in Publishers, Inc.:
By Ai.1·:x.—ys¤En C. HoFr·‘MAN.
Chairman, Copyright Committee.
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CUIDELINES FOR EDUCATIUNAL USES UF MUSIC

The purpose of the following guideliries is to state the minimum and not
the maximum standards of educational fair use under Section 107 of HR
2223. The parties agree that the conditions iletermining the extent of per-
missible copying for educational purposes may change in the future; that
certain types of copying permitted under these guidelines may not be per-
missible in the future, and conversely that in the future other types of copy-

ing not permitted under these guidelines may he permissible under revised
guidelines.

Moreover, the following statement of guidelines is not intended to limit
the types of copying pemutted under the standards of fair use under judicial
decision and which are stated in Section 107 of the Copyright Revision Bill.
There may be instance: in which copying which does not fall within the
guidelines stated below may nonetheless be permitted under the criteria of
fair use.

A. Permissible Use:

1. Emergency copying to replace purchased copies which for any reason
are not available for an imminent performance provided purchased replace-
ment copies shall he suhstituted in due course.

2. (a) For academic purposes other than performance, multiple copies of
excerpts of works may be made, provided that the excerpts do not comprise
a part of the whole which would constitute a performable unit such as a
section, movement or aria, but in no case more than 10% of the whole work.
The number of copies shall not exceed one copy per pupil.

(b) For academic purposes other than performance, a single copy of an
entire performable unit (section, movement, aria, etc.) that is, (1) confirmed
by the copyright proprietor to he out of print or (2) unavailable except in a
larger work, may be uiade liy or for a teacher solely lor the purpose ofhis or
her scholarly research or in preparation to teach a class.

3. Printed copies which have been purchased may he edited or simplified
provided that the fundamental character of the work is not distorted or t.he

lyrics, if any, altered or lyrics added if none exist.
4. A single copy of recordings of performances hy students may be made

for evaluation or rehearsal purposes and may be retained by the educational
institution or individtial teacher.

5. A single copy of a sound recording (such as a tape, disc or cassette) of

copyrighted music may he made from sound recordings owned by an educa-
tional institution or an indiv·idual teacher for the purpose of constructing
aural exercises or examinations and may be retained by the educational in-

stitution or individual teacher. (This pertains only to the copyright of the
music itself and not to any copyright which may exist in the sound record-
ing.)

8. Prohibitions
1. Copying to create or replace or substitute for anthologies, compilations

Or collective works.
2. Copying of or from works intended to be “consumable°° in the course of

study or of teaching such as workbooks, exercises, standardized tests and

answer sheets amd like material.
3. Copying for the purpose of performance, except as in A( 1) above.
4. Copying for the purpose of substituting for the purchase of music, ex-

cept as in .-\( l) and .·\(2) above.
5. Copying without inclusion of the copyright notice which appears on the

Printed copy.




